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RESEARCH ON ECONdMIC EDUCATION IN TWO-yEAR COLLEGEt
An ovERVIEW

Geor4e G.*Dawson

(This introductory statement ip similar to a pap,er
presented at a conterdn-Q6-.on "Strategies for Teaching
Principles or Economics in Two-Year. Colleges," Dellroy,
Ohio, parch 31, 19'80. The ponfdrence was conducted by
the Joint CoUncil on Economic Education and the Ohio

-Council on Economic Educatioh,)

Introduction

There aPpears to be a growing interest in research in/economic

'education in junior and community colleges, although the amount of

research being done at this is extremely small in comparison

with" studies at the four-year college and university levels. This

report is designed to acquaint interested persons with what has

been aohieved and to suggest areas for.future study: .N
.

/ \those who-are paying the bills for education want hard evidenCe'
t .

on the effectiveness of our efforts. .Wether they be taxpayers,

oiganizations-providing grants, accreditation agencies, or whatr

tdpey quite,correctly refuse to accept on fai,th the notion
r--

that what we are doing real" achieves the goals we are supposed

to bel/reaching. We can no longer get by witli subjective impressiOns .

about how good we are. Even if these exterriai pressures did1 not4

.
exist, hoWever, there is a second 'reason for doing research. X

we 1,-designed research project may show us how to be more efficient.

It might shoW Vs how to save time, money, and other resources .--
%holi to get better results, and possiblY even'hOw to attract morei,

stludent:s.
. ,

i

)
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Research in economic education at thecollege 6vel has been

increasing at an impressive rate. There has been an increase of

over 500 perpent in the number 'of- studies during the past ten

years -- from about 220 st4dies a decade ago to ovr 71.00 today.

Notta also, that this work Is'being done not only by teachers who

need to'earn "brownie poihtS" for promcitiOn and.tenUte,

such well-estabtised econ?mists as G.L. Bach,' Rendigs Fetls,

M
(ill.

'--

'Campbell C nnell, and Kerineth Boulding. NowAetsvseewhat has --I

been ng in the junior andicomiunity colleges.

To thj 'knowledge, -thei-e have been a-C least-85 studies,of 'the

teacning of economics br closely related subjects. in two-year

colleges. (By "two-year college" I mean those offering freshMan

and sopliomore level programs 'only.) Research on the,-teaching of

economics in two-year colleges represents about seven percent of

all reSearch qn economics educatiOn at-the college level. In

.View of the great .importaneof the two-year colleges in our system-

( of higher education, and the large number.of students attending

these insgtutions, one wonders if these schools are receivin4

their fair,share ofattention: In an effort:to answer ?lilt gues-
.,

tion I hAve 'examined about '60 of the studies. This ieport provides

an overvliew of my findings.

(The studies seem to fall into three brod categories. 'First,_
'\

about 2 percent.of them mi"ght,be called fact-finding studies,

The primary purpose of these studies is to find out what is being

taught in the two-year colleges, what the economics backgrounds of
0

the instrUctors are, What department is responsible for pconoMics,

courses,and the lAe. Some of these studies deal with. two-year
r :

vit
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colleges exclusively; others are surveys that have covered he

four-year colleges and universities as well. Oecond, aboUt

percent of the 85 studies Might be called comparison s-Eudies. t

The major purpose f these projcts is to compdare the effective-
/

ness of programs in two-year colleges with tht effectiveness of

instruction in fouryear schools and universities. Third,'there

are purely internal studied studies kki which the researchers

have tried to determine whEAher one approach is more effective

than anOther,Whether Or not student attitudes afe changed by an

economics, course, and wnat variables account for student learning

of economics, to name a few. These are "purely internal" in the

sense that no effort was madT to compare.the results with those

obtained in_goilr-year 6olleges. Of course, there are studielsi-that

do not fit neatly into these categories. Indeed, some contain

elements of all three, and Ichave arbitrarily assigned themtto the
_

category that deemed to describe the major thrust of the study. A

summary cf the research in each 9tegory follows.

Fact-finding Studies

The fact-finding studies can be further ivided iuto those

dealing with the,situation in a single stle, those coverin4 a
.

region encompassing several states, and those attempting'to obtain

the natiftwide picture: The single-state Studies.age most numerous,

with California,having recei304 the most attention. Indeed,'dne

'Nay entitled "The Status.of Economics in Cergin Juhior Colleges
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1

if California" was made as early a8 .1941.* I know of only one

study covering a region, and that is Jack.terrett'w"A Compara-
,

tive Study of Junior.aand Senior College Economic Programs in the

Southeast."(This t4n also be categorized as a comparison sfuay,
1 .

t e

however.

3

AlthouIh the single-sta6 studies may be'of interest priMarilY

'to those-in the tates covered, they are also useful to dthers.

They provide valuable information to rlesearchers attempting to-

cover theç entire nation:. The states that have been studied are

California, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New York.,

and Texas.
k

e.
XAs for nationwiderlstud,ies, IYbelive tnat there have been

four. -Opt fall into the fact-finding category. The.earliest of

_these was my oWn study, made in 1969. QueStionnaires were sent to

every, accredited two-year cdlle( listed in the 1968 Directory of

American Junior Colleges. The response rate *as 32 percent (293.

colleges). Although Iuld not claim thatithis truly repreSented

the.total populatiOn, comparisons of ift\data with single-state

studies and other studieg,,of junior colleges,suggested that a

/ fairly good,rdpresentative sample had been obtained. A morp recent

natidnWide study was completed by John A. Dopp in,1977. Dopp Sent

questionnaires.to 26.4 percent of all two-year:col1e4es in tile

United States (2p4 schools).and.received replies from 30.4 percent

* See Bqcknell's study listed ip the bibliography. Most 9f the
other.studies cited in this ol}erview are described it greater
detail later in this booklet.

,
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of 6hoso polld (62,pub1ic colleges). The approach was somewhat

similar to mine, although Dopp's study also lri1Aided four-year

colleges. The third study was of a different ilature. In 1976

the Joint Council on Ecoinomic Education sent questionnaires to.

4

1

-600 community colleges; and received about 150 usable replies.

The Joint Council study was a survey of needs as e*pressed by the
A

economits faculty'.

My own study revealed-that about.74 percent of the colleges

required economics of at least some students (usually business

major*), that every respondent ofgered at least one eConomics

course. (usually principles of economics)*, and that about 14

percent of the students in all responding colleges were enrolled
v

in an economics course. (In colleges not requiring economics of

any student, )1towever, onfi)about eight lercent elected VO take a

course.) Only two'perc t of the colleges had separate depart-

ments of economics. he subject was usually taught in a social

science department or ivision (50 percent) or in a business depart-

ment (34 percent). Of the 703 teachers Of economics in the 293

colleges, 43 percent were teaching economics exclusively- and full-

time. Others were either part time instructors or teaching other

subjects as well. Only three percent had no degrees in economics,

t some had minored'in economics or had majored in clOsely related

40.

* The n ber of courses in economips or closely related sub-jects
rangea rom one to 10, with three as the mean. All but one offered
the pri iples of economics course. Other fairly common courses
were econ ic geography, problems of economics, economic history,
finance, a d money and banking. Some offered such unique courses
as "Economi Development and the-TexaS. Gulf Coast.",
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fields, such as business administration.

Dopp found that 20 percent of'hisfsample offered_two 'types of

principles courses (this was.true Of 12 percent of-my sample)
41.

A-
one for terminal and one for erAnsfer ptudents. The macro to micro

sequence w4s favored by 79 percent. The teachers in Doppte sample

were somewhat beEter prepared in the discipline than those in my

own sample; 15 percenk held doctorates and 7.2 percent had masters

degrees. I'll have more to say abOttt Dopp's stvdy in (ithe next- k
1

section.*

The Joint Council's study was designed to find out what the

junior.college economics instructors needed, and thus they were

asked to rank.various.possible programs. 'Top priorlty was.given

to regional seminars d workshops on methods of teaching.economics

in community'colldges, and to syllabi,representing alternative

-approaches.

One other study drew upon a nationwide sample Of 200 colleges,

but dealt-with only one topic the demand for Ph.D.6 in community

colleges. Decker askdd the respondents to rate five criticisms of,

the use of Ph.D.s in community colleges and found that the post
1

important reaction' w that they haye "no commitment and soon

leave." Second was Eheir lack of teaching skills. Other criti-

,cisms\were that they were "too narrowly trained," and that their

salary\requirements were too high. The administrators who answered

this quOtionnaire said that a Ph.D. with five specialties and some'
*.r

research\training was .the most relevant preparation for an economics

1

,

The fou4th study, Jack Friedlander's Science Edu5atiop in Two-year,
College: Economics, was received ad we were preparing to go to
press. -ris study ig briOly described along with he ottief sum-
maries 1 ter in this boolaet.

1



instructor, but Decker found that 90 percent of the newly.hired

faculty members had masters degrees as their hi hest formal

preparation.

The studies concikntratin/ on a4single state tend to reflect

the findings of the nationwide, studies in a ve,ty general way. It

should be stressed, however, that one can find differences among

states and -- perhaps even more important vast differences

among.colleges within any given state.* '

Comparison Studies

The comparison studies can be-divided into two types -- fact-
/

finding and evaluation. The former compare two-year doileglis with

four-year colleges in-terms of such things as'cdurses offered,

backgrounds of instructors, and teaching techniques used. The

latter studies attempt.to determine whether instruction in two-

year colleges is as effective as instruction in four-year' schools.

Dopp's nationwide sample revealed differences between the

two-year and four-year colleges in several respects, -As might be

expected, the four-year colleges are more likely to have separate

economics departments, arid far more of the four-year instructors

,held doctorates. (72 percent as compared with 15 percent of the:.

juriior bollege pconomics teachers). Althoagh,both types favored

.thq macro to micro sequence, the two-year colleges Were more

* After completing my nationwide study in l969")I immedi,ately sur-
< veyed the colleges in New York'state, using'the same questionnaire.

New York foll.owed the national pattern in terms of ntimber of courses
.oftered, emphasis.upon the principles course, and the extent to
.which economics is required% A greaterltibrcent4ge of students
etudied economics, however, and the.preparation of the instructors
was somewhat stronger in terms of degrees in economics.
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strongly supportive.of this sequence, While 20 percent of the,

four-year institutions hadone-semester economics,courses, only

eight percent of the two-year.schbols offered this type. Teachers

in two-year schools had more freedom to select their textbooks,

and more /unior cOlege instructors used suchdevices as films,
r

tapes, television, and overhead projectors in addition, to the

chalkboard. In addition, the two-year college.professors were

more likely to use written cotirse objectives, to require term-

papers (19 percent as compared with 12 percent of the four-yea'r

instructors), to assi:gn magazines and newspapers, to give weekly

quizzes, and to employ such innovative tacchjni'4Ues as peer tutoring-

and self-paced instruction.

A study made by the EconOmics Department of the University of

Cincinnati in 1974 yielded results similar to-those gound by D14.

Again, the M era degree was the most common degree for-two-year

colleg economists*, and these teachers were more inclined ta use

a variet)y of teaching methods and materials.''Respondents from two-
,'

year institutions ga\re .strongem support to the idea of including

the development of teaching skills in the training of an econoMics

d were less likely to favor training in research, mathe-

matics, and statistics. The two-year respondents were twice as.

lkkely to su port training in admiinistration for cpllege teachers.

/Studies coVAring a single state or region have obtained results

similar to those yielded by the nationwide projepts. -
;

Generally, research on effectiveness of instruction shows that
-

students in two-yeaT colleges know less economics and learn lesertkl

12



than students in four-year schools and universities. My own study

of the teaching of economics in some,two-year colleges in the New,

Xork mettopolitan region in 1969-.70 showed t1at the'students were

learning less than stAdents taking principles courses in four-- year

colleges. - Indeed, they knew, less at-the end Of the course thAn the

four-year students knew at the beginning. Of course, admissions
oh
standards were much higher in the four-year institufions. It should

be noted, too, that there were students in the two-year schools who
of

were on a par with some of the I;est students in the coTleges and

, universities. Replications of this study in a few other states

produced similar results.

Some researcher's have tried to find the reasons why junior col-
,

lege students did not perform as well as those in foui-year schools.

After making a study of the eifectiveness of programmed insttuction,

Lumsden felt that the quality of instruction might be :the explana-
.

tion. The junidr colle'ge students participating in hiS study,

.however, had spent less time'studying if they were part of the

experimental group using the programmed material (16 hOurs as cm-
-.

pared with 7 for the control students). The, control section in the

junior colle did about as well as the control sections'in the -

universities. This is whAt led LUmsden to opine that the, teacher,

of the contkol section might have been 4 better instructor. When

.p011ed in regard to their preferences., the junior college students

were much more inclined to favor programmed instruction than were

the university students.

Weidentiar and Dodson tested nearly 700 junior college students
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7. .in ten schools in eight states. inding.thatthesesstudents did

not do as well.as a sample of 306,university-atudents, they hoted

tha't the ACT scores of the latter were vnsiderably higher. Thdy

then adjusted the scores ofthe junior college students by, raising

them five points to "achieve a common basis for comparability."

Although this raised,,the scores on the Test of Understanding in

,College Economics by over two points, the post-test, meaio of the

four-year students was still much higher (20.0 as comparediwith

16.5 for the junior colleg6 students). All students were using

similar textbooks and materials, and Weidenaar and Dodson thus hy-

pbthesized that Aifferences-among, teachers might explain the Poorer

'showing of the two-year students. (They also tested the junior

college,instructors and fiound that there was a positiVe apd statis-

-tically significant relationship between instructor *reparation

and ttudefit performance on the TUCE. The greater 'the teaCher's
,-
formal preparation and experience, and.the higher he scored on the .

.TUCE, the betthr the scores'of the students.),
.

-Lewis, Wentworth, and Orvis compaied students' in junior col,-

leges takirig the transfer course with those 'taking the terminal

economics course, but'found'no significanti difference on their

post-test performance as measured by the DUCE. When -compared with

students.in four-year schools, however, the junior college group

achieved loKer pre-test scores, lower post-test scores, and lower

gain scores. ft waS the guess of these rewerchers that 'the juniOr

college instrsuctors expected leSsof theit.students than 'dicr'the
4 /

four-year,professors,and,thus predisposed their'N'Stud'ents "to lOwer



their own goals and contribute les's to their own achievement.P

The.notion that economics instrFtion in two-year coIlegeigi

'is inferior has-not gone unc4allenged.) Labinski tested students

in a priniples of economics course in Rochester Community College

' in Minnesota and compared the results with the TOCE s'cores of four-
.

year college students. Although the junior college students had a\\

higher pre-test meail and a slightly lower post-test mean, the
k

post-test difference was pot signifjcant (at the .05 level of

probability). The fou-year.students had thus made greater rela-

tive imProvement. Labinski noted, however, that his students had

performed etter'tlihan thoisle involved in the Weidenaar-DOdson StudY.

Reluctant to accept the hypothesis that-junior college AnstructqrS
\

were inferior or that they'had conditioned their students-to lower,

their goils, Labinski argued that junior college students are more

"occupational oriented" and more concerned with practical appli-

\-Cations. Thus, thd TUCE may not measure the 9bjectes that are

common in)two-year edonomics coursses and may disdriminate.against

students who hold such objectives. He alsb noted that there is
,

great variation among two-year colleges wfth respect to quality of

instruction.

In a somewhat related subject area, principles of marketing,

LaGarce and Howritzfound no difference betwden the entry-level

and exit-level knowledge of students attending MeraMac Junior'Col-

lege and students enrolled at Southern Illinois University. It

appears, then, that generalizations are dangerous, and that a great

deal of further research is'needed to'detdrmine tile variables that

15.
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account for student differenCes acrossolleges.

InIternal .Studies'

There is great variety in these studies, Ind many of them are

similar to research done in the four-ye.ar colleges. For example,

efforts have been made to ascertain the effects of such variables

as genddr, age, parents' levels.of education, family income, and

urban or rural background 011 the learning of economkonMais measured J,

by some sort of objectikre test, usually a standardized instrument

such as the Test of Understanding in College Economics (TUCE). A

few have broken new ground, such as Miller's attempt to find out

if, student and instructor learning preferences affect student
*

learning qf ebonomidS.

ft is diffict.N.t tO form generalizatits based on these studies

because they.differ in terms of their reigearbh.designs-, the statis-
,

*tical techniques etnpoyed in analyzkrig the data, the gample popula-

tions, the ioci of, Lie studies,' ad infinitUm. Many'studies seemtto

support' the findings of four-year research in regard to.the importance
.411,

of academic abilaty as measured by GPAs. ACT scores, or some other

/indicator of such ability. Of course, this variable is usually

most significant in explaining performance on economics tests.

Studgnts often favdr the experimental methods, sUch as games and

simulations, programmed materials, ,qrsmall group meetinO, even tf
; ,

these techniques dongt result in greater.learning ascompared with

the con ional lecture approach. From this point on, however, the

\

findings are many ancl varied'.

Males usually do better than females in the four-year colleges,

I
p

16
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A
but ti-Orprely seems to be the case in the two-year schools. (One

study did show that males were more interested in economics, a

factor that may help to explain the male superiority in le.arning

economics that has appeared so often in the.four-year-institutions.)

Older students.frometimes do better than their younger colleagues,

'and the family income and education of parents have been signifi-

cant in some cases. Not surprisingly, phe amount of time spent in

sfudying and the number of lecturd.attended can have an effect'on

learning. Ptller found this to be the case, but his hypothsis

that students would learn more if their learning preferences co-

incided with the teacher's preferred mode of instruction was not

sustained.

L. )
Garuty,tound that TIPS (Teaching Information Trocessieig System),

in which computers are used to help individualize instrqction, did

not prove to be better than the conventional approach, but Thompson

oncluded that TIPS'did help to raise scores. These conflfCting

results may tie Ixplained_by differences in the research design and

'in the student populations tested. .

k.

As with-many of the stuclies made in four-year colleges, the

results are sometinyis inconclusive. _Philips could not prove.that

-the Use of instructional objectives increased student learning, but

problems in controlling-his experiment may account fOr this.

Thompson's sfudy of "TIPS' suggested th-at the experimental treatmen.....

the use of programmed texts did not give the students an advan-
,

fage over those regeiving 'conventional instruction, but they did

seem to retain their knowledge longer. Disaggregating the students

by such criteria as academic ability may be advisable, for at least

17
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.
.(:)ne study shOwed that the experimental treatment was more effective

//
ptudents thawith high-ability, students.

1

Conclusion

Some interesting and usefullis,work has been done, but it is clear
-

that we hav e. barely begun to acratch the surface. Many studies

have suffer4 from inadequate research designs, limited saires,

questionable statistical techniques, and difficultiesdin exercis-

ing control over the experimental situations. We know that two--

year _college students can and do.learn'economics,,

suce how. There is evidenpe that some experimental

but we are' not

techniques pro-

. duce better, results tnan traditional methods, hdt we are not sUre,

Which onedlare best, and under wh'at conditions or with what eypes

of student We shave some-ideas as to why junior college students
A

do not us ally perform as well asstudents in four-year institutions

but the reasons have not yet been firmly established. In short, 0

'there is an enormous amount of work to be done in the two-year

colleges.-v College administrators or outside agencies should be_

urged to support,the necessary research, and economists in the

junior and community colleg4s in'spite of the fact that most are
4

probably a.lready ov4rburdened T- should attempt to build some sort

of research and'evaluatiOn into their instrpctional programs.

What sort of research shOuld one do? The kinds of problems to

cOnsider are too numerous even to mention.*. One thing that is'

nee'ded is replication of.other studies. Do the findings of other

* See John J. Siegfried and Rendigs Fels,%"Researct on Teaching
College Ecopomics: A Survey," JoUrnal of Economic Literature,
September 1.9'79, pp. 9237969. this summarizes many previous r

studies and research methods.
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L.4(1researchers apply t nother-college or a different bituation?

Various teaching techniques cari(be tested systematically, er --

better still various combinations of methods might be tried and,

evaluated. More "laseing effects" studies are needed at'the two-

year coilege level. The experimental tre'atment might be no better

ttian Itie regular approach in terms of post-test scoreA or gain

scores, but the experj.mental.group might remember more economics a

year later. One type of study that rieds;!to be done is,a follow-

up of two-year college graduates after they get into a four-year

institution. How do they do in comparison with other students,

ceteris paribus? Little,has been done to measure the effects of
-

courses other than the principles course. Hbw 'effective a*re tee

.courses in Money and Banking, Consumer Economics, etc.? Does taking

an economics course affect what students do in othr courses?

Researchers have,tried to find out if taking other courses, (such

as mathematics) affected student performance in econ(mics courses,

but no one .(to my knowledge) has gone in the other direction.

'Finally, those who do decide to-undertake-a research project

are advised to do the follewing:

1. Survey the literature. Find out vihat ot rs have done.
Look through all the issues of The,Jountil of"Economic
Education foi example, and tead the Siegfried and Fels
articlecited earlier. Read the summaries of the _

studies appearing in-this booklet.

2. Don't-take_prevrbus conclusions atl,face value. many
studies have suffered from.poor aesigns, inappro-
priate test in-struments, inadequate samples, poor
control, and the like. Note, too, that times have
changed. What might have been true ten years ago may
not apply to today's students:
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3. Obtain expert advice. Statisticians., econometricians,
educators, and psychometricians can provide valuable
help to the researcher who is not trained in 05-e-se
disciplines:

4. Ask others to review your research design. Draw ,up
a tentative research design and7send it to the Joint

. Council, to me, or to others who have done research
of a similar nature. We adght be able to,save you a
great deal of agony before you plunge into a project
that may have some design flaws.

5: Use care and'discretion in selecting.measurement
instruments. Some of the tests used by:other raynt
be appropriate for your own classes. Be sure that any
test you use covers the content you included in your
course. Try to use up-to-date tests.

6. Avoid tectinical flaws. Again, see the Siegfried-Fels
article, and several issues of The Journal of Economic
Education especially the Fall 1976 issue ("Special
-Section" by'Bcker, 4:3pe1,-and Highsmith), and the
Spring 1978 isSue (article by Craig_ Swan). Be aware
of such problems as sampling bias, specification
errors, multicollinearity, simultaneous equations
problems,-and inappropriate use of OLS.

A
Disagvresate your data.: The TUCE has three types of
questions (1) recognition and understanding, (2)
simPle application, and (3) complex .application.
Students might do well on one type, but not on
another. You mdght alSo provide bre.4k-downs by
student ability.-. A technique that works well with
high-ability students may not be .suitable fOr low-
ability students, or vice-versa. There can be_

- breakdowns by course topics (did they learn supply
and demand but not money and banking?),, by student's
major field, and many others.

up. Include Cost/benefit analysis in your study."A
C teaching technique may turn out to be cheaper than

the conventional approach; or the experimental treat-
mkvit might yield higher scores on the TUCE but be
too expensive to adopt.

A

9.. Don't claim too much.' Most economic education research
sug4ests one thing or another; very little research
provev anything.

,There are niarby other caveats, of -course, -but space does not permit

thorough discussion' of them. No one has yet developed the

2 0

S.
9
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perfect research-design or conducted:the perfect research project.

Those with An interest in economtics instruc'ti in two-year

colleges are urged to ylunge right into the cOld, but exhilarating
V

waters of research and tO share their results with colleagues in

the ecOnomic Oucation network.
-),

F.

Note:. Agwe were preparing to send this_report to the printer,
we receivedPa copy of the manuscript of an important new study,

Jack Friedlander's Science Education in Two-year Colleges:

Economics (Los Angeles: Center forothe Study of Community Colleges,

and ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, University of

alifornia, 1980). This is ajact-firiding study based upon a

national saMple of t o-year colleges. It provi s more recent

informati n than ea4dier fact-finding studies aful\includes aspects

not found ih any other,study. A brief'summary of this report is

provided 1ate in this booklet,

0
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A LIST OF STUDIES ON ,ECONOMIC EDUCATION IN
TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Note: In compiling this list an.effort was made to include
;Mies which in any way deal with-the teaching of economics
or closely related subjects in junior and.community colleges.
The studies vary greatly in terms of their subject matter,
scope, complexity, research designs and usefulness._ No AttemPt
was made to judge the quality of A study before including it in
this list. It was not possible to obtain a copy of every study
listed. Thus in some cases the billy clue to tbe content is the
title. It is not claimed that thiis is a completejist of all 3-q
regearch at the two-year college level', and the compiler would
apereciate it'if readers would supply him with the titles that
have been ovetlooked.

An'ast,risk before the author's name indicates that the
study has beer summarized Iirithis booklet.

Albany Center for Economic Education, THE INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN
ECONOMICS IN°THE.TWO-YEAR COLLEGE: A JOURNAL OF THE TENTH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE FOR'COLLEGE ECONOMISTS. Albany: Center forEconomic Ed-
ucation, 1969.18pp.

*Alvey, George, 'et. al., ECONOMIC EDUCATION IN AMERICA: A PLAN
FOR,INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS.*New York: NXU Business Education
Program, 1978. 12pp. (See pp. 13 ff. for two-yelr college study.)

*Baer, John W., LEVEL of ECONOMIC THEORY IN MARYLAND COMMUNITY )

COLLEGES. Arnold, Maryland: Anne ArunIpl Community College, ri.d.
llpp.

*Barr, Saul Z., and,Carr,. Glenna D., "Influences of Teaching
Methods and Personality on Junior College 'Students in Macroeconomic
.Principfes." THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATIONS Spring, 1979. Vol.
X,No. 2.,.pp, 62-65.

*Barr, Saul Z INFLUENCES OF TEACHING METHODS AND PERSONALITY ON
UNDERSTANDING COLLtGE ECONOMICS. Ed.D. study. Gainepville: The
University of Florida, 1978. (Also bee.THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC
EDUCATION, Spring, 1979, as cited Oove.)

Barr, Saul Z., RESEARCH AND PRACTICE IN INTRODUCT6RY PRINCIPLES
IN ECON9MICS AT TWO-YEAR COLLEGES. Towson, Maryland: Council on
Economic Education in Marlland, Towson StatelUniversity, 1,go. 7ppii
(Research summarized in this paper, is described in this booklet.)

*Becker, William E., and Salemi, Michael K., "The Xearning and Cost
Effectiveness of AVT Suppremented Instruction: SpecifiCation nd
Mis*pecification'of Learnirig Models." THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMI ED-
UCATION, Spring, 1977. Nol. VIII, NO. 2, pp. 77-92.

sat
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*Bellico,,Russell, "Prediction of Undergraduate Achievement in, 1

Economics." THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIF BDUCATION, Fall, 1972'. Vol.IVI-No. 1, pp. 54'-55t

Bucknell, eRoy, THE STATUS OF ECONOMICS IN CERTAIN JUNIOR COL-..LEGES OF CALIFORNIA. M.S. ip Education. Los Angeles: Universityof Souther California, 1941. 74pp.

-,*Carr, Giennt D., and Barr, Saul 7., PERSONALITY AS A FACTOR INBEARNING CO LEGE MACROECONOMICS: USING THE MYERS-BRIGS TYPE-IN-DICATOR. To son, Maryland: Towson State University, 1979. llpp.(To be publ heel, in THE JO

i
RNAL OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.)

A

*Chesney, Mic ael f r., A CRI CAL ANALYSIS OF ECONOMICS PROGRAMS INTEXAS JUNIOR ICOLLECES. Ph.D. thesis. Austin: University of Texas,1979.

Curtis, Alan.
SESSED BY SEL
TO CERTAIN FA

Dahlquist,
COURSES IN
Jose State
rmfttion on

., A STUDY OF THE4PERSONAL-FINANCE KNOWLEDGES POS-:
CTED COMMUNITY COLLEGE BUSINESS MAJORS AS RELATED
TORS. Storrs:- University of Connecticut, a,977.

Jcin P., THE CHALLENGE OF TEACIIING ECONOMICS PRINCIPLES
T E URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE. San Jose, Calif.: San
Cgllege, M.A. thesis being planned in 1973. (No info-
c mpletion of thiS study.)

Davis, Walt r A., A. DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE CONSUMER EDUCATIONOU SES OF EPED BY THE PUBLIC COLLEGES OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
JtIPIOR COLLEGE SYSTEM. M.A. thesis. San'Francisco State College, 1971

*Dawson, George G.,.Ecorromes IN EW YORK'S JUNIOR COLLEGES. NewYork: NYU Center for Economic E ucition, 1969. 7pp.

*Dawson, George G., 'ECONOMICS IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES: A NATIONWIDE
SURVEY. New York: NY17 Center for tConomic Education, 1969. SeeERIC fIED 030 435. For a summary, see Dawson's "Economic Educationin Junior Colleges: Economics Courses.Offered and Required," THEJOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Fall, 1970. Vol. II, No. 1, pp. 14-21.

*Dawson, George G., anderuistein, Irving, AN EVALUATION OF.INTRO-
DUCTORY ECONOMICS comws I SELECTED JUNIOR COLLEGES. New York:NYU Center for Econom4r duc tion, 1970.'Also see their THE,
TEACHING OF ECONOMICS,/ ,SELE TED JUNIOR COLLEGES OF METROPOLITANNEW YORK. New York: New York C ty Council on Economic Education,1970. 5pp.

*Dawson George G., RESEARCH ON EC NOMIC EDUCATION IN TWO-YEAR
COLLEGES. 030 Westbmry, New York: pire State Colfege Center forBusiness & Economic Ed cation, 198 19pp. (Paper presented at a
conference on "Strate ies for Teachipg Principles of Economics in
Two-Year Colleges" at Delroy, Ohio, March 31,, 1980.)

A
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*Decker, Robert L., "The Dena:Ca-for Económics Ph.D.s in Community
Colleges." THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring, 1975. Vol.
VI, No. 2, pp. 127-128.'

*Dopp, John A., SURVEY OF THE CONTENT AND STRUCTqAE OF PRINCIPLES
OF CONOMICS COURSES. Bethlehem, Pa.: Lehigh UniVerBity, 1977.

octor of Arts dissertation.)

Ebey, Gerge, ECONOMICEDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA JU'TOR COLLEGES:
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY. Modesto: California Junior CAlilege Assn.,
U.S. Burelau of Research. (See Thompson, Walthal, ar0 Merson for
similax research.)

Edwards, Keith J., STUDENTS' EVALUATIONS OF AsIBTYSINE S SIMULATION
GAME AS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE. Report No, 121. Balti ,r'e: Center
for Social Organization of Schools, The Johns HopkimlUniversity,
1971. 280p.

Elmgren, Chioe I., CASE STUDIES OF JUNIOR COLLEGE I DUCTORY,
ECONOMICS COURSES, TERMINAL AND TRANSFER. TentatiVle ti le of Ph.D.
thesis being planned. University_of MinneAota, 19/1. ( o informa-
tion on completion.)

Gallo, Joseph C., and Goettle, Richard J., GRADUATE PRE ARATION
OF ECONOMISTS TO TaCH IN UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTIONS: C ncinnati:
Univensity of Cincinnitti, 1973. (See next study'listed.)

*Gallo, Joseph C., Skinner, Gordon 'S., and Goettle, Richa d J.,
CHARACTERISTICS OF ECONOMICS DEPARTMENTS IN Twg YEAR AND FOUR
YEAR INSTITUTIONS. Cincinnati: University of Cincinnati 1974. 9pp.

*Gallo, Joseph C., Skinner, Gordon S., and Goettle,Richars J.,
,THE GRAOUATE PREPARATION OF THE COLLEGE PROFESSOR OF ECO OMICS.
Cincinnati: University of Cincinnati, 1974. llpp.

*Geirraty, David G., AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF CON UMER
ECONOMICS eLASSES ON ATTITUDES TOWARR.THE MARKETPLACE.*H mpton, Va.:
Thomas Nelson Community College, 1979; 9pp.

s )

*Garraty, Dovid G., TIPS IN THE SMALL'CLASS SETTING: A GO TROLLED
EXPERIMENT. Hamgton, Va.: Thomas Nelson Community Colleg 1978.
,4pp.'+ appendices.. (Paper presented at the VirgintaAssciaion
of Economists Annual Meetinq, March 31, 1978.)

f

Imler, J. Donald, RECENT TRENDS IN TEACHING ECONOMICS AT THE
JUNIOR COLLEGE LEVEL. M.S. in Education. Los Angeles: University
of Southern California, 1935. 121pp.

*Joint Council-on Economic Educaetion, AN ANALAIS OF NEEDS FOR THE
)IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION IN. ECONOMICS BY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
..'FACULTY: A kEPORT_TO THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF

Alik THE JOINT COUNCIL ON ECONOMIC EDUCATION. New York: Joint Council
gm' On Economic. Education, 1976. 22pp.
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Kastner, Harold H.
COLLEGE EDUCATION.
Florida, 1962..

ECO4OMIC IMPLICATIONS OF'COMMUNITY JUNIOR
Doctoray study2-,Gainesville: University of

*Key, Charles M., EVALUATION OF KNOWLEDGES AND UNDERSTANDINGS
ACQUIRED BY STUDENTS IN COLLEGIATE ELEMENTARY ECONOMICS APPOSITE
TO A SELECTED PROBLEM. Ed.D. study. Bloomington: Indiana University,
1969. 271pp. University Microfilms No. 70-7991. Also see his Articles
in the JOURNAL OF BUSINESS EDUCATIbN, Marcfr , 1970, and BUSINESS in-
UCATION FORUM, October, 1970.

*Kip, Paul Y., AN EVALUATION OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGE STUDENT ACHIEVEMEtT -

ON- THE TEST OF UgDERSTANDING IN PERSONAL ECONOMICS. Rock Island,"--
Illinois: Augustana College, 1975. 12pp. Also see his artiale in
THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Sprkpg 1976, Vol. VII, No. '3.4

pp. 104-110.

Koch, James V., THE FACULTY OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGES: THE CASE OF
. ECONOMICS. Normal: Illinois State University, 1968. 10pp. (Seej ,

articles abotit junior colleges in THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION,
Fall 1970, for the results of this study.)

*Koscielniak, James, "The Nature of Introductory Econom
COMMUNITY COLLEGE SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY,'Summer-Fal
52-54; 82.

8 Courses,"
75, PP-

4 .

*LAbinski, P.F., "The Effectiveness of Economics Instruction in Two-
Year Colleges Revisited," THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring
1978, Vol. IX, No. 2, pp. 102-106.

p.

*Labinski, P.F., STUDENT ATTITUDE TOWARDS ECONOMIcS AT ROCHESTER
STATE.JUNIOR COLLEGE. Ed.S. study. Mankato, Minnesotar Mankato
State University, 1973. 57pp.

*LaGarce, Raymond, and fdrwitz, Pamela S., "A Comparative Analysis
of Student Athievement in 'Principles of Marketing' at a Junior
College and a Four-Year University," THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC ED-
UCATION, Fall 1978, Vol. X; -No. 4, pp.50-51.

*Lewis, Darrell R., A DECADE OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION IN ,MINNESOTA:
RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT. Minnegpolis: Minnesota gate Council on
Economic Education, 1967. (Relevant portions are included in the,
other studies made by Lewih and summarized in this bboklet.)

*Lewitt, Darrell R., "Ae Preparation and Professionalization of Eco-
nomics Instructors in Two-Year Colleges," THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC
EDUCATION, Fall 1970, Vol. II, No.' 1, pp. 22-30.

' *Lewis, 0711 R.; Wentworth, Donald R.;111=1 Orvis, Charles C.,
"Economics n the Junior Collegeirrif ftrminal or Transfer?" The
JOURNAL 0 ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring 1973, Vol. IV, No. 2, pp.
100-110

Ztrit
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Linn, John Howard, AN ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHING OF CERTAIN ECONOMIC,
TOPICS IN THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC JUNIOR C9LLEGES. Ed.D. study. Los
Angeles: University of Southern California, 1958. 188pp.

Linnaue, Vernon F., SURVEY OF THE TEACHING OF EtEMENTARY ECONOMICS
ON THE TWO-YEAR COLLEGE LEVEL. Codlidge, ATizona: Central Ariz9na
College, 1971. (Reportedly in.progress. No eVidence of completion.)

*Lumsden, Keith, "The Effectiveness of Progr4mMOd Zearning in EleM-
-entary EcOnomics." THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW. May, 1967k Pp, 652-

659- Also see his "Technological Change, Efficiency', and Programming
in Economic Education," in Keith Lumsden, ed., NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE TEACHING'OF ECONOMICS. Prentice-Hall, 1967:

*Mach6n, Willard, A SURVEY 02 ECONOMIC EDUCATION IN SELECTED TEXAS
JUNIOR COLLEGES. Masters th sis. Lubbock: Texas Tech University, 1972.

ow'

>

Manes, Charlese., GENERAL EDUCATION OBJECTIVES OF ECONOMICS IN THE
PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGE. Ed.D. study. Denver, Colorado: University-of
Denver, 1957. 377pp.

*Memar, Ahmad 11., A DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDINGS
NEEDED BY COMMOIIITY/JUNIOR COILLEGE GRADUATES IN. MID-MANAGEMENT IN
TEXAS. Doctoral study in prAo4ress in 1986. qodstori, TexasiOniversity
of Houston College of Education, Dept. of Curriclaum-and Instruction:

Merson, T.B., and Elby, G.W. ECONOMIC EDUCATIa IN CALIFORNIA JUNIOR
COLLEGES: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY. Modesto: California Junior College"
AssocIation,-1967.

*Miller, jimmie C., ANALYSIS OF THE'EFFECTS.OF STUDENT LEARNiNG PRE-
FERENCES, STUDY TIME, LECTURES ATTENDED AND,ACHIEVEMENT'IN ECONOMICS,
East Peoria: Illinois Central College, 19791, 17pp. (Paper presented'
at the 49th Annuil Conference of the Souther'p Economic Association,
Atlanta, Georgia, November 7-9, 1979.)

*Miller, Jimmie C., STUONT LEARNING PREFERENCES, INSTRUCTOR TEACHING
PREFERENCES AND ACHIEVEMENT IN ECONOMICS. East Peoria; Illinois
Central Community Colleqe, 1978. 8pp. '(Paper presented at the Con-
ference on Innovations i4 Teaching the IntrodubtoryCourse, Virginia
Polytechnic University, AVPil, 1978. Alao published in Jeff R. Clark
and W, Robert Sullins, mda= ECONOMICS: INNOVATIONS-IN.TEACHING THE
INTRODUCTORY COURSE. New Yór:k: Joifit Council on Economic Education, ,

%

*Miller, Jimmie C..
STUDENT VALUES AND ACHIEVEME4T IN ECONOMICS. East Peoria Illinbis
Central Community College, 10.5. 14pp. + appendix.

Moran, James P., A ROLE THEORY't INTERPRETATION OF THE PREPARATION
OF NEW YORK STATE JUNIOR COLLEpE ECONOMICS TEACHERS. University
of Ottawa, 1967.

26
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Niss, j'ames, CONOMICS EDUCATION IN ILLINOIS COMMUNITY COLLEGES.
Western Illinois Urtiversity, n.d.

*Pasut, James E., A COMPARISON BETWEEN -ONOMIC UNDERSTANDINGS OF__
IOWA COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH S1UDENTS AT IOWA'S THREE
STATE UNIVERSITIES AND NATIONAL NORMS ON. THE JOINT" COUNCIL ON
ECONOMIC EDUCATION'S "TEST OF UNDERSTANDING IN COLLEGE ECONOMICS."
Iowa City: University qf Iowa Dept. of Business Education, reported
in prOgress in 1974.

*Phillipb, James A.,
EDUCATION. Cypress,

Phillips, James A.;
MENT ON ACHIEVEMENT
LEGE STUDENTS. Ph.D.
California, 1971.

CLASS SIZE EFFECT ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE ECONOMIC
California: Cypress Junior College, 1971. 8pp.

THE y..E.FECT OF INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES TREAT-
SCORES IN ECONOMICS FOR SELECTED JUNIOR COL-
thesis. Los Angeles: University of,Southern.

*Phillips, James A., "Instructional Objectiyes and Economic Under-
standing,"_THE JORRNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring 1972, Vol. III,
Isio* 2, pp. 112-117.

*Phillips, James A., "InstruCtional Objectives in Community College
Economic Education," THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring 1974,
Vol. V,,No. .2, pp. 116-118.a

*Phillips, James A., INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE PRACTICE IN COMMUNITY
'COLLEGE ECONOMIC EDUCATION. Cypress, California: Cypress'College,
1972, 8pp. (Also see ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, 1971,
ED=057-7-88.)

tPhillips,',Itimes A., SABBATICAL LEAVE REPORT: PART II
VISITS. Cypress, California: Cypress Junior College,

Poland, Rokprt P., IMPLICATION OF SOCAL, ECONOMIC,
TRENDS ON VUSINESS PROGRAMS IN THE PUBLIC COMMUNITY

-- COLLEGE
1972. 41pp.

AND TECHNICAL
COLLEGES OF

MICHIGAN. East Lansiqg: Michigan State University, 1971.

Ragsdale, Gary R. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF TEACHING JUNIOR COLLEGE INTRODUCTION TO BU8INESS THROUGH
DIFFERING .INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY. Ed.D. study. Tempe: Arizona
Sfatd University, 1971.

!

*Reichert, Edwin Clark, THE EFFECT OF HIGH SCHOOL ECONOMICS UPON
SUCCESS IN JUNIOR COLLEGE tCONOMIeS. M.A. thesis. Minneapolis:
University of Minnfsota, 1933. 39pp.

*Riddle, Terry, AN-INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING STUDENT OPINION.ON ECO-
NOMIC ISSUES. Richliona, Va.: J:Sargeant Reynolds Community Col-
lege, 1977: 25pp: (Paper presented,at Annual-Meeting of the Virginia
Associatiqn.of.Economists. Also.see his article "Student .0pinions.
on Economic Issues: The Effects of in Introductory Econ0Mics Course"
in THi JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring 1978, Vol. IX, No. 2,
1978: Pp. 111-114.)
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*Riddle, Terry L, and Frary, Robert B, RELATYONSHIPS BETWEEN ECO-
NOMIC LITERACY AND OPINIONS ON ECONOMIC ISSUES. Lynchburg: Central
Virginia Community.'College, 1980..4pp. + tables and bibliography.

Rieger, Arnold M., THE UVELOPMENT OF AN'INSTRUCTIONAL SOUND FILM-
STRIP AND A MANUAL FOR A RASIC UNIT IN MONEY AND BANKING COURSES
AT TWO-YEAR COLLEGES. ED.D. study reported in progress in 1974,
New Yotk: NYU School of Education.- (No evidence of 'completion.)

*Schoenberger, Richard, EVALUATION OF THE LEICESTER PROJE6r: AN
EXPERIMENT IN THE TEACHING OF ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES. Worcester, Mass.:
Clark University, 1971.

I%ICE DF PIINCIPLESI
Midwest City, ,

Smith, Stephen, and Bumpass, Donald L., THE PERFORMA
OF ECONOMICS STUDENTS AT OSCAR ROSE JUNIOR COLLEGE.
Oklahoms: Oscar Rose Junior College, 1974. 5pp.

*Sterrett, Jac)c, A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF JUNIOR AND SENIOR COLLEGE
ECONOMIC PROGRAMS IN THE SOUTHEAST, Brunswick, Ga.: Brunswick
Junior College, 1979. 61pp. (Paper presented at the meeting.of-
the Southern Economic Assn., Nov. 8, 1979. Also see Saul Barr, ed.,
ECONOMIC EDUCATION IN THE COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE. Towson, Md.:
Towson State University, 1979.)

Sterrett, Jack,' and Barr, Saul Z., A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF JUNIOR
AND SENIOR COLLEGE ECONOMIC PROGRAMS IN THE SOUTHEAST. Towson, Md.':

° Towson State University, 1979. 5pp. (Brief summary of Sterrett's
study cited immediately above.)

*Streifford, David M., PROGRAMMED LEARNING.IN ELEMENTARY ECONOMICS
. COURSES: AN EXPERIMENT ANDEVALUATION. St. Louis,..,Mo.: Forest Park

Community College, 1971. 9pp. + appended statistical data. (Also
see his article in COMMUNITY COLLEGE SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY,
Winter, 1972.)

*Symmes, S. Stowell, ECONOMICS INSTRUCTION IN NEW JERSEY'S JUNIOR
COLLEGES-: AN APPRAISAL OF AN ON-GOING CpRRICULUM PROJECT. New York:
New York University, 1970. 19pp. Unpublished paper.

wThompson, Fred A.; Wellthal, W.A.; and Merson, T.B., ECONOMICS ED-
UCATION IN CALtFORNIA JUNIOR COLLEGES: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY.
,Modlesto: California Junior College Assn., 1967. (Also published by
U.S. Office of Education, Washington,'D.C., 1967. 112pp.)

*Thompson, Fred A., GAMING VIA COMPUTER SIMULATION ECHNIQUES FOR
JUNIOR COLLEGE ECONOMIC EDUCATION. Riverside,, Cali iverside,
City College, 1968: 68pp.

*Thompson, Fred A., "The Interaction of Cognitiori and Affect: The,
Issue of Free Trade," THE 4OURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring
1973, Vol. IV, No. 2, pp. 111-115.

.*Thompson, Fred A., "Problems and Prospects of Edonomics Education
in Community Junior Colleges," THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATVON,
Fall 1970, Vol. II, No.-1, pp. 31-38.
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s
;\*Thompson, Fred A., "TIPSYIN A COMMUNI LLEGE SETTING.' Riverside,

California: Riverside City College, 1978. 18pp. + appendices.(Also

1

see ERIC Document No. ED 1 248, TIPS IMPLEMENTATION AT RIVERSIDE
CITY COLLEGE, 1976-77: AN PERIMENT.IN EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION, 36pp;
and J.R. Clark and Robert .-. Sturm, ed8., ECONOkICS: INNOVATIONS IN
TEACHING THE INTRODOCTORY COURSE. New York: Joint Council on Economic
Education, 197Wpp. 53-78.)

Vance, J.J A PROPOSED PROGRAM OF ECONOMICS EDUCATION AS PART OF
GENERAL EDUCATION IN THE JUNIOR COLLEGES. Laramie: University of
Wyoming College of Education, Bureau of Educational Research and
Service, 1952. 70p0, (Portion of a thesis.)

Walstad, William B., THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AN AUDIOVISUAL TUTORIAL
APPROACH FOR TEACHING INTRODUCTORY ECONOMICS IN SELECTED TWO YEAR
COLLEGES. Masters thesis.'Minneapolis: University of Mi4nesota, 1975.
Aldo see his paper AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE CONVENTIONA4: THE AUDIO-
VISUAL-TUTORIAL METHOD FOR TEACHING INTRODUCTORY COLLEGE ECONOMICS.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Center for Economic Education,
1976. 15pp. (ERIC Document No.- 124-494.)

*Wei'denaar, Dennis J., and Dodson, Joe A:, THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ECO-
NOMICS INSTRUCTION IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES. Lafayette, Indiana:
Purdue University, 1971. 22pp. (Also see the Fall 1972 issue of THE
JOURNAL OP ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 5-12.)

Wentwprth, Donald R., THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A LEARNING GAME FOR
'TEACHING INTRODUCTORY ECONOMICS IN SELECTED'TWO-YEAR COLLEGES.
Doc.toral stbdy: Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1972.

*Wentworh, Donald R., and Lewis, Darrell R., AN EVALUATION OF A
,SIMULATION GAME FOR TEACHING INTRODUCTORY ECONOMICS IN JUNIOR
COLLEGES. Minneapolis: University of Mfnnesota, 1972. 25pp. (Also
see the JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL EDUCATION, Winter, 1973, pp. 87-
96, and THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION, Spring 1975, Vol. VI
No. 2,pp.113-119.)

Woodard, F.O. TEACHING ECONOMICS IN THE JUNIOR COLI1GE. Wichita:
Wichita State University, reported in progress in 1969. (No
evAdence of completion.)

Wright, W,G., AN EXPERIMENT IN A MULTI-MEDIA BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES ,

APPROACH TO TEACHING FIRSTVEAR COLLEGE ECONOMICS. Welland, 15ntario:
Niagara College of Applied-hrts and Technology, 1972.

Young, Gary Frank, A COST AND.EFFECTIVENBCS ANALYSIS OF THE BE-
HAVIORAL OBJECTIVE LECTURE APPROACH AND THE INDIVIDUALIZED SELF-
PACED APPROACH TO TEACHING PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. Doctoral study.
Ruston: Louisiana Tech University, 1977.
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*Friedlander, Jack, SCIENCE EDUCATION IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES:
ECONOMICS. Lot Angeles: Center for the Study of Community Col-
leges, and,ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, University
of California, 1980. 70pp. (Manuscript.)

Heitley, R.M., "Economic-Understandings of Junior College-Students."
BUSINESS EDUCATION FORUM, 1970, 24 (7), 342-34.

.grown, Byron, and Finch, John, "A Self-MOtivatInq Tedianl_gue for. the
Teaching of Economiot in the Small State Collegd and/Or Community
C011ege Environmen." COMMUNITY COLLEGE SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY.
February, 1973. Pp. 46-44.

A Clemence, Richard V., "IntroductO!y Economics in the Junior College,"
JUNIOR COLLEGE JOURNAL. Vol. XVI, No. 16, Mafqh, 1946.
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Alvey, George C.; Cheetham, Charlts! Gagion, Marilyn M.;
Iziengbeaya, Daniel 1.; Kramer, Karen; Ryan, Robert M.; 4nd.
Sapre, P. M,

.hconomic Education in America: A Plan for Increased Effectiveness._

New York: NYU Business Education Pro'gram, 1978. 42pp.

One part of this paper includes a report of the testing of
students in two community colleges in New Jersey. The authors
selected those majoring in Engineering Technology because the en-
gineering _programs did not-require the study of economics. -They
wanted "to determine the level of economic understanding of a group
thNlat had not been previou.s1S7 exposed to economic education." (Page.
15.k5 They deweldped a 401-item multiple choice test to measur
student ability to understand and evaldate events reported in
daily news media. The items were submitted to a panel of three
economists for content validation.

Multiple regression analyis.was used to evaluate the effects
of several variables on test sdbres. These variables were student
gender, age, education of parents, family income, previous economic

,education, and semester ip schoolt The following result,s were
obtained:

,

eg,-Females achieved higher scores than males,
-.Older students did better,thah younger students,
Students whose parents were college graduates did not
do as well as those whose parents did not graduate.
Students with a low family iTcome did better than those
with high amily incomes.
Students who had been exposed to economics instruction
achieve& higher scores. (This was the post significant
varipble.)

.

First-semester ktudents did bette'r than fourth-semester
,students.

A
The results from eadh college were tabulated and reported

separately, and then combined for an overall outcome. The results
were similar for the groups from both colleges. Scores ranged from
'a low of 25 to a high of 87i5 .(with 100 being a perfect score). the
mean fdr all, dgnts (n = 10) was 60.82. The researChers concluded

at most stu. ts "could not be expected to correctly tnterpret more
'than about s y percent of the.eConomic concepts reported in the
newspapers and media.:' (Page 17.) Item analyses showed that the .

students did well on some items (such as economic systems, foreign
trade, and the market) but badly on others (such as government pro-:
grams, business organizatiOns, and government regulatiohs).

. .

-%
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:Baer', John W.

Level of Economic Theor

29 -

Mar land Community Colle es.

Arnold, Maryland: Mile Arundel Community ollege, 1979. llpp.
.

(Unpublished eper.)

Baer estimated that at least 50 percent of the college
students-taking economics in-Maryland take their' RrinciplesLcourse
in community colleges. He report8 -on a study made in the fall of
1975 to determine what level of economic theory community college
iristructers expect _their students to learn and what level of cog-
nitive skills they want them to acquire. The study also sought
information on tAe instructors' academic backgrounds and teaching
experiences.

To tcertain the level,of economic theory instructors con-
side ed essential, the researcher used Fred Thompson's Instruction-
al Ottjective5 for Junior College Courses in Economics (Washington,

ERIC Document kepkbduction Service, 1069) iriathe Educa-
tional Technology Center's BehAvioral Hierarchy Charts: Economic
Analysis Course (Washington, D.C.: Sterling Institute,c196p).
Each of the 53 selected objectives was classified as to level of°
cognitiye skill in accordance with Bloom's tax9nomy. (See.Benjamin
S. B196m, Taxonomy' of Educational Qbjectives. New York: Longmans,
Green, 1956).

A questionnaire,was-sent to the 41 instructairs teaching prin-
ciples of economics in Maryland's 16 state community colleges in
the fall of 1975. Replies were. r9ceived frqm 26 instruotors, In
addition to the section on objectives, the questionnaire:O.-asked
about teaching experience, a9.a4ic training, teaching-practiced,
and textbooks used.

1 t/

wa4 found that 15 pprcent of the respondents had Ph.D.
degrees in.economics;. 54 percent had masters degrees in economics;
15 percent held MBA degrees; and 15 percent had no degrees in
economics or business. A. majoriq (62 percent) belonged to the
American Economic Association. Most, (77 percent) used the lecture ,

method. The rest used the discussion method. Five different text-
books were being used.

MoSt of the students were business transfer or business #bca,
tional students. None of the instructors had a list of specific
instructional objectives, many saying that their objectives could ,
be found in the textbooks. Only two of the 26 instructors rxpdcted
their students to learn.all of the objectives conskdered essential
by Thompson and thelSterling Institute, but a otalority. (58 percent).
wanted their students to learn BO percent or more of the objectives.

7_

,
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Baer concluded that "about one-thir of the instructors do
,) not expect their students to learn many of the essential'objectives

in inicroeconomics and international economics." (PP.6-7.) Few
expected t.heir studenN to learn any of the "Advanced Theory
objectives." He found that some instructors were avoiding advanced

. theory in favor of."the simpler concepts of radical and/or institu-
ti nal economics." .(Page 7.) The majority of.the instructors did
e4pect their.students to acquire some training on all of.the
c gnitive skills in Bloom's taxonomy (knowledge, comprehension,
application, synthesis, and evaluation). AB might be expected, there
*as a hign correlation between the number of objectives chosen from
the "Advanced Theory list" and the objective of preparing students
for advanced business and economics courses. There was also a
Significant correlation between the number,-af objectiyes chasen from
the "AdvanCed Theory and Thompson/Sterling lists",and tihe!inatir.uctors!
years of experience in teaching at four-yegr colleges and the ndmker
of supplementary readings being aapigned.

.

Bger.noted 44 there lp "a w de variation in the level of
.-economic.theory-taught at Mffryland. tate community colleges." (Page

# objectives, but "a large mi,pority" id not expect their students to

9.) The majority of instructors we eaching most of the essential
..

learn many of the essential.objectives in microeConomics and in
international economics. Instructors from business departmerfts who

.. had.the largest number of sections were most likely to expect
students to learn a smaller number of 'objectives. -These instructors
expect their students to learn more about public- policy issues,

\ however. There was no significant relationship tetwujg the number
of object4.ves the instructor expected.stUdOts to learn and the

. textbook being used. (Five different textbooks were in use.)

BAer recommended that more data/be .collected on students in
introductory courses, that economises from 1)ytrying philosophical
schools (institutional, radical,and Austrian, for example) prepare
lists of "essential" objectives, that objectives be placed in
hierarchies to indicate logical and Pedagogical relationships among
them, and that researcn be done to see if-there is a relationship

'between the number of objectives and performance on the Test of
'Underst)Inding in College Economics (TUCE). He also impliedAthe need
to aetepline how class size anddepartmptal location affect econ6mic
education.
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Barr, Saul Z., and Carr, Glenna D.

"Influences
Students in

The Journal
,Pp. 62-6-5.

of Teaching Methods and Personality on Junior College
Macroeconomic Principlest"

of Economic Education. Vol. 10, No. 2. Spring 1979,

Also.see Bari's Ed.D. study "Influence of Teaching Methods and
Personality on Understanding College Economics," Gainesville:
University of Florida, 1978,and "Personality as a Factor in Learn-
ing College Macroeconomics: Using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator,"
by Glenna D. Carr and Saul Z. Barr, to be published in the Journal
of Educational Psychology.

This study was designed to_find out if the teaching of macro-
economics through-current events and small-group discussion is
superior to- the conventiOnal lecture- approach. The experiment took
place in three junior colleges in Georgia in the fall of 1977.
Students were randomly assigned to experimentkil.anflcontrol sec-
tions. The three control classes heard lectures akd read a standard
principles textbook. The experimental groups heard lectures for .

about half the time, but used current events articles as bases for
small-groilp and all-class discussions the rest of the time. An
observer.was placed.in each classroom to record the number of
minutes spent ,on each aCtivity.

The 168 studentslinvolved in the study took Part I of the Test
of Understanding of Colie e Economics (TUCE). This was used on a
pre-0;tebt, post-test bas s (For p. and B).The Myers-Briggs Type.
Indicator (MBTI) was used to establish the personality dimensions
of students and instructors. 'The four personality dimensions
covered in this test are extraversion-introversion, judgling-
perceptive, sensing-intuitive, and thinking-feeling. (See.I.B.Myers,.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. Princeton, New Jersey: Educational
Testing Service, 1962.) A comparison Of the groups in terms of
such variables as age, sex, SAT scores, high 'school and :college .-
grade point averages, number of courses taken previously, interest
in the courie, and whether the course was a requirement or,an elec-
live revealed that there was no significant difference_between the
qontrol and experimental 'students. Mean pre-test scores on the
TUCE did not differ significantlY.

\I
All groups were exposed to the same ec-onomics content during

t e ten-week period of the study.. In addition to noting gain scores
(difference between pre-test and post-test scores), the researchers
designed a "residual gain score." This wa done by making a
prediction based on college-gkade point average and TIME pre-test
score for each student- The predicted post-TUCE score was then
subtracted fkom the actual score to determine the student's
"residual gain score." Stutts in the experimental groups did

,

i)
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significantly better (.01 level) , both in terms of simpte gain
scores and "residual gain scores."

Students in the control groups were compared with those in
the experimental groups in terms of personality types. The
students In the experimental sections had higher "residual gain
scores" than students with the same personality types in the con- c

trol groups. The MBTI personality dimensions were not important
factors in the learning of economics. That is, there was no
significant relationship between bersonality type and the learning
of economics in either the control or experimental group. The
experimental method appeared to_be superior regardless of khe
student's personality type.

Finally, the personality dimenSions of the instructors were .
compared with those of the students to see if having the same
MBTI.dimension as the instructor affected "residual gain scores."
Having,the same personality dimension as the instructor did not
affect the student's post-test Or residual gain scores. Thus, the
instructor's personality dimension did not influence student
learning regardless of the teaching method used.

The authors concluded that the'use of discussions and current.
events in introductory macro classes "seems to be more.effective"
with all types of students.

4

P.
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Becker, William E. and Salemi, Michael K.

The Learnin and Cost Effectiveness of AVT Su lemented Instruction:Spec cation an M sspec cat on o Learn ng Mole s.

Minneapolis: University'of Minnesota, 1976.

(Paper presented at the Midwest Economics Association Meeting, St.Louis, Missouri, April, 1976.) 25pp.

Becker and Salemi-examined a self-paced audio-visual tutorial(AVT) approach in terms of its impact on quantity, cost andkeffici-
ency of student learning in a community college economic prfhciples
course. The following questions were raised:

Can a learning model be specified, on'the basis of formal
theoretical and statistical grounds, wlthin which learning
can be examined in control-experimental,groups?

Is there-a difference in the quantity'of learning as
measured by the TUCE- between control and experimentalgroups?

What influence doeg student classeom anci study time have
on learning?

Is the'learning produced in the' experimeht 1 sections
less costly to students than that produced in the controlgroups?

S.

Six community colleges in two states were used. At each college the
same ipstructor taught both a control group usin. his or her regular
teaching method and an experimental group using D:vid A. Martin's

,, AVT package, Introductory Economic TheorT. They f 0 und no diffgrence
,____between control and exper4ental groups in terms .f gain scores(post TUCE minus pre-TUCE. Further student study time had little .effect, and there 'las #ctually a negative correlat on betWeen pre-TUCg-scores and stddent learning. There was no di ference in the

.

A,average cost of learning per TUCE point between' the two groups.

One of the simple linear learning mOdels used as as followg:

L f / A, T, S, ii 7
L is Learnin§; A is Aptitude; t Ps Time input; S is .ituatiori,(phy-
sical learning plant); and u is Random error. 411e.jode1 says that
learning is depeddent (except for the error compolient) on the

--------------

* Also see their article in The JOurnal of Economic Education, Vol.8, No. , 2, Spring 1977, pp. 77-92.

3 7
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stndent's aptitude (A is_a measure of human capital), time spent in
class and in study, and the environment or sitUation in whigip the
learning takes place. t.ich variables as age and sex Were ndl
included on the ground that th4ir contribution would be reflected in
A.

Although the experimental treatment had no differential effect
on learning, there were significant differences in learning across
schools. The negative on pre-TUCE casts doubt on pre-'

.TUCE as a measure of aptitude. Other reSearchers may want to pay
particular attention to Section III of the paper, "Non Linear Learn-
ing Models and Correqpion for Simultaneous Eqyations Bias." Here
Becker and Salemi stddy'Alhe implications of fitting the learning . .

model sA forth above, and'discuss pre-TUCE as an 'aptitude prOacyt. ,xmA_
They suggest that a simultaneous equation bias may account for the 114
highly significant negative pre-TUCE coefficient estimates. The
use of an instrumental variable procedure, such as two stage least
sqnares (TSLS) is offered as an appropriate remedy. Now the TSLS
pre-TUCE coefficient estimate becomes positive, and this is consis-'
tent with,he assumption that pre-TUCE is a proxy for appitude.
Neverthel4s, they still find no "discernible difference" between
control and experimental group learning; and student 'time remain in-
significant.

1

Next, they take up the gap cl in model. The "gapls Yhe
difference between a pprfect scOre an the student'A premesscore.
It is the distance the( student must close to achieve a per'feCt score
on the post-test. The student's pre-test score.is then d duc,ted.
from his or her. Post-test score, and this amount is divid d by the
gap. The result is the percentage of the gap actually closed by the
student. For example, if a student needs to gain 10 pointe to close
the gap between his pre-test score and a perfect score, and he
actually gains only 6 points, then his gap-closing score iS 00%.(For
an analysis of the gap closing model see Frank W. GeTiTTIs Thire a
Ceiling Effect ta the Test of Understanding in College ,Econamics?"
in Arthur L. Welsh, Ed., Research Pa ers in Economic EducatkohA New
York: Joint Counc 1 on Economic Educat on, 972, pp. 35- . With
this measure of le ning -7.the percentage of the gap closed.H-
there is a positiv relationship between pre-TUCE and studeNrgain.
However, Becker an Salemi assert that the gap closing model"s mis-

ecified in at least one way. [sile model Predicts that the change if)

s e will be positive for all sltudents, but this fails to account
for guessing, Thus41,a student Might score higher on the= pre-TUCE
than on the\post-TUCE.* Becker land Salemi dealt with Olfs by drop-
ping those cases for which the CAbnge scores were negative. The
coeffieient of pre7TUCE was significantly positive When estimated by:
TSLS. They urge that "future research ... strive to collect data '

which will give information on the aptitude of students in-economics
to use either as a replacement for pre-TUCE or as an instrument for
it." (P. 17.) P

* Several of my own research projects support Becker and Salami
here. --.9porge DawsOn.
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There was little difference between control and experimental
groups in terms of learning, and student study time was similar for
both. Thue-, the added cost of the Martim material. might not be
justified. However, the opportunity cokit of student time differed
because the money value of that time (as measured by the wage rates
earned by 'working students) varied. The student cose of learning
was less for the experimental group, and this offset all additional
fixed costs'of the Martin package. The average weekly student cost
of learning, per 'PUCE pant, however, was not statistically different.

In conclusion/ ir(iboth the linear and non-linear model speci-
fications, Martin's AVU package was not found to be superior in
increasing economic lehrning, and student classroom and study time
did not prove to be b significant input. The pre-TUCE effect on
learning wAs positive when properly estimated by TSLS. The authors
do not find the added cost of Martin's material to be justified.
They assert that their 4tudy provides "a sound statistical modeling
procedure which previously has,not been attempted in economic educa-
tion." (P. 21.)

(See the Walstad study, desc ibed'later, which is'closely related to
this one.) .

4,1
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Bellico, Russell

"Prediction of Undergraduate Achievement in Economics."

The Journal of Ecopomic ducation. Vol. 4, -No. 1. "Fall-1972,
P. .)

In this-study, Belli-co-was-attempting-to-identify variables
associated with academic success in the economics cyrriculuT at
the University_of Massachusetts. He developed.a multiple regres-
sion equation to predict the probable achievement of sttidents..
planning tilb major in economics.

11

Attendance at a community collage was one of the 10 variables
-I.:elected from the academic records of 92 B.A. candidates majoring
in economics at the University ot Massachusetts. The criterion
variable was the grade point average of advanded courses in
economts taken during the junior,and senior years.

.

Correlation coefficients were calculated to identify the
relationship between the independent variables and the dependent
variable. The coefficient for community college attendance was

-, -.06736. Relatively high R's were obtained for fresWan-sophomore
CPA (.6727), social science GPA_1.52810), grade average in

'14slementary economics (.62156), ,and college math GPA (.45736).

In developing a prediction equatiOn, however, Bellico con-
cluded that.a regression eqoation with two variables was' most
usefulL. The prediction equation with the beat combinat on of tw
variables included community co119ge Wttendance and fre hmen-
sophomore GPA. The addition to 124 provided by the cominiinity
college variable was:.1148; and that provjAed by freshOtn-sophomore
OPA was -4525.

.4%
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Chesney, Michael T.

A Critical Analysis of Economics Programs in Texas Junior Colleges.

Ph.D. thesis. Nustin: The University of Texas, 1979.

Chesney stddied institutional policies, course content, tea-cher
- preparation, textbooks u.sed, numbers of students enrolled in eco-

nomics courses, and the objectives and attitudes of courseA.nstruc-
tors in Texas junior colleges. His research was conducted.during-
the 1977-78 academic year. Fifty of the63 public-and independent
junior colleges ih Texas responded to his questionnaire. His
findings were as f011ows:

Economics was required of students majoring in business,
social sciences, mid-management,, and engineering.

The course content emphasized business-related structurefi
and practices and "utilitarian factors" as opposed to the
eponomic literacy approach.

The majority,of instructors held masters' degrees in econo-
mics or business. Only four held a doctorate.

Fewer than fiye percent of all.students were enrolled in
economics courses.

The stated objectives of the courses indicated a concern for
both the utilitarian approach and the economic literacy
approach.

. )
....)

The faculty members.wanted more emphasis,placed on literacV.

Che'Sney also identified a number of problems and needs.These-were
-T as follows:-'

-Ile students'.mathematics backgrounag Were inadequate..

- Better counseling was needed to,reco nd economics courses
td students, especially to minority students.

4

There Was difiiculty in offering a course equivalent to the
economics course in senior colleges.

Teac hing loads were thdught to,b. too large, and funds were

e
for equipment.. .

Thefauthor recbrended Ole following:

Development of more effective means of popularizing economics.

- Maintaining closer contact with senior colleges and offering
equivalent courset.'

4,1 3
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Require all students to take two semesters of economics.

tncourage wire use of field trips, case studies, guest
\--speakers, qames,-Simulations, and computer-assisted
AnstrUction.

Develop a cOurse in free enterprise for the juriior colleges;
a

Make .economics more interesti9 tor the students and show
them that it i<essential for their economic survival."

re

(.)
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Dawson, George,G.

Economics in Tw9-Year Colleges: A Nation-Wide Survey.
4110

New York: NYU Center for Economic Education, 969, 19pp. Mimeo.
ERIC Document No. ED 030 435.
Also see Dawson"s "Economic Education in Junior Colleges: Economics
Courses Oifered and Required," The Journal of Economic Education.
Vol.2, No. 1, Fall 1970, pp. 14-21.

I
o

A questionnaire was sent to verxpaccredited two-year cowilege
in _the United States in 1969, asking for information on their
economicp courses and the backgrounds of their instructors. Replies
were received from 293 schools, or 32 percent of those listed in
the 1968 Directory of American Junior Colleges. Although he could
not claim that this sample truly represented all junior colleges,
Dawson noted that it appeared to reflect the total population in
several respects. For example, 71 percent of all junioF colleges
at that tipe were publid, and 73 percent of the respondents were
public institutions. Twelve percent of the sample represented non-
public colleges that had no church affiliation, and this was the
same proportion of such colleges found in the total population.
Church-related schools made up 17 percent of the total 'population

I

and 15 percent of the ample. Replies came from 44 states, the

i
,

District of Columbia, nd the Canal Zone. (otal 'junior college l'
enrollment in the unrep esented states accounted for less than on

I percent of all students'enrolled in American junior colleges. Dawson
1 ). also compared his results for patticular states with studies that
i had been made in those states and found'his sample datp tended to
3
n reflect the data obtaindd from the state-wide studies.

%

4
,-/

Every respondent offered at least one econOmics course. The
number of courses ranged fillOM one to ten-, with .thre4 as the mean/

1 The principles course was the most common4offering -- every schdol
but one offering this course. Other courses offered by more than ,

ten percent of the respondents were economic,geography, ecpnomid
history of the United.States, problems of ecdnomics, business or
corporate finance, general economics', and money and banking'. 4The
"general economics" course was offered in addition to the regular
principles course by 12 percent of the sample. Altholigh it appeared
under many different titles '(such d1 "Economics for Cifizens") it -

I
i was usually a three credit cOurse for non-majors and was not usually

considered to be tran rable to a four-year college. Those offer-
ing several courses ded to reflect the pattern foupd in four-

e, r
colleges, but some offered such specialized cout(Ses as

"Economic Deve1opment and the Texas Gulf Coast."

Abou't'74 percent of the re,9,pondents required eConomics of some
students, usually those majoring in businete or closely related
fields. About 89 percent-sTecifically required that business'majo,rs

1
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take economics, and 16 percent required it of social science
majors. A few required those majoring in pre-law, engineering,
data procissing, home economic8, agriculture, and education to
study ecOnomics.

The total number of students taking at least one economics
course was nearly 99,000, or 14 percent of the total enrollment in
the 293 colleges responding. In schools that did not require
economics of any'student, however, only about eight percent took
an economics course. Data on some colleges that did not respond
were available from state-wide studies, Adding this information
to his own survey, Dawson estimated that at least.157,000 junior
college students were taking economics courses in 1968-69. -Where
economics was requirtad,of some students, the principles-course 4 .

was usually theone course the students had to take. A few rer
quired Problems of Economics, GeneFal Economics (the terminal .

course), economichistory, fipancei-, consumer economics, money and
, banking, economicrdevelopmef, or government ond business.

-The economics courses were located in a department or divi-
sion of social science in 50 percent of the colleges tesponding,
and in a business department in 34 percent. (In 'a few cases the
business department was within a social science division.) In f4ve
percent of the colleges eConomicstyaa jointly sponsored by the
social science and business departments. Only two percent had a
separate economics department. In a vety few instances, economics
was taught in.a department of general studies, the home economics
department, or a department of history or political science.

There were 703 teachers of economics in the 293 rieponding
colleges, 43 percent of whom were teadhing econoMics exclusively
aria full-time. The others were either part-time instructors or

,weiMe teaching other courses as well. Only three percent of the
703 had doct,orates in pcoriomics, while 46 percent had masters
degrees, and 13 percent had bachelors degrees in economics. Thus,
,38 percent of the economics instructors had no economics degrees
at all, although some mdnored in economics or had degrees in such
related fields as business administration. #

Finally, the three types of colleges (public, idependen
and church-related) were compared.: The independents reported a
greater percentage of students taking economics (31,percent),
probably because-many of them stressed business prggramsl The
church-related schools were less likely. to require (conomics of any
students, had fewer.full-time economics teachecs, and offered
fewer economics courses. For the most part, however, the thVee
types of colleges followed the same pattern as fhe totai sample
populatiOn.

41.
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Dawson, Georr G.

Economics in New York's Junior Colle es.

New York: NYU Center for Economic Education, 1969.07pp. Mimeo.

After completing hi; nation-wide survey, Dawson, decided tomake a separate study of two-year colleges in New York State.About hdlf of New York's junior colleges had returned the question-naire in the hation-wide study. The same questionnaire was thensent to New York coegeslthat had not replieA, This resulted ina total df 45, respdhses. here were 64 colleges listed in the1968 Directory of th6 American Association of Junior Colleges..

Three of the 45 colleges said they offered no economicscourses. The report, then, was based'upon the 42 responding col-'leges that did offer at least one course. The number of coursesoffered ranged from one to eight, with three as the mean. The
pean was also threpItcourses. Defining economics very,broadly to include statisticslarid business subjectg, Dawson found'18 differept courses being offered in the New York colleges.Each'of the 42.collegoffereda principles of econom(ics coure,and in many cases this*as theiAoply economics course. Money

, and banking was offered by 17 pekcent, problems of economics by14 percent, economic geography by 14 percent, arid business orcorporate finance by 12 percent. The terminal course ("GeneralEconomics") was offered by only seven percent, as compared with12 percent for the national sample. The overall pattern was not, much different from that of the national sample, however. (NewYork colleges were more likely to offer money and banking and
labor economics, however.)

About 76 percent of'the New York colleges required economicsof at least some students, 'a 'figure very close to the national
.sample's 74 percent. Those studying business or related subjects

. were most hpt to be required to take it. Over 80 percent speci-
fically required the principles course.

Total enrollment in the 42 colleges was 80,830, with the,
range from 190 to 10,000, and the mean being about 2,000. Abehuto19 percent of all students were taking economigs, as compared withlIc14 percent for the national sample. In schools requiring economicsof some students, about 20 percent of the tqtal student body wastaking this subject. (The national figure was 15 percent.) Where,economics was not required of any student,. about 12 percent tookit anyway. This was higher than the eight percent in the nationalsample. .It was conservatively,estimated that over 15,000 students
were,taking eConomics in New York's two-year colleges.

4 5
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Economics was the responsibility of the social science

department in 69 percent of the 42 colleles, and of the busineSs
department in 18 percent. (Ttle national pattern was 50 percent
in social science departments Itnd -34 percent in business depart-
ments.)

Half the New York'instructors were teaching economics on a
fulltime basis,,as.compared with 43 percent nation-wide. Ten of
the schools had.no fulltime economics teaAer, however, an9a the
mean number of fulltime economics instructors was only one.

Eight percent of the 119 instructors reported by the 42 Col-
leges held doctorates in economics (the national figure was
three percent); forty percent held masters degrees (46'percenC-
nation-wide); and 19 percent held bachelor's degrees in economics
(13 percent nation-wide). Thirty-three percent had no economics
degrees, as compared with ,the nationwide figure of 38 percent.
Thus, in terms of formal preparation, in economics, New York's
instructors were somewhat better prepared.

0

New York followed the national pattern in terms of the number
of courses offered, emphasis upon the. prinCiplds course, and the
extent to which economics. is required. ,It appeared that a greatbr ,

percentage of students'were studying economics, however, evem
when the course was not specifically required, and that the formal .

preparation- of the. instructors was somewhat.stronger than that of
the national sample,

11
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Dawsoh, George G.

- 43

The Teaching of Econovios in Selected Junior Colleges of
Metropolitan New York.'

..411

New York: New York City Council on Ecohomic Education1970.

Du 4ng the 1969-70 academic year, Dawson administered the Test-

of Economic Understanding1 Form A, to students in a junior coir-in N& Y6rk CrtFand stu ents in a two-year co lege on Long Island.
Although 377 students took the pre-test at th beqinling of their
one-seMester introductory economics course, on y 24 took both the
pre- and post-teses. .The four instructors invo in this.studyfilled out a questionnaire'indichting their econ9mics backgroundsand ttaching experience..:Atthe end of the couese the instructors
Oomplated another questionnaire asking them to indicate the text-
books they used, what assignments they gave, and what the major
contentiemphasis had been.

The students who took the pre-test but not the post-test
achieved a mean sOore of 25.050 on the pre-test. Students who took
both teste achieved a mean score of 25.032 on the pre-test. In spite
of the fact that these scores were practically identical, Dawson
excluded the drop-outs from the study. (The drop-out rate was 34
percent in bo-Eh colleges.)

For the group as a whole, the post-test mean was 28.359,.withan av gain score of 3.i27 raw score points. About 22 percentgot r scores on the' post-test than on the pre-test, however, and
anot4. seven percent achieved the same score on both tests. Thus,it appears that about 29 percent gained nothing from the course, atleast ag the TEU measures economic learning. It is possible, of
course, that the TEU was not an appropriate instrument; althoughit had been used widely to measure st dent progress in college in-
troductory pri iples of economics co rses. (It might be noted,
also, that stu ht unrest was becoming a serious problem on campuses
at the time thØ post-test was being administered. Many students-
might have fe t that the test would not ffect their course grades,
and perhaps some did not care. There wag a decidedly negative feel-
ing toward tests and other formal reghirements on college campuses
at this time.)

The junior,college students revealed a low level of achievement
when compared with students in a number of New York four-year col-
leges: Dawson had gdministered the TEU to over 1,200 studepts in
several four-year colleges in 1965-66.* The lowest,pre-tedt score
achieved by students in any of these Colleges was 29.85. Vhis was

* See Oeorge Dawson and Irving Bernstein, Tice Effectiveness of Intro-
ductorx Economics Coutses in High School and Colleges. New York:
NYU Center Economic Educaition, 1967.
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the mean raw score achieved by 536 students in one college before
they took the introductory course. Thus, the junior'college
students in this sample, after taking an economics course, achieved
a mean raw score below that of four-year college students who had
not yet had a college economics course. Indeeh, the junior college
sample did not do as well on the post-test as a group of 1,834-
high school seniors who,had taken a high school eLonomics course..
It would be a mistaketo infer from this that all junior college
students do poorly in economics. In fact, alnumber of students did
achieve very respectable gain scores scur,4s comparable to those
achieved by students in some of New York'9ost prestigious four-
year colleges. The poor showing of the group a( a whole may be -
accounted for by the fact that these colleges were acoepting stu-
dents of low academic ability, while the four-year colteges)were
still being quite selective in their admissions..

Several variables were taken into account in analyzing the
results- of this study. The/College attended was not significant.
Less than one point separated the mean scores of both groups on the
pre-test and on the post-test. The New`'York City students achieved
an average gain of 3.481 while the Long Island students gained
3.196 points, but this dpference was not statistically significant

Students who had taken economics in-
significantly from tliose who had not.--r
'year college students it was found that
school economics achieved higher scores
post-test but that the gain scores were
not had high school economics.)

high school did not digfer
In the study of the fTir-
students who had taken high
on both the Pre-test and
higher for 'students who hadr

The sSudent's major field was not significant. _AI:lout half were
majoring in-business while the rest were scattered over many.sub- /
ject areas. ,The business students achieved lower scores than,all
other students on both the pre-test and post-test, and achieved a
lower gain score. as-well. The differences Were pot statistically
significant, however.

The student's gender was not important. Although,many studies
made in four,year colleges show that females do not learn as muchk
economics as males, the females actually did better in this case.
Zhe gain score of the females was 3.727 raw score points, as' com-
pared 104th 3.178 for.males. The difference was notsignificant.(A
Mach larger percentage of males were in their.first semester of
college, and tigs.did prove to be a significant factor.)

'The re &ration and ek erience of the instructor were also,con-
sidered. Upon examining the untreate data, t appeared that there
was a'relationehip between student gain scores and the,teachers'
preparation in economics and years of teaching experience. Instruc-
tors with the largest number of.economics courses on their tr;ans-
cripts and the greatest number of years of experience obtained the
best results. The instructor with the fewest credits ineconOmics

'4 8
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and the least amount of teaching experience got the poorest results.His students achieved the smallest mean gat), and the percentage of
fithose who regresed was highest in his cla s. Nevertheless, thedifferences between teachera were not statistically significant.

Two different textbooks were'being used (McConnell ana Samuel-
. son), butthe text made no significant difference in gain scores.

Three variables did prove to be significant --academic abilitas meabured by grade point averages, pre-test performance, an t eextentkpf college experience. Scores on the pre-test were relatedto cumulative grade point average well beyond the .01 level of cop.-fidence, but grade point average was even more significant in ex-
\

plaining the post-test performance. Pre-test performance wassignificant in explaining gains, well beyond the .01 level. TW"extent of college experience" refers to whether the student was i6ttie first semester of college or not. The stucAent's age was not.1, important (only 17 percent deviated from the Mdan age of 19 by famethan one year), Mit it was clear that the student whd survived oneor more qemesters of college had a distinct 'advantage over the incom-ing student.. Of course, these resultsare nqisurprising and are in 1accord with a numter of other studies made at the tour-year college'level.

,
An itin analysis was made toscertain whi,ch questions werevissed most often. Improvement was shown tn 39'bf the 56 items (78percent of the questions). Ther&mas no change in one item betweenpre7test and post-test,,and the group actually regressed on 10.of /the items. (A one-semester course probably does not cover all sub-*jects found in,the TEU.) On the post-test, the majority of studentsmissed items dealing with international econoMics (such as thebalance of payments and the effoots of taTiffs)., banking,monetarypolicy, government's farm policy, the interpretatiOn of charts (M1c11,as GNP and CPI qraplisl, productivity and wages, investment and thebusiness cycle, and business concentration.

4.



Decker, Robert L.

"The Demand for Economics Ph.D.'s An.Community Colleges."

The Journal of Economic Edliction. Vol. 6, No. 2. Spring 1975.
P157-177-7In,

Decker sent questtbnnaires to 200 randomly selected --fwoL-year
collieges in the Unifel Stated "to determine the lidity of various

r7
hypothetical-critlicisms of the use of Ph.D.!s in -bmmuuity colleges:
and the attractivenss of sever4/1 possible new p ()grams_ as rele-
mant training for teachers in such co4eges." (P. 127.) He received:
128 r46plies%

I f

The r spondentA were asked to rate five hyPd'ehetical criti-
-cisms of te .use of Ph.D.'s in community colleges. The most impor-
tant reactjon was- they they have "no commitment and soon leave."
Second in importance was their 'lack of teaching skills. They were
also seen ais being "too narrowly trained." A few found their
salary regLrements to be too high. A fifth factor. -- "salaries too
high compareff.to present faculty" was'not considered important.

The researcher pkoposed four'training programs a Doctor of
Arts with six 4conomics specpaties; a Ph.D. with five specialties,
along with some research training; a Ph.D. in social science; and
an M.A. in economics. The community college administratbrs con-
sidered the. Ph.D. with.five specialties to be most relevaat. The
Doctor of,Arts, the M.A., and he-Ph.O. in social sciences came
next in that order.

v
Decker also found that about 80 pexcent of the respondent Adid

not have an economics department, and that 90 percent of the n w
faculty members hired had earned masters degrees as their high st
degrees.

J
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Dopp, John A.
)%

1--L§-9S-Ya.-21t_teandstructesofEcoipbmicsCourses.

Doctor of Arts study. Bethleham, Pa.: Lehigh University, 1977.

Two-yeai colleges were included ill this study. Dopp used a
table of random numbers to select a sample of 204 two-year schools
representingi26.4 percent-of all two-year colleges in the United
States. The:questionnaire was returned by 62 of these, a return
of 30.4 percnt. All were public colleges.

Dopp fo'und that 20 percent offered two types of prip_ciples
courses, one for those majoring in business or economics'hnd
another fornonLmajors. (The-same percentage response was
received fro the fouryear colleges.) . Economics was taugtim t by
the business div4ibn in 59 percent of the two-year colleges, and
in an Arts and Scfences division in 41 percent. (These .4=t-lUres
mCre reversed for four-year schools.) Four-year schools were
more apt to have separate economics departments. ghe two-year
schools usually placed the coUrse in a business administration
department or a social science departmedt.

Only eight percent of Dopp's sample of two-year schools -

offered a one-semester or one-quarter course, as opposed to 20
percent of the four-year institutions. The former were more
likely to favor a macro to micro seqUence 79 pgrcent favoring
this arrangement, as compared with 58 percent of the four-year
colleges. The credit value was three hours per semester. Ninety
percent of the classes in twop-year colleges were of normal 'size
(frOM 10 to 50 students ger section), as compared with 75 percent
for four-year colleges.

As for teacher background, 15 percent of the junior college4
teachers held doctorates, 11 perdent were "ABDs," and-72 percent
held masters degrees. On the other hand, 72 percent pf the four-
year teaChers held doctorates, 13 percent were "ABDs, and 14
percent held masters degrees. "Five percent-of the jur4or college
teachers were part-time instructors, whereas only two percent of
the four-year teachers were on a part-time basis.

Teachers in two-year schools were freer to sel ct their
textbooks;-65 percent reporting that they made the choice, whereas
in four-year sbhools the choice was Ma0e by the 4épartment in 50
percent of the cases. The chalk-board Was the ein.teaching tool
in both types of schools. Although few bred o erhead-PaTectors,
television, computers, audio tapes, or films//the junior college
teachers were somewhat more inclined to resOrt to these devices.
Very few in either type of school used simulations, role playing,

'field trips, or field work. About 34 percent did report the use

51



of case studies or issue analysis, however. The use of personal-
ized or programmed initruction wa8 rare.

Only 14 percent of all respondents assigned term papers, but .

the junior college instructors were more inclined to do so--19 per-
cent assigning papers as compared with only 12 percent of the two-
year college teachers. The former were alsp far more likey to use
magazines and newspapers as an integral part of the course--37 per-
cent doing so, while only 18 percent of the four-year instructors
used these publications. There was not much difference between
types of schools in the use of objective tests (73 percent of all
respondents used them) or essay questions, but the two-year schools
more often gave weekly quizzes (15 percent as compared with six
percent. of the four-year colleges).

The two-year colleges were more likely to have written course :
objectives. Both groups of respondents agreed that ayllkmportant
objective is to "Prepare the student to become a blitter informed
citizen through an understanding of oar economy anTits institutions."
The goal of preparing the student for a professional career was
considered unim rtant by"3 percent. Developing the students'
skills in analy,jca1 thinking was also seen as important, with the
SoUr-year infltructors placing somewhat more emphasis on this. On

1) the other hand, the two-year teachers were somewhat more strongly f
in favor of the "better informed citizerrobjective,

Both groups reported the use of faculty performance or course/
evaluation questionnaires, with no difference between the groups.f
The junior college teachers were more apt to suggest innovative
eaching methods, however, such as.self-paced instruction, peer,

( tutoring:, 'oral reports, and having students writeteditorials oy'
1 economic issues. .

'f
DoOp attempted to ascertainsthe extent to which particu ar

topics And concepts wereiatressed. The respondents were'as ed to_
check "Not Covered," "Briefly Mentioned," "Adequately Cove ed," oiV
-",Extensively Covered" to each listed topic. The two-year eacheyS
,pportedly stressed some subjects more stFonglywthan did ir ,/
four-year colleagues. These included capitalism, current Tes,
business organization, GNP measurement, growth of gover en /spend-
ing., publie debt, pricetindexes, the accelerator, stagdat4i n, busi-,
ness cycles, deposit creation, gold, the Great Depressiw(MoOR_-_,
polistic competition, oligopoly, monopoly, anti-trust, Xesource
pricing, agriculture, cdAlective bargaining, human'capItal, urban
economics, and OPEC. The four-ye5r colleges reportegy placed more
emphasis upon such topics as Aro elasticity and poi* elasticity.
These results appear to be based Upon rather subjective judgmenta.

Finally, the four-year schools emphasized lectures as the domi-
nant-method to a greater extent t'han'did the two-Year colleges. The

Clatter were more favorably inclined toward lecture-discussion than
were the former. Thirty-two percent of all respondents used lec-

, tures as the dominant method, and 60 percent 'used lecture-1/4:
,discudsion,

-OW
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Friedlander, Jack

Scienc Eduirion in Two-Year colkal_5_92.112=19._*±.
,

Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Community Colleges and ERIC
Cleafinghouse for Junior Colleges, University of California, 191010)

.

7Opp. ..

This 1 194thy monograph is part.40042 series of twelve dealing
with the sciences/ in.two-year collpges. The findingp are based
upon a-repre9nt4tive national sampfe of 175 two-year colleg s.

--V:
Catalogs and claSs schedbles for the 1977-78 academic yea re
used for data on currievlum. Information on .,,p,zching prac ces

,- was obtained from.guestionnaires returned by a bample of 69 eco-
nomics instructors4 Friedlander also examined a number of-studies
made by.others dealling with economics education in community and ,

junior colleges -

1.1
- ,

Six categori s of economics courses were established on the
basis of the college offerings: -These were as follows:

Introductory/General Economics: Non-technical and non-
theoretic41 economics survey,..coursea.

principled of Economics: ConveVional macro- and micro-
economics courses similar to those taught^in four-year
colleges.

BusineswRelated Economics= Money and Banking, Labor
EconomAs, Business Economics, Real Estate Economics, and
others applying economic prilciples to business situations.''

,

Technology-Related Economics: Courses.applying economic
theory to such Industries as agriculture, engineering, and
transportation.,

.
10

,

AmIVe can Economics and History: Courses stressing the
ins Atutional'and'economlc conditions influencing economic
gr,owth.

Special TopiqS; Courses dealing with specific coulIries,
regpvnSi or Oroups (women; Blayks); economic devenpment;
comparative systeps; \or contemporary issues.

The Principles course mas Most comflio", with 93 percent-of the 1375
collegeS:offering this subject. The "Introductory/General" course
was offtii,ed by 33 percent; "Business-Related" courses by 34 per-
cent; "Tedhnology-Related" by 22 percent; "Americap" by 16 percent;
and "Special 'Topics" by nine percent. Nearly 99 percent of all
colleges-offered at-least one economics course. Ap might be'



ex cted, large colleges (7,500 stdents or more)i,tftre more
likely to offer courses in mny of these areas (except,"Technology-

rk Related" courses) than were medium (1,560 to 7,499 stOente) and
small (loss than 1,500 students) colleges. Public colleges offered
more economics courses tilan private colleges.

\

Most colleges used the macro to micro sequence in their Prin-
ciples courses, and over 43 percent had some" sort br prerquisite
for entry into the Principles course. Discrepancies wereJbund
totween the number of courses listed in the catalogs and tliose
listed in the class schedules. About 95 percent of the Principles
courses listed in catalogs were alsb found in the class schedules,
but degree of correspondence dropped to about 79 percent for
General courses, 71 percent for Techublogy-Related coutses, tO
percent for American Economics and History, 56 percent tdr Business- *
Related dfferitigs, and only 36 percent for Special Topics. This

Out-ofdate or that student de nd has diminished considerably."
suggests the possibility that the catalogs are hopelessly

-

(Page 25 Of manuscript,) Friedlander notes that clasp scHedulei
rather than catalogs should be used in determining a llege's
actual offeriugs.

Analysis of the questsionnaire responses from instructors
indicated that about 82 Arcent of the studepts complete their
economics coursets. This was slightly better than the record for
anthropology classes, and a bit lower than the retention rate for
psychology and sociology classes. Economics teachers Ooleie less
likely to depart frqm the lecture-discussion mode than were instruc-
tors.in anthropolisgy, pdychology and sociology. Lectures by the
instructor took uP over 63 percent of the class time in economics
courses, but leps than 50 percent of the time,in the other three
social'sciences. Except for the widespread use of maps, dharts,
illustrations, and displays, economics teachers were mdch less apt
to use such instructional media as films, filmstkips, slides,
overhead transparencies, videotkapes, and audio recordingd than
their colleagues in anthropologr, psychology and sociology. On
the other hand, the ecomomists were mor likely to use handouts,
newspapers, journals, magazines, and workbooks along-With the
regular textbook.

About 84 Percent of the economics insturators considered it
"yery iNportant444hat their students,learn the concepts of the
discipline, but orily about 30 percent thought it very important, to
relate the concepts to the student's own values.' The teachers_in
the other.social sciences were more inclined to want students to
relate the concepts of their disciplines to their own values.

Li
The.multiple responsta type of test was the evaluation instru-

ment most frequently used.by the economists. Nearly 48 percent also
used essay questions, however. Only *bout 10 percent used papers
written, outside of class as part of the student's evaluation. The
economics teachers were less likely to use such out-of-class
activities a4field trips, TV programs outside lectures, community
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projects, and films their c011eagues in the other social
science disciplines.

1
In regard to formal training in economics, about 10 percent ofl

the instructors returning the questionnaire held doctoral degrees,
and about 78 percent held master's. degrees.. Nearly 70 percent
were employed on a full-time'basis, and the majority had had over
three years of teaching experiende. This implies that things have
improved sinCe 196p, when Dawson found that only three percent
.held doctoral degrees, that 46 percent hAd master's.degree as
their hiohest degrees in economics,,and that only 43 percent were
teaching economics on a full-fime.basis. About 47 percent, of the
instructors had 'total say" in selecting the courge textbooks, and
.over 0 percent were "well satisfied" with the extent to which
they influenced the selection of instructional ,materials. When
asked what changes were needed to make their courses more ef-fec-
tive, the vast majority (62.3 percent) said "Students Better
Prepared to Itandle Course Requirements." (Page 54 of manuscript.)
Other changes that received substantial support (by about a third
of the respondents) were: Smaller Class; More Media or,Instruc-
tional Material's; Stricter Prerequisites; Instructor Release Time .

to Develop Course and/or Material; and Professional Development
Opportunities for Instructors. (Page 54 of manuscript.)

Friedlander ends his report with a list of 21 thifigs that might
be done "to stimulate the interest of more students" in economics.
For examkle,'he suggests that courses be "aligned to student
educational needs and interests." (Page '62 of manuscript.)

a 4'



Gallo, Joseph C.; Skinner, Gordon S17 and Goettle, Richard J.

Characteristics of Economics Departments in Two Year and Four Year
nst tut ans.

Cincinnati: University of Cincinnati, 1974. 8pp. Mimeographed.

The Graduate Preparation of the Colle_ge Professor of
Economics.

Cincinnati: University of Cincinnati, 1974. llpp. Mimeographed.
_

(Also see their article "Graduate Preparation of the Undergraduate
Professor" 4..n The Journal of'Economic Education, Spring*19761,
pp. 128-130.)

This summary combine's the findings presented in both papers by
these tflree authors: The Economics Department of the University of
(incinnati conducted a survey of chaitpersons or heads of divisions
responsible for economics in two-year and four-year colleges. The
sample was made up of schools with at least 6000students and which
offered only an undergraduate economics major. The Cass and Birn-
baum Comparatiye Guide to American Colleges (New York: Harper & Row,
1968) was used in selecting two nationwide groups of four-year col-
leges. The 61 institutions were classified as "highly 'selective"
or "most selective" in accordance with the guide. 'Twenty-two of
these institutionsbreturned the questi(60naire. Max Russell's The

. College Blue Book (New York:1 C.C.M. Information Corp., 1969) was
used in geletting a nationwide sample of general four-year colleges.
Sixty-one of.the 186 surveys sene7to these c011eges were returned.

4Russel1's book was also used to select a random sample of 200 two-
year colleges, 61 of Which returned the survey. The qbestiohyaires

. covered such topics as institutional charActeristics, nature of the
institution's programs, instructional characteristics, and the
career choices of majors.

In coMparing the two-year schools with the four-year colleges,
the researchers found that the former had fewer professors of eco-
nomics (an average of 2.4) than any other institutiOn. The "most.
'selective" schools had the largest number (an average of 6.5). The
"most selective" schools also had the largest number of Ph.D. eco-
nomists, wherea only.8 percent of the junior college instructors
had doctorates. Most of the two-year college teachets had masters
degrees 66,6 percent -- while 16.6 percent had bachelors degrees
in economics and 8 per-Cent had no degree in-economics.

Average enrollments per section were muCh higher-sin the tWO-year
colleges than in any,of the four-,year institutions. The lowest,en-,
rollment per section was in the "most selective" schools with only
27 students (op.the average) in each section of the principles
course,as compared with oyet 100 for the two-year schools:

In.regard to teaching techniques, the two,-year instructors were
-much more inclined'to Us9:films, slide projectors, and overheads

5 6
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than any of the other types of institutions. The "most selective"
colleges were least likely to use any of these devices in their
economics\courses. The situration was reverped in regard to the use
of computers, however--only 16.4 percent of the two-year schNis
uged computers ill their economics classes as compared with 80 Ter-
cent of the "most selective" four-year colleges. The two-year
instructors had the heaviest teaching load, an average of 14.44-Iours
as compared with only_ 7.8 for the professors in the "most selective"
colleges and 9.9 il,the "h;ighly s6lective." The teachers in the
general four-year colleges also had heavy loads, however, with an
average of.13 ho rs.

About 52 p cent pf the students in the two-year colleges plan-
ned to go on a four-year institution, theoremaining 48 percent
planning to obtain jobs upga,graduation. The "most selective" col-
leges had the highest percentage of students planning to do graduate
wok i,p economics (20 percent).

1
1

The authdrs doncluded that-these data showed "a marked need for
Economics Departments to offer a wide range of courses to meet the
multi,ple objectives of their students." For two-year colleges, they
felt.tliat more courses beyond the principles level should lie offered,
"especially for those stt ents directly entering' the job market."

11
In,their second paper, the authors dealt with the effectiveness

of thetconventional Ph.D. program in preparing teachers of Qconomics.
As might be expected, the four-year colleges placed itiore emphasis
upon "subject matter competence" than did the two-year schools,
although the latter also considered it to be very important. Except
for the "most selective" schools, the respondents were in favor of
having graduate students take course work in "other sciences or
social sciences" as well as economiàs, and felt that prospective col-
lege teachers should'be competent to teadh in at least.three sub-
fields of ecohomics.

All types of schools responded negatively to the statement:
typical graduate of conventional PA.D. program is well prepared to
assume his teaching responsibilities." All agreed-that some time
should be devoted to giving the graduate studenebetter.teadhing
skills, the amount of time ranging-from 13 percent to 21 percent of
his or her time. There were vast differences over how to do this,
however. A majority of the two-year school respondents favored giv-
ing graduate credit for training in teaching skills, and 40 percent
of them thoul4t that the.development of teaching skill6 should be
themost important part of graduate training. All schools suppoqed,
"graduate apprenticeship" as a way of developing teaching skillp,
and all but the "most selective" belidved that ev.dence of te-adting
skill was more important than evidence of r'esearch s .11 in hirin4
college teachers.

The "most selective" schools wanted graduatetstudents to devote
27.5 percent of thei tilde to research, while the ywo-year respon-
dents saw the need for only 6.,8 percent. A majority of the
respondents, except for those representing the "most select" col-
leges, agreed that conventional Ph.D. programs put too much emphasis

P
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upon research training. Fewer than 20 percent of the two-year
institutions favored the requirement of an original research dis-
sertAtion, as compared with 80 percent of the "most select" colleges.
The other types of colleges favored the research dissertation, but
only by a "bare Majority." All schools supported theavidea of sub-
stituting computer training for foreign languages in vgraduate
programs.

All types of colleges were' in favor of some graduate training
in counseling techniques, for all accepted the idea that professors
should "vieV, the advising of students as an intrinsic part of the
job...." Again, however, there were clear-cut differences in terms
OE the importance of this factor. The "most select" schools would
devote only 1.7 percent of,the student's time to training in coun-
seling, while the two-year colleges urged 9.4 percent. None of the
colleges believed that "grantsmanship" was important.

Skills in mathematics and statistics were important to 40 per-
cent of the "most select"schools, but to only,22 percent of the juni-
or college respondents.. Skills in scientific writing were not con-
sidered important by any of the schoOls..Wherevs only 40 percent of
the four-year colleges believed.that a grajUate program for prospec-
tive col ege teachers should devote some time to learnino'about the
administ ation, organizationt, and operation of Colleges, 80 percent
of the t -year respondents supported this element.' All supported
the use of coloprehensive examinations in graduate schools with the
strongest support coming from the "selective" schools.

The authors tentativelS, concluded that there would be a growing
market for students trained to teach in undergrad e colleges and
predicted that graduate programs would "move to ee porate. more
07-7;teaching experience through iaernship prografflt )her .means." .

_ They feared that such programs might be regarded -- 'second-class,"
hoWevet, and that the'graduates ofisuch programs would find it more
difficult to obtain jobs. 'They thought that special programs for
two-year colleges might Aevelop. It was that the "selec-
tive" colleges p;.epare studen63 for advance graduate work, w'hile
the two-year colleges are primarily concerned with prelp.ring students
foe vocatibnal opportunities. It was asserted that most Ph.D. ;
programs fail to meet the needs of the two -year colleges. for f culty

)''
;

kiith t'eachingills, "ability_to guide," and the ability,uto ex-
press themselves and their supiects in' applied ways. One explana-
tion for tne fact that junior colleges hire people without doctorates
is that those with masters degrees can "do an adequate job 4Ir much ,

less money." (The'authors were quoting a-two,ear college xespondent,)
.

N
i
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Garraty, David G.

An.Investi ation of the Effec.ts of Consumer Economics Classes on
Mt tues Toward t ace.e Mar et

Hampton, Virginia: Thomas Nelson Community College, 1979. lOpp.
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of The Virginia Association
of Economists. (Unpublished.)

Gartaty administered an attitude test to students in sexeral
sections of a Consumer Economics course at Thomas Nelson Community
College in 1978. This course "applied microeconomic principles
of rational decision making to consumer choices." (Page 1.) He

-- wanted to find out if the course affected attitudes toward the
marketplace, and if students in Consumer Economics differed from
those taking a traditional Principles of Economics course.
Lundstrom's Consumer bisoontent Scale was used.* The 1:undstrom
test was administered on a pre and post basis. It was adtilinis-
tered to the five instructors involved, as well as to the students.
Data were also collected on student age, gender, employment statue,
and numbA of dependents (if any). Students in a Principles
course were similarly tested.

Analysis of covariance was employed to test for the signifi-
cance of the differential impact of Consumer Economics as
opposed to Principles, controlling for other variables. It was
found that the .Consumer Economics students increased their dis-
content witn the marketplace, while.the Principles students
decreased theirs. The students seemed to be influenced by their
instructors' as well..

Students who were not employed were more inclined to change than
those who were working. Thlowverall mean change was 1.49, but for
these students it was 11 points. This change was in the direction
of gl-eater discontent in the Consumer Economics course, but a
decrease in discontent in the Principles coUrse. Age was not a
significant factor, nor was gender or dependent status.

Garraty thought that the heavy emphasis given to advertising
in the Consumer Economics course might explain the rise In discon-
tent. As for the difference between working and non-wotking
students, helelt that perhaps the lack of.ereal world experience"

*helped to Account for the tendency of thejen-working.group to
express greater discontent. He suggests f6rther research relating
conSumer discontent to measures of consumef competency.

*See William J.. Lundsttern and Lawrence M. Lamont, "The Development
of a Scale to-Measure Consumer Discontent," Jout'nal of Marketing
Research, Vol. XIII, November, J976, pp. 373-181.



Garraty, David d,

TIPS in The Small Cl'ass Settinu A Controlled Experiment.

Hampton, Virginia Thomas Nelson Community College, 1978 4pp. +
appendices. Paper preseRted at the Annual Meeting of the Virginia
Association of EconomiEtts, March 31, 1978.

The Teaching Information Processing.System (TIPS) was developed
by Professor Allen C. Kelley of Duke University to help individual-
ie inStruction in large classes. (For descriptions of this system,
see Kelley's articles in the May 1968 edition of the )\merican Eco-
nomic Review, the May 1972 issue of the AER, t44 Spring /973 issue ,

of The !journal of Econoloic Education, and in Kbith Lumsden, editoc,
Recent Research in Economic Education.). Garraty used TIPS in a
small class setting and measured its effectiveness. His fitudy took
place during the fall quarter, 1977, in three sections of a course
in principles of economics':

In using"TIPS, one divides the course into iApstructional units
lasting about one week. At the end of each unit the student takes a
"survey" to determihe his or her mastery of the concepts contained
in the unit. The results do not affect the student's grade. The
student then receives a computer print-opt ,ipprisiing him or her of,
the result's of the burvey, giving praise for good work, and suggest.
ing steps to take in the case,of items missed.*

Garraty's three experimental sections met jointlyfor lectures
on Mondays and Wednesdays. On Thursdays or Fridays the sections met,
separately for discussionss: Thért was also a control section that
did not get the computeri,zed surveys. The groups were pre-tested
with a 22-item instrument derived.from Ow micro portion of the Test
of Understanding in College Economids (TUCE) and post-tested with a
Hinifar 22-item instrument. The post-test counted as part of the
student's grade. The researcher considered gain scores (post-test
minus pre-test), gap-closing scores (post-test scor minus pre-test
scote, divided by the difference between the pre-,test score and 22),
and the post-test -score. These were the cognitive output measures
used in the regression analysis. Pre-test score was used as a proxy
for student ability, and Garraty controlled for student age, gender,
class, and mathematics background.

The model explained only 15 percent of the variance. Garraty
thought that SCAT scores might have yielded stronger results, but
these were not available for most s ents. He also felt that multi-
collinearity ip.the independent v able data set might explain the
weak results. ;Actually, the con,/ ol group surpassed the exp6'rimenta1

a

* See the summary of Thompson's study of TIPS later in this booklet
for an eAample of a TIPS print-out.
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group on all three measures (mean post-test score, mean gain score,
and gap-closing score) . On the other hand, the 'experimental group
was more likely to.say that the teaching method met studeat needs,
that the objectives were clearly stated and were achieved, that they
had worked harder on this course than on most, other courses, and that
they developed more positive feelingstoward economics as'a field of
study. These differences w re not statistically significant, however.

/
---

hi

Gdrraty noted that the control group had OP-higher percentage of
males and sophomores, and that their average age was-sliljhtly hAher
t.han that of tne experimental group: On tne other hand., tne exberi-
mental students had a higher'mean pre-test Score and had "marginally
higher exposure to college mathematics." (Page 3.) He concluded
thaE students enjoy using TIP's (the vast majority favored using.TIPS
again) Thus, if TIPS had a negative effect on student cognitive
outcomes, it also had a positive 'effect on "affective" outcomes. He
suggested .that a "more cordprehensive" st9dy.be made of the use of
TIPS in small class settings before firm. conclusions are drawn. (There
were 43 experimental statents and only 19 controls in this experiment.)

Note: For another study of the use of TIPS in a junior collecA,
see tne qummary of Fred Thompson'spaper TIPS in a Community College
Setting later tri this booklet.

v



Joint Council on Economic iEducation

An Anal sis of Needs for the Im roveineritof Instruction in
ECODOM CS Commun ty Co ege Facu tx: A Repor to the
COMMUOAX Colleve AdViSory Committee of the Joint Council on
Economic Edusation.

New York: Joint Council on Economic Education, 1976. 22pp. Mimeo.T

In 1976 the Joint Council's Community Lillege Advisory Com-
mittee conducted a national survey of needs as expressed by the
economics faculty in community colleges. Questionnaires were sent
to about §00 comMbnity c lleges, and'211 responses were received. slt
(Over 50 of these were d scarded because they were.incomplete or
not filled out correctl )

Respondents were asked to rank six progfams pertaining to human
,resources. The results were as follows:

1st Priority:

2nd Priority:

3rd Priority:

4th Priority:

5th Priority:

6th Priority:

Regional seminars,and workshops dealing
directly with methodology for teaching
economics in community colleges.

Further graudate-level course work in 0..go-
nomics for community college instructors.

In-service workshops, seminars, or course
work designed by community college instruc-
tors.

A vehicle to publish research in 'the teach-
ing of economics in community colleges.

Further graduate level course work in
education for community college instructors.

Performance incentives for faculty, such as,
a national competition with cash prizes for
well-developed teachixig units.

Next, the respondents were asked to rank 16 suggested programs
Pertaining to materials and non-human resources. The results were
as follows:

1st Priority: Distribute several alfternative experimental
approaches in syllabi form for the use of
economic instructors.

2nd Priority: Distribute current materials, such as problem.
(h. .sets, texts dealing with specific issues, etc.
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. 3rd Priority: Distribute pamphlets on such specific economic
-topics as energy, inflation, and unemployment.

4th'Priority:

5th Priority:

6th Priority:

7th Priority:

Distribute recent researcn findings in effective
teaching Methods in community colleges.

Distribute current. audiovisual materials in
econOmics and/9r bibliographies and reviews of
audiovisual materials.

Provide models for the development, of state
economic associations which can promote coopera-
tion between two-year and four-Tyear schools.

Distribute lists of free resources.

8th PricrElt7 Publish frequent newsletters to inform community
college faculty of new developments and resources.

9th Priority:

10th Priority:

.11th Priority:

12th Priority:

Develop and distribute nationally normed,tests and
evaluation instruments.

Distribute a bibliography of all research done in
the teaching of economics.

Develop and distribute a teaching manual and
video tapes geared to the introductory course.

Del.r.elop'and distribute introductory economics
courses, materials, syllabi, etc., geared to the
community cpllege and to specific studerre*vups
such as vocational-technical students.

13th Priorityl Distribute lists of persons or Centers for EGO-
, nomic Education with expertise in various facets

of economics instruction.

14th Priority:

15th Priority:

Develop a natIonal test bank.

Distribute reviews of available texts and materials
in introductory economics.

16th Priority: Develop and distribute directories of teaching
resources on a regional basis.

4
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Key, Charles M.

f Evaluation of Knowledges and Understandings Acal_2ired by Students
in Collegiate Elementary Economics Apposite to a Selected Problem.*

Ed. D. study. Bloomington: Indiana University, 1969, 271.tp.
University Microfilm No. 70-7991. Also see the Journal of Business
EducationL March 1970, and the Business Education ForumL October,
100. _

This study wad conquakted in eight public junior colleges in
FlorDda, -Several hypOtheses were tested by use of the "t" test,
analysis of variance, analysis of covariance, and Pearsons
Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient. Over 700 students were
involved.

First, the researcher made an inquiry concerning the nature of
selected content commOnly used and emphasized in elementary col-
legp economics courses. A teat was then constructed and administered
to 706 junior college studens. Item analyses were made, and the
test was refined. The revised test was used to measure the nature
and extent of 'achievement in knowledge and understanding of macro-
economic cOncepts.

4k4.

As might be.expected, certain concepts were not mastered as
well as others, but increased numbers of students understood all
the subConcepts after one semester of economics instruction.
Students who had had.prior instruction in macroeconomics acnieVed
a higher level of performance than otid students without prior in-
struction. Students at laige urbanlpublic junior colleges di
better than those in small urbanscol.leges. There was a positi e
porreiation between the extent to which,instructors stressed Parti-
cUlar concepts and the difficulty experienced by beginning students.
Thisrstudy suggests that the use of a test as a diagnostic
instrument may help instructors decide on the amount of stres# to
be given to particular concepts.=

* This summary of Key's stud4 was derived from an abstract pub-
lished in Research, in Economic Education: A J2eview, Bibliography
andAbstracts by Darrell R. TZTals,and Charlep C. Orvis (New York:
Joint Council on EconOmic Educati6n, 1971) pp. 59-60.
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Kim, Paul Y.

"An Evaluation of Two-Year College Student Achievement on the Test
of Understanding ip Personal Economics."

-Jrne Journal of Economic Education. Vol. 7, No. 2. Spring 1976,
pp. 101-110.

Kim compared the personal economic understandings of two-year
College students who completed courses in Introduction to Business,
Consumer Problems, and Economic Perspectives. The study was madeat the General College, the two-year college within the Universityof Minnesota in Minneapolis. The Test of Understanding in Personal

- Economics, published by the Joint Council on Econom c Education,
was used on a pre-test, post-test basis. Student ACT composite
standard scores, and scores on the Minnesota Scholastic AptititudeTest (MSAT) wereconsidered. 'Of the 187 students enrolled in the
three courses, 125 were included in the analysis. Thalk with in-
complete-data were dropped from consideration.'

Analysis of covariance was employed to determine the effects
of course, grade level, and tihe interaction effects of course aild
grade level on student achievement as measured by the TUPE. The
covariates Ased were the combination of (1) pre'-test scores, (2) ACT
composite st ndard scores, and (3) age. The post-test means wereadjusted by the three covariates. Students taking Economic Perspec-tives had fhe highest adjusted mean (35.7), while those taking
Introduction to Business had the lowest (30.4). The differences
were significant at the .01 level. The adjusted mean for freshmen
was not significantly higher than that'of sophomores;thus, it was
concluded that the significant differences among courses existed
for each grade level.

Kim concluded that student achievement on the TUPE depended on
the type of cowrse taken. He thought that the Economic Perspectives
.coukse yielded better results because its content was more nearly in
accord with the concepts found in the TUPE. Students In the
Economic Perspectives course probably had more exposure to economic
terminology and conceptual analysis than students in the Consumer
Problems Course. It was also possible, however, that differences in
learning activities, materials used, teaching styles, instructor
background and interests, and interactions between teachers and.
students (accounted for the differences in learning.

.
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Koscielniak, James

The Nature ofjqntroductory_conomics Courses.

Palos Hills, Illinois: Moraine Vaiiey Community College, 1974.
llpp.

Also see his article in Community College Social Science
Quarterly, Summer-Fa, 1975, PP- 52-g4

This 1974 _study compared community colleges with four-year
colleges in terms of the contiOnt,' mode of instruction; alipproach,
and textbooks used in introductory economics courserigues-
tionnaire was sent to 108 instructors in Illinois colleges and
universities. The 62 who responded reprresented 23 two-year
schools and 39 four-year colleges.

I.
There was no difference,between two-year and four-year

collegesTn their coverage of national income accounts, fiscal
policyf monetary policy, consumer choice, factor markets, and
%international economic8. The community colleges did place
Jomewhat greater emphasis upon comparative economic systems,
economic problems, and the history,of economic thought, however.
(The significance of the difference between number of community
colleges and four-year colleges covering particular topics was
measured by the use of Yule's Q.)

,As for mode of instruction, lectures or lectime-discussion
was used by about 75 percent of all respondents. A greater per-
centage of four-year instructors used lecture or lecture-
discussion, however, and the two-year teachers were more inclined
to supplement their lectures with audiovisual aids.

The ma o-micro approach was used by 94 percent of the re-
spondents. The remaining six percent stressed the history of
economic th ght, issues and problems, or concepts and analysis
Without distinguishing between macro and micro. There was no
significant difference between two-year and four-year colleges
in regard to approach;

1
-'

The same textbooks were found in both types of institutions,
with inor differences in the popularity rankings of the five
leadin books.

1--..,

r^A.,
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Labinski, P.P.

"The Effectiveness of Economics Instruction in Two-Year Colleges
Revisited."

The Journal of Economic Education. Vol. 9, No.2. Spring, 1978.
Pp. 102-106.

Labinski challenged the notion that economics instruction in
two-year colleges is inferior to that in four-year colleges. (See
the WeideRaar-Dodson study and the Lewis-Wentworth-Orvis study.)
He tested 143 students enrolled in Principles of Economics courses
in Rochester Community College in Minnesota during the 1970-71 and
1971-72 academic years.

The dependent variables wetVcourse grade and post-test scores
on the TUCE (Test of Understanding in College Economics). The in-
dependent variables inbluded financial aid status, major field
(business or non-business), whether or not the student had had col-
lege algebra and college economics, scores on the TUCE pre-test,
GPA, ACT, high school rank, age, mother's education and father's
education. Stepwise multiple regression analysis was employed.

Four variables,proved to be si tficant in predicting final
grades in the economid4s course. T se were G , TUCE pre-test
score, whether or not the student Vad applied pr financial aid,
and prior course work in ecoriomiptf. ACT math'sores were signifi-
cant when the program was run wi h only five variables. The coef-
ficient of determination (Ri) wa ,43.

When post-TUCE scores were used as,yie dependent variable the
same set of independent variables was found to have predictive
strength, but pre-TUCE score, ACT social science score, and mother's
educational background (qumber of years of formalpeducation) were

., most significant. The RI for these three Variables was .49. Add-
ing the other'independent variables indreaqed the R2 to .53.

Labinski compared mean pre-test and post-test scores on the
-TUCE with-the'scores obtained from the four-year college students
in the natiopal norming sample, and wi tAth_ ose obtained from ti,..)o-
year students in two other studies. Labins i's students had'a
slightly higher pre-test mvan than the four-year students (14.05
as compared with 13.71) btlt a slightly lower post-test mean (18:39

.

as compared with 19.14)r/ The post-test difference (.85) Was not
significant at the .05 level of -probability. His students achieved
a much hAgher scorle than did those in the Weidenaar-Qpdson atudy
(3.64 poihts higher), which is repor,ted elsewhere in this booklet.

On the other hand, the four-year students did make greater
.

gains. The absolute imprOveme,nt for that group Ors,5.53 poi,nts, as

\
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compared with Labinski's 4.34. The relative improvemenit was higher.
The four-year students achieved a mean post-test score 40.3% higherthan their mean pre-test score, while Labimski's students achieved
a relative improvement of 31.0't. .The"gap-closing score" was also
comptited. (The "gap" is the difference between the pre-test scoreand a perfect score. Tii) obtain t_lte gap-closing score, one divides
the gain scdre.by the gap. This indicates the extpnt to which the
student closed the gap between the pre-test score and a perfect

. score. It controls for ate "ceiling effect" bias imposed by the
finite number of questions 33 in the TUCE.) The gap-closing
score of the four,7year students_was 28.6%, as compared with 22.9%

Labinski's students.

Comparing his students w;ith those in thome other junior cobleges,Labinski found that they did better than tholi involved in the
Weidenaar-Dodson study in terms of absolute Wiprovement and gap-
dlosirig score. Their performance differed little from taose tested
by Lewis, Wentworth, and Orvis.

Labinski recognized the limitations of finding's based on a
sample' of students in one college, but he felt th:t the.following
alternative hypotheses were worth investigation:

There'is great variation amonji two-year colleges
with respect to qua1ity of instruction. A stratified
sample with respect to school size and socio-economic
characteristics of gtudentsli needed..

Junior college -students are more "occupational
oriented" and more dOncerned With practical applica-
tions...Thus, the TUCE pay not measuye the objectives
which are common in two-year economibs courses, and
may-discriminate against courses wit)'1 junior college

0 objectives.

Junior college instructors may expect less of their
students and thus accept poorer performance.
"Students may internalize their dllegedly inferior

, academic qtatus and lower their own goals."

F_s own opinion was.that the first two of these possible explanationswere,the most persuasive.

,f
1
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Labinski,

Student Attiude Towards Economics at Rochester State Junior'
Colje9e.

Ed.S. study. MAInkato, Minnesota: Mankato State University, 1973.
57pp.,

During the spring'quarter Of.the 1972-73 academic year,
Labinski tested a samPle of 100 sophgmores to determine the re-
lation8hi.0) between exposuretio introductory economics and student
attitudes.--The 56 experimedtal students were enrolled in a0

Principles of Economicscourse or had completed the course in the"
previous quartertoThe '50 control students had not studied econbmics
in college.

The test developed by Labipski included questions on attitude
towards economics, questions.d:-igned to determine ppinions on
economic's issues, eand questi. on economics content. Informa-

,

tion on economics backgroun. birse work), GPA, -gender, age,
type of hiGgh school attended, iithd family income was obtained.
Labinski was primarily concerned with attitude towards economics
as a course, the-importance of understanding economivs, and whether
or not econoMics should be requirbd. Questions to determine con-
servative or liberal positions on economic issues asked the student
to check' "strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, or strongly
disagree" in regard to such issues as,the fairness of the'U.S. tax
system. TO test knowledge of subject matter, Labinski used 10
questions from the Test pf Understanding_in College Economics
(TUCE), and he referred to this part of his instrument as MTUCE
(for "mini-TUCE"). His findimis were as follows:.

There,is a significant association betWeen Ainterest in
economics and economics:background. More of the experi-
mental students expressed high or very high interest.-
There was no difference,':however, between those taking
economics voluntarily and those required to take it..(A
Alan number were taking it as an elective, hOwever.)0S,

There was a'significant association between interest iri"
economics and GPA. 'Students' With a "B" aver4ge or above
were more indlin'ed to be interested in 'economics than
we're "C" students.

Males were more likely to report an interest in economics
than females 41.0 percrit Of the former in the,experi-
men,tal goup expressed high or"yery high interest, while
only 18.2 percent of the latter indicated high or very
high interest:.

Age was a'f4ctori in that there was a significant asso-
, ciatiOn betwden interest iniconomics ancl,economics

background among students aged 23 or over. There was no
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significant association between those aged 22 or under.
Older students were more likely to expresp hign interest
in ectmomics.

- 'Students who attendeurban high schools were more
likely to report hijh interest than studefttp who attended
rural high schools.(11Y0 schools in cities with a popu-
lation of 2500 or mote were classified as urban.)

The chi square test did not show family income to be
significantly related to interest in economics.

Students classified as conservatives (in.accordance with
the Likert-type attitude scale measuring opinions on "),,a

econoitlic issues) Showedipore interest in econoMics ,than
studentAt considered to be moderatessor

There was no significant association between interest in
economics and economics background among students who
scored 5 or below.on the MTUCE. (Maximum scorer l0:)

Although the experiinental stlidents Wect,e more likely to
say that a general understanding of eCdnomics is imporn.
tant, the.diff&rence between them and the control students.
was not statistically significant. (Ecdhomics was seen
as being ibportant or very importal)t by- 65 percent of
the total saAple.)

4
MembeYs of 'bie experimental groilp were more,apt to feel
that economics should be required, but the difference
between them and the controls on this point was pot
statistically significant:

k

There Oras no signifi'tant association between family
income and the student's opinion on economic-ig(sues.

, There was no signffigant-association bei%ween opinions
on efonomic issues an4the student's MTUCE score.

There was'a significant difference between the groups
in terms of mean scoron the MTUCE, withsthe experi-7
mental group achieving Or higher score.

Allummarize, the vari,ples that dO have-a significant bearing
on the association between economics background and interest inthe subject were GPA,',gender, age, type'of high school attended
(urban or rural), ana Political (conservative-liberal) orientation.-Va4ahles that were not statistically significant -were family .income, scores .on the MTUCE,-and Khether economics was taken as a
required course or an elective.

at
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LaGarce,.Raymond, and Horwitz, Pamela S. _A116-/

"A Comparative AnalySis of Student Achievement in "Principles.of
Marketing" at a Junior College and a Four7Year University."

The Journal of Economic Education. Vol. 10, No. 1. Fall 1978.
Pp. 50-51.

The authors compared students in Principles of Marketing
courses at Meramac Junior College_and Southern Illinois Unive-
sity in terms of their knowledge,atthe beginning and at the end
of.the courses. Using the textbooks avid manuals assigned in the-
courses, the authors construcEed a 50-item multiple-choice pre-
test and a similar post-test. -Students were asked to_indicate
their gender, marital status, age, erployment status, and academic
class.

Means, 3tandard deviations, variances and F ratios were
obtained for :)(Dt.h pre-test and post-test, and "t" tests were used
to compare results. The pre-test results were compared with the
demographic variables, and those same variables were analyzed
against post-test results. Separations mere then made for the
pre-test-and post-test at the two institutions.

dto

There was no sAgnificant difference between entry-level and
'exit-leV41 knowledge obtained by the tWo groups of students. There
'was A-si.jnificant increase in knowledge in both institutions, and

/ the knowledge gained was "compatible and similar." (Page 51.)
The aqt,hors concluded that four-year colleges should'therefore
have no reservations ab9ut accepting the junior college transfer
course Tor credit.
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Lewis, Darrell R.

"The Preparation and Professionalization of Economics Instructors
iy TwO-Yeer Colleges."

4/

The Journal pf Economic Education. Vol. 2, No. 1. Fall 1970.
Pp. 22-30.

Lewis compared sae of the results ofaDawson's nationwide
survey "Economica,in Two-Year Colleges" (summarited earlier in
this booklet) with survey§,made in Minnesota and in Illinois. He
thought that thepational'S.urvey Tight bebiased "be:cause col-
leges with stvong economics faculties probably were. more likely
to respond to the questionna rq it utilized," (Page 22.) He
accepted the national survey s conclusion that at best only half
ofthe economics instructors in two-year colleges had masters or
do torates in economics, and that less than half taught this_

silb'ect on a full-time basis.

The national survey'cioncluded that 38 percent of the teachers
, had not majorepol in ec2n6mics either as graduates or undergradu-
ates. ihk Minnesota, Wbcording to Lewis, 46 percent of the

/ instrucAirs had not majored in conomics, and'in Illinois the
percentage was 70 percent. (The Illinois'data were obtained
from James V. Koch's unpublished report "The Faculty in Two-Year
Colleges: The Case of Economics," produced at Illinois State
University in 1968. the Minnesota data came from Lewis's A
Decade,of-Economic Education in Minnesota, produced by the
Minneliita Council on Economic Educaaon in 1967.).

A
Lewis believed that supply anddemand conditions explairlad

these findings. ,He noted that the demand for economists was
very high and thus feN woll1d accept.employment in two-year col-
leges. The opportunity .cost was simply tob hilh:---The relatively
small number of students-taking economics was another passible
explanation.- Lewis pointed,to the results of his Minnesota
survey indicating that junior college teachers tended to feel

. frustrated by such things as lack of "prestige" and'inability ts
relate to professiopal associations of economists. Finalay, it
had been common pratice in junior colleges to hire instrNctors
whei were secondary school teachers.

4..
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Lewis, Darrell R.; Wentworth, Donald R.; and Orvis, Charles C.

'Economics in the JuniOr Colleges: Terminal or Transfer?"

The Journal of,Economic Education. Vol. 4, No. 2, Spring, 1973.
Pp. 100-110.

Sbme junior.colleges offer two economics courses, one of which
is considered "terrain*" and one of which is a "itransfer" course.
The former is often a non-technical introduction to economicb that
is not intended to replicate the conventional principles course and
may not be accepted for transfer credit by four-year colleges. The
other is very much like the typical principles course in the four-
year college. The authors of this study compared student performance
in the two types of courses, and then compared junior college

. students with fOur-year students in terms of ecimic learning.
.

Two junior college instructors in different two-year colleges
in Minnesota were selected to participate in the study, which took
place during the 1970-71 winter quarter. The instructors were
similar in terms of age, experience, training, and teaching style.
Both were teaching the terminal as well as the -ransfer courSe in
their schools, and they were using the'same materials and course
syllabus. The terminal course, entitled Survey of Economics, was
designed for .students taking their only economics couvse and.who
were not likely to 4,nsfer to a four-year college. About two-
thirds of the course coptent was macroeconomic in nature, and cuTrent
issues were stressed. Vive paperback books were used instead of
the u.sual standarba textbook, and graphs, formulas, and mithematical
models were Used sparingly. Tht transfer course, on the other hand,
was a conventional macroeconomics course using Samuelson's text-
-book.

A total of 226 students in the junior colleges were tested.
The students in the two schools were faj.rly well matched in terms
of, several student characteristics. The macro part of thv Test of
Understanding in College Econ mics (PUCE) wa used for pre- and
poet-test ng Forms A an IP, respectively).

The researchers feared that the TUCE might be biased in-favor
of the transfer group because that group received a more rigprous
and ihtensive, exposure to the macroeconomic concepts stressea in
Part I of the TUCE. Their r.eserviations proved Eo be unfounded,
hOwever. The transfer students had higher ACT scores, were oldert
(by about 1.5 years), and achieved higher pre-TUCE scores. When
controlling for these Bactors, along with priar"interest in
ecopomics, gender and any possible influence of 'the instructor orY
Ichool, it wos found plat there was, nd-significant difference
Petween the terminal :And transfer students in terms of post-course
terformance. The significant predictors of vost-TUCE.scores we're
pre-test scores, ACT score's, and age. (For similar results see
the study by Weidenaar and Dodson, summarized later in th*c booklet.)
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Next, the performance of the juniolk college students was
compared with that of four-year students. Generally, the former
'started and ended with lower TUCE scores, anc achieved lower gainscores. Such factors as student ability (ACt scores), age, priorknowledge of economics, class standing, gender, and interest ineconomics were held constant in comparing 152 junior college transferstudents with 690 University of Minnesota students in a regressionanalysis. The.type of school did make a difference, with thejunior college students achieving lower pre-test, post-test, andgain scores. The differences were significant at the..0l leVeA The.authors could)not eXplain the poorer performance of the junior col-lege students, although they were of the opihion that junior collegeinstructors might expect less, and thus predispose their students"to lower their own goals and contribute less to their own achieve-

.ment."
(Page 1'07-)

After recognizing the "tentative nature". of their resu1t8,the authors suggested that four-year institutions reconsider theirpolicies regarding themacceptability of credit earned in the terminal
economics courses taught in junior colleges. Because those takingthe terminal course did.as wel1\(other things held equal) as thosetaking he more prestigious transfer courses, the researcherp,thought that junior,colleges might be wasting their resources byof ferinfj the terminal as well as the.transfer course. They alsosugge ed that since the course modeled on the four-year college's
conventional-principles of economics-course did not prove tO be
superior, the two-year schools should be.encouraged. to continue "todevelop unique curricular offerings suited to the needs of their
heterogeneous student clientele." l'age 109.)

el4
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Lumsden, Keith

"The Effectiveness of Programmed Learning in Elementary Economics"

American Economic Review, May 1967, pp. 652-659.

In his efforts to determine the effectivene, of a programmed
textbook in introductory microeconomics, Lumsden sted students in
four institutions of higher education a junicT cc111(2ge and thre
universities_ In the fall quarter of 1966-67, sections were
selecqted at random from introductory economics classes. The control
sections were taught in the conventional manner, while the experi-
mental groups used a programmed textbook in microeconomics. All
students took the same test, a multiPle-choice eXemination with
items taken primarily from the workbooks accompanying major intro-
ductory textbooks.

Simple regression analysis was used', with the average score on
the test aS t:4e dependent variable. An effort was made to measui-e
the students'1"intellectual capacity,' but it was not possible to
pool the results because of Niversification among schools-in the
measure of this variable. Thus, the use or non-use of the program-
med textbook was the independent variable.

At the three universities:there was no statistically significant
difference between the scores of the control and experimental groups.
At the junior college, however, students studying the programmed
textbook did not dd as well as those getting conventional instruc-
tion and using a conventional textbook. Lumsden thought that
"Verhaps juniqr college students do not study conscientiously on
their own." (page 656.) He then ascertained the time spent
studying economics, and found that the experimental section in'the
junior college devoted only 16 hours on the avrage, while the
control students averaged over 27 hours. When study time was in-
cluded as an independent variable it was found that there was no
statistically significant difference between the scores of the
experimental and Control groups.

Lumsden felt that the quality of.instruction might have. been
.- a factor. Perhaps the sectibn taught by.conventional means had an

"outstanding" instructbr.This section in the junior yetllege did
abo4t as well on the test as the control sedtions in the universities.
In all .our colleges the ytudents us±ng the programmed textbook
spent less time studying thangdid theit:colleagues in ,;the conventionzil
sections, bUt in the three universities they learned as much or mores
than the control groups,

Finally, students were asked whether they,preferred programmed
textboOcs or conventional instruction_ Although they seemed to have
learned less, the junior college stucjents were more inclined to
prefer programmed instruction -- 68 percent expressing a preference
for programming as compared with an average of 37 perCent for the
university students.
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Machen, Willard

A Survey_ of Economic Education in Selected Texas Junior Colle_ges.

Masters thesis. Lubbock: Texas Tech University, 1972.

Machen sent questionnaires to economics instructors in pu blic
junior colleges in Texas, and received replies from'about 82
percent of them. torty-seven instructors representing 37 colleges
returned the questionnaires. Machen qlso interviewed teachers at
several of the junior colleges. His conclusions ere aS folaows:

In most colleges the econoria-cs program was limitedato the
Principles of Economics course, and this,eourse wal taken
mostly-by students planning to transfer. 'to four-year col-
leges. Terminal students were "not often expoped to an eco-

, nomics course...."

The textbooks used in the junior colleges were the same
type as those used kn senior colleges.

About .half the colleges put economics in a business de-
partment, and about half in a social science department.,,,-./

Most of the teachers held masters degrees. Few held doc-
torates, and feW held only the bachelors degree. 9nly about
22 percent had had formal training or courses related to
junior college instruction.

*

Most instructors were kot devoting their ifull time to the
teaching of economics

P\

Most economics instructors went into junior college teaching -

'directly from graduate schools.

1-

Machen thought most of the classes were "too large" but
noted that this statement was not "made wi-Eh authority"
because of theclack of research on optimum clags size.

aunibr colleges should not be )looked upon as "two More
years of high school," but thel do not ressemble thp four-year
colleges either. Thus, Machen urged that\they not be incor-
porated into high school or four-year college categories,
but't-hat they be treated as a separate entity With their own
"special set of problems...."

He found the junior college Student to be'"the crux of most
juni,or college problems' because of the lack of academic
motiyation. Limited budgets anti heavy teachi.ng loads also
presented problems.

4
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Machen recommended the following:

The number of eonomics courses offered in Texas junior
colleges should be increased.
a
The junior colleges should give "increased attention ... to
the terminal students, as well as continued emphasis on a
quality program for transfer students,"

More research on junior college economi5,s is needed.'

There should be more communication between junior and senior
colleges in regard to the teaching of economics.

Greater efforts should be made to acquaint junior college
teachers with the work of economic education organizations
such as the Joint Council and the Texas Council'on Economic
Education.

Senior colleges should offerl courseb or seminars on the
teaching of elementary econothiqS for those who are interested
in junior college teaching.

-. Graduate students in economics should be encouraged to
consider teaching in junidr colleges and should have the
help of centers for economic education.

Ga.

/v.
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Memar, Ahmad B.

A Determination of Perceived Minimum Economic Understanding
Needed bx Community College Graduates in Mid-Mana9ement.

-

Houston, Texas: University of Houston.School of Education,
1980; (Doctotml study cin progress.).

Mr. Memar has designed a questionnaire tnat, will be slit
to economics instructors and others interested in mid-

.

Olt

manageme : training programs in community and'junior colleges.
His purp se is to "update and improve curriculum,in community/
junior'cdlleges...." The questionnaire lisits-Ver 36

,eoonomic concepts, about evenly divide.d betweelf microeconomic
and macroeconomic topics. Respondents are asked to check
"Extremely Important," "Very Important," "Moderately' Impor-
tant," "Slightly Important," or "Not Important" after each
item. The respondents are also asked to give their' highest
degrees and number of years of experience in teaching
eConomics and/or mid-management.

The esearcherAff oes that his study will "determine
these ssential ecAlio ic understandings that community/junior
coin e,grad4htes of a mid-management program/need to
function effectively in their jobs.,.." The study 14ill be
limited to collegesiii Texas that:offer mid-management in
their two-year prograMs.

The original design indicated that mid-Lmanagement
employees, mid-management employers, mid-management coordi-
nators/instructors, and economics instructors would'be polle
One-way analysis of variance was to be used'to determine the
significance of differences among the perceptiorls of these
foUr groups regarding the minimum economic undeistanding
needed. Difficulties in obtaihinj the necessary information,
jhowever, suggest that the first two pay have to be
dropped..

(The material qUoted in this summary was taken from Mr.
Memar's original research design. Other _information was
obtainyi from letters written by Mr. MeMar to me.)
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Miller, Jimmie C.

Analysis of.the Effects of Student Learning Preferences, Study
Timei Lecutro.% Attended and Kailievement in Economics*

East Peoria:, Illinois Central College, 1979. 14pp. Paper prepared
for the 49th Annual Conference of the Southern Economic. Associ-
ation, Atlanta, Georgia, November 7-9, 1979.

Miller focused on "the student as a producer of knowledge"
and incorporated the student's learning preferences, the instruc-
,tor's teaching preferences, student study time, and the number
lectures attended as inputs. He administered Albert Canfield's
Learning Styles Inventor/ at the beginning of the semester. (The
Inventory was published by Humanics Media in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
in 197 This measures the student's preference for one of four
modes of learning. These are as follows:

b(1) Listening (a preference for lectures tapes, speeches,
etc.). //

(2) Reading (4 prefeence. for studying thewritten word).

(3), Iconics (a preference for films, slides, graphs, aild
illustrations).

-

(4) Direct experience (a preference for such activikties as
field trips, simulations, and laboratory work),.

The instructor's preferences'were measured by Canfield's Irtrictiona1
Styles Inventory (Ann Arbor,.Michigan: Humanics.Media, 197 ), which
shows the extent to which a teacher is comfortable with each of the
four learning styles.

It was hypatiAesized.that students would learn more if their
learning preferences Coincided With those of the instructor. To
measure the assOciation, student preferences and instructor pre-
f'rences were ranked, and a.Spearman Itnk correlation coefficient
W'as,computed. Data on student study`fime'were collcted.each week,
and records of attendance at lectures were ept. Miller used
student study Une as a proxy for the ambunt of labor ustd by the
student in the,production of knowledOe'. The number of lectures
attended was seen as a nasure of the amount of the teacher's human
capital used by tht student. Part I, form B, of the Test of Under-
standing in (f'ollege Econimics (TUCE) was used- as a pre-test and
Tost-test, with the.latter being part of the final examination.

-* Miller made two other studies of a,similar nature, and these
are listed in the bibliography. They are nolosummarized here,
howe-ver, because Miller consi ered them 41to be "trial runs."

ite



- Miller used a tqo-equation model. Score on the pre-test (TUCE)
was the dependent irariable in equatioh #1. The ACT composite
score was used as a proxy for general ability; student gender wasused as a proxy for cultural biasAthe fact that females oftenknoW less economics than males is probably the result of culturalfactors); and age was a proxy for maturity. The post-TUCE scorewas the dependent variable in equation U. The independent
variables were the predicted pre-PUCE -score (obtained from the'estimation of equation #1); total hoursof study time reported bythe student for the semester; total number of lectures attended;.and the Spearman Rank correlation coefficient)measuring-the cor-relation between instructor's preferred'teaching mode and thestudent's preferred learning style.

The results:of the estimation of equation #1 were that ACT ahdage were significant at the .05 level,in explaining pre-TUCEscores, while gendet was not. The results of the estimation ofequation #2. were that the predicted pre-TUCE scpre and number oflectures attended were significant in explaining post-PUCE score-_The explanatbry variableS accounted for about .29 of the variationin post-TUCE scores. Miller also conducted a Farrar-Glauber
anplysis to'test forthe location and.pattern of collinearity. He.oetaiped low F and "t" values, indicating an absence of multi-
collinearity.

Miller concluded that "the juxtaposition of learning and tpach-ing preferences does not cause a student.to produce more eCOnomicknowledge as measured by TUCE." (Page 13.) He thought it possible,however, that students Whose learning preferences coincided withthe instructor's teaching-preferences were indeed morerefficient
in producing economic Atiowledge, but that they were using the timesaved to study another subject or to'enjoy more lel;sure activities.*
Another cOnclusion was that for the group as.a whole, stUdy.iMewas not signific t; but-the number of lectures .Itteheled was-Signi-ficant. For th ss able students (those with P.rdicted pte-TUCE
scores betwee/ 10k4590 and 12.7647), however, both study time and',:the number of lect es attended were significant.

-* For a discussion ot this pOssible result, See -Richard B.
McKenzie and Robert J. Staaf, An Economic Theor of Learnin
(Blacksburg, Va.: ,tniversity Pub icat ons, 1 74), pp. 30-33.

I
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Millen, Jimmie C.
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4.6

1Student Values and Achievement in Economics
Poo-4

East Peoria: llinois Central Cbmmunity College, 1975. 17pp.
(Unpublished Alper.)

Miller administered the Allport-Vernon-Lihzey.Study*f Values'
and the "Nkbrid" version of the TUCE''tit5 over 100.studentsrn a -
macroeconomics course at Illinois Central Community College.*
The Study of Values measures the relative-importance of six per-
sonality types.7- theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social4gpoli.
tical, and religious. .For example, the "e6onomic" person A
pragpatic (interested'In thd useful and the pra:Otical), wants to
acquire tangible wealth, and judges thingstaccording to their
.utility in the everyday world., The ,sbcial" person is an
altruist mbo loves other people and is kind,-sympathetid,.an&
unselfish. The "political"-persbn is. , highly competitive-inedi-
vidual who wants influence, prestigend Pbwer over others. iSee
Gordon. Allport, Philip Vernon, and G4Xdrier Lindzey, A Study of
Valuesi Boston: Houghton Mifflin, ,19K.)

The Hybrid TUCE was administdred before. and after the course.
Along with the pre-test, data were obtained on the student's age,
ACT score, and interest in economics. (In the latter case, the
student was asked to rate his or her'interest)in econoTics 4$

---very high, high, average, low,-or Very low..)

Four dependent riabl,es were ueed tonpasure student achieve-
ment, and ipultiple egression analysis Was employed to determine
the contribution= the independent variables to achievement. In
the first model (Model I), the post-TUCE Score wasthe dependent
variable. Th0 pre-TUCE score, ACT scoi.e, and student's age were
significant in influencing -the post-TUCE scdre Model II, the
abso:lute change scOre Was used to measure achi ement ,(post-TUCE
min46 pre-TUCE score)--, and the same variable 44i oVed ta be signi- '

ficant. (Thelcdefficient for9pre-TUCE was ive, suggesting
thOle ibility of a-"ceiling effect" witthe 31'-item Hybrid

100deI III used the4ap,-c-losing score, 14.7144 measures
relkth Improvement' and compensates for the ceillng offe6,0'3.ap

= Chamge 8c(3re divided by the studdnt's potential
-fmprolipmpnt, ohT. 33 minus the pre-TUCE score.)

. The. Student's age '
and ACik-Sbore%were sOnificant, pre-TUCE having been)4;opped as
predictOr. (The RL for this model was low orily:.44

. this was signifrcantiy ctifferent from zero.) In Model IV the

*. The *0;0 tucE is- a 33-item test Using queOitic?ns takn from,
the regblar.TUCE, which contain64132 quest,05nS.. See Philli
Saunders and. Arthur L. Welsh, °T e Hybrid l'UCE: Data
and Limitations," The Uouryal of EconOmic Educatiph, Fall 1975!
'pp. 13-19.

t
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semester grade was the measure of achievement, and again/the,
pre-TUCE score, student's age, and ACT sco es were-signWcant.

Most important for this summary, however, is--that theAsariab1es
reaated to the Vudy of Values were not significant' in any of
,the models. Mi4er concluded:. "Apparently, the values a student
possesses, as measiored lp.; this test, have no influence On his
achieveThent in economics since their' are not 'statistically differ-
ent from zero.". (Page 12.) -He further.stated "...if cultur,a1
factors affect valUes, and if the -Ailport,'Vernon, Lindzey test
measures.those, values correctly, then an individual's culture

.

and its corresponding value system have no effect 'Upon hii acqui-
sition of economic knowledge: _In addition, alues', which lie in
the affective domainiappear to have no effect on the cognitiv6
domain, although the-rev.erse may be.true." (Page.14.)

iaSut, Jame's E.

* * * * * * *.* * *

A Comparison of Economic Understandings Possessed by StudiInt
En-rolled in Introductory'COurses at FoUr Iowa 'Ai-e-a'Community
ColleOs and StudentssEnrolled at Iowa's-Three Aate Universities-

, ---r-

14t.D. thesit. Iowa CitJI The. UpiverSity "of I2wa,"19/8: 178pp.

Pasut used the."Tept.of Understan4ing ifi College ECOnomies"
to cpthpare students-in three Iowa state universities.with similar

,'student8 in four community colleges..-The pro-test resUlt wa; 'Used
as co-variate. The "t" test was' us(Ad, 4s -Was analys,is oftcovari-
ance. ,Pasut found that the univerAty studentchieved higher
post-test'scoripsnon all parts of"the TUCEr_at/the\,95. 1eve,1 bf' 4
significance. 'Melte were 565 students in Pasut's saMpYt, r-

-=.\

-

,.;"V 1,t %,
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Phillips,'James A.

Class Size Effect on Community College Economic Education. 14.40

Cypress, California: Cypress Jnnior College, 1971.
Mimeographed.,

81)13-

Phillips experimented with the use of an approach that combined
,

large class size (1QO tudents) with small seminars (10 students
ifi,each). The large group met tor two hours per week to hear
lectures on economic theory. The small groul?,s met once a week tO
discusb learning gifficUltieS-encountered by the students and
current,problems disinterest to them. A control class of 50
students used -elle Same text an'd materials, and was otherwise simi-
lar to the experiMental,class.

The Test of Econdittic Understanding (TEU).was admiiiistered oh
a pre,-test and post-teRt basis to both classes: Both classes-also
comp1eted_galz!..es,--1.1 e aminations, and a final examination.
There was no signifi a Ifference betweenAthe two classes on the
TEU pre-test, the ex4p lkol class achieving 0, mean of 23.4 and
the-control clasA-a.

The experimental class achieved a significantly_higher gain
score on the TEIP,(7.8 points as'tcompared with 6.1 for the contrgisl.
The experimental students als'o achieved a higher average cln the.
other tests -- 90.1 as compared with 82.1 fdr the controls. This
was statistioally significant. The superior perfOrmance*f.the
experimental class-occurred in spite of the fact that-their rate'
of abSen6es was significalltly higher than that of the control
students. Finally, the experimental students gave hi-gher ratiAgs
to the.course and often cited the seminartexperience as 1eing most
valuable.

.APhillips'concluded that the large lecture class combined with
,smaIl-group seminars prodUced "significant learning gains" and
that the seminar qlscubsions probably accoUnted or the difference
between the expvImental and control clses. noted, however,
that his sample was limited arld that his resufts ight not have
general app1icat.i.o41

#
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Phillips, James A.

"Instructional Objectives in Commlofity College Economic Education."

The Journal of Economic Education,' V61. 5, No. 2. Spring, 1974.Pp. 116-118..

To determine the extent to-Oflich inst tional objectives areuded, Phtllips sent'a questionnaire tO 1,023 ommunity college. 'keconomic8 departments in the fall of 1971. H also.asked abouttheir use ofprogrammed -instruction, audiovisual materials, course4$ffered, and problems in,trahsfer of credit"to four-year, college4'S,Ole re ived 224 replies'from schools in 43 statesi(a response rate..
.bf 1 percent).

;,
t'

-,,-

, About 40 percent-of the reskondents reported that they wereslisiilg instructional...objective's; and 30 percent of those not usingthem said they planned to do so. Nearly 60 percent said that theyhad one or'more.economists with a forMal background in developinginstruction obS4,Ves aftd\that they were familiae..with standardfreerences such a Robert Mager's Preparing Objectives for.Prosrammed_Imstructioh (PAlo Alto, California: Fearon,v Publishers, 1961). 2',

Ovet 87 percent)would interepted in Ilk. of objectives

1

prep red by professionals, a though.many also said ehey might wantto i4dify them. Many stated'that their current.objectives "wei-equite gener.al in nature, and:did not include-statements of learnirigbehaVior, _learning conditiohs or level of adhieveMent required."(Page 117.) piboOt 57 percent reporteA that st4dent interest was"goodvi-while 40 perdent found A.,t only 'fair" and fOur percept saidit waS "poo.c."

A third of the respondents'offered courses on "credit/no-jlcredit" basi.s, the reMainder saying thAt'grades were ne_eded forstudents transferring to four-year golleges.

ProgramMed instruCtiOn was being,used by 54 petcent, and.30- -pecent of those not using it expressed Ifinterest'in4its:future use.-Most used programmed texts or workbooks to supplement traditionalcladsroom lectures. Only.two colleges liad students use it on aniridependent study basis, coordinated. with ,idstructiond1 objectives.Audivisual4material,- were used by 79 pex-cent, usually to supplementlectures. .ome'used films, but most-weriusing transparenc,i.es, designed to accompany standard texts. .0111y three.colleges -prepared
.4

-their own'slides, audio tapOs, or video tapes.

All respondehts offered'both macrb- and micro'economics.,- withmacro coming first in 60' percent of the sdhood.s. Sixtyrge4tent also f-offered a, one-semester surNNy cdurse for hon-majors. Consim14 economiCs-A40 ./a.s offered by 20 percent. Five pe'rcent or less offered"'such "minor".courses as_U.S.,economic history, econpmic statistics, ecovoic geo-graphy,,'and economik thoughtv. Prereciasites End Arlish or mhexisted--for 90 pet-cent of the macrop-Micro couraes., but for onIT30 percent of.the survey'courses. Ninety-our percent reported iriqkfficulty infransferring credits to .fogr-year college8.
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Phillips, JaVies A.

"Instructional Objectives and .EcQnomic Understanding.

The Journal of Economic Education, Vol. 3,-No. 2. Spring 1972.
Pp. 112-117.

Phillips wanted to find out if the use of instructional objec-
tives would improve student' performance in ecpnOmicsfcourses being
taught in community colleges. He constructed a list of instruCtion
objectives, using data obtained frprt a group of California community-,
college economists, the National task Force on Economic Education,
the report.Economic Education in Californi'a Junior Clleges by
Thompson, Wa14ba11, and Merson ,(see the Bibliograp in this booklet),rnd various mettperials of the Mint Coudcil on Econ ic Education.

Form E 'of 'the,TeAt of'Economic Understanding 1TEU was adminis-
tered on a pre-test and'poest ba'sis- to 100 students in a,onq-
semester economibs survey course being tauglt in three California
cOmmunity colleges. ,The research took place
There were control and experimental classes i

former'we.re taught. by-the "traditional methodO
received cerpies 'Of the instructional objective
meetinm classrooms, etc.,'were- similar for bo
same instructor taught both the control group a

. group in each school.
_

Phillips examined post-test scores and
difference betWeen grOups op the. Post-test
the p95 level. The absolute 9am n score of t
higher. than that of he eXPer mental stUdent i'although the difference
was not...significant The ga=losing score was, air's° used.' (This
measure4. the-extent,to whiCh a student cj_oses the.gap between the
_pre-test score an4 a perfegpl,Score.-4' 1The ,absolute-gain score is ,

divided,by'the.gap, which.is-the differowe between the, pre-test ,(

Score and a perfect score.) On this meOareOthe experimental group-
did slightly better.4They closed 22.6' perCent of their,gap, while
the'controls closed 21.6- pertentt IP')

in the fall of1970.-
each school. The
ogy," whil&the latter

'rhe textbooks,
h groups, and the
d:the experimental

-

- A
in scgres. The overall

gs nat sig .1 ic ant at
e controls was,slightly )

ec,

s

control groups achievéd .better gap-closing scores than the expert,-
- . mpntals. In ooschowl theexperimentals did slightly 'better. Thus,

-Vie gap-closing analysls-also failqd to support Claims for.the superi-
45rity of .khe exper ental treatmenof. Unortunatel, Phialips was. ,

not able to-include ade point average's', AC scores,..or other measures
af stddent'ability. The instructovs.did not aclopt uniform poli4es
on using the post-test scores on tAe.TEU. T one getting the
highestyost-test mean had used the, TEV-as t e final examinatigen.. .

..Wtoe. one poet-testa mean had.used i* only as a.( .

,Wwarm-up" for ttl reg 'ar final examination.. These prObtems led
Phillips to 4eclare that his.findings were )inconclusive," (Page"

.116.)

44. 1

/
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There wereldiff9xences among colleges. , ln\two" popllges the
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Phillips, James A.

82
al

Sabbiltical Leave. Report: Part Collegcyisits.

Cypress,- California: Cypress-Junior College, 1972_

Whife on' a sabbatical leave in 1972, Phillips viSaed 32
/

communi y colleges. The collegesere s,elected.on the basis,
of a qu stionnaire he had sent during thejall of 1971 colkern-
trig the use of instructiongl objectives, individualized tech-
niques,- and the use Of, Audio-visual:materials. Thos

"responding most favorably" were visited. Altl-ioug an examina-
titir of the colletes%, economics prograps was only ne part of

Phillips' act1vit4es, and,altbough his sample cannot .6e-said
4,

to represent 4011 two-year colleges, his findinu are int.eresting
becauS-e-'they t'-nd to reflect the results. of several fact-finding
studies. 0

Economics was often found 4co be the responSibility of the

business division, with Most colleges teaching the-basic r.
macro-micro principles.course. /Many also offered a survey,,

course, and frequently the text used in that dourse was lOs
rigorous, than t,he text used'in the stantre-principleS Offeting

Phillips noted a fairly wide variety' of econdmics courses .

_

being offered, with economic history,,jiloney, and banking, and

-eminar-g in economic probleMs being rather-common. Among the
,

4/
Somewhat unusual course offerings were "Chicano Economics,"
"Ori ins of -Poverty," tti.t economics of minority groups, and
",IndJtrial Statistics." Some of the colleges iaele offgring
such cotrses as consumer economics, development, intenat.iinal

evnomics, andagric turil economics. ,

/
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Reichert, Edwin Clark

The! Effect of High Sshool Economics Upon Success in Junior College
Economics.

M.Ae thesi$. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1933. 39pp.

keichert 'compared the achievement of students who had taken
high ,skchool economics with those 'who had not had economics in highschool, usin. a series of nine Aective tests. The tests were ,administered during the. 1932-33 academic year in an "Economic Life"
course given at the Junior Colle-ge of the University of Minnesota'.The bi-setial "r" correlation teChnique was used.

Reichert c"Oncluded-that "There-is a slight but dis-Einctly
positive relation-)betwee'n having had high school economics and
achievement in Economic LifeJ." He found, however, that-the
eitudent's score on Form B of the "Wesley Test in Social Terms"-was

a better. means'of preclictfng success in 'Economic Life!'thanis consideration of whether a student has had a high School/course
in economics."

441.
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A

Riddle, Terry L. and Frary,
s,..

Relationships Between Economic Litei c ankOpiniops on Economic
.

1Issues.

Lynchburg: Central-Virginia CommulAty COI,legti,1980. 4pp. +
tables and references.

fThe-resear"chers were attempting to ascertaiWthe-relation-
ships betwe'en economic anowledge and opinions on economic.issues.
They te-S'ted 130-students in four community colleges in:Virginia.-Same werq enrollediin the "transfe'r" course in principles of
economicothers were in-Pd-one-quarter economics course for ter-
minal or "occupational/technical" students. A variety of major'
fields was represented: Students ranged from 18 years of age to
middle-age and they were about equally dividedbetween males and
females.

.The 33-item."Hybrid TUCE" was use,d to ineasure economic
knowledge and a 40-item "Survey of Opinions on Economic Issues"
was used to test, attiEudes., Riddles "Survey" is made up offive.
scales designed to measure opinon changes in regard to labor
unions, eOnomic organizationS and power structures, socialism
and sOcialwelfaree economic freeddIR, and inflation. (See-the
summary of Riddle/\s other research-project in this booklet.) !The
two tests Were administered toward the /end of tile "course. DataWere Obtined on student gende , age, marital status,(academic
status, and'transfer -or non-tr nsfer goals;

,- The matrix of intercQreJations among the item Scores on the
Hybrid TUCE was subjected to principad components analysi8. The
factor tioatrix .hdd-14 eigenvalu6s greater than uni . which account-
ed for 67 percent of total variatce. Th&number4o fact,ors was
1ose tc? the number of areas of economics suppos6dly measured, y

the Hybkid TUCE. The authors then petformed a ,varimax r9tatio -of
the first 14 factors, and inspected each factor to. deterrane t e
topic o.f each item with'a subptantiaj loading. The'y'found
"absblutvly. no correspondence betweed content of the guestions and
the fac6ors on yvhicIL,they loaded." (Page 3.) That is, "responses
to'questions in 0 given area of economics were.not.more highly
interCprrelated_Among themselves than with responses td"bluestions
in;other areas." This Nets interpreted to meari that .there is'no
just.ification.for the detArmixiati,pn of subscores 'On-the Hybrid
¶UCE Ihey qaw the .Hybrid TUCK as "appropriate only for ..Measuring
the general level of ecbnomid knowleage -0f.an Thus
Riddle 4nd Frary used only-the total scores rom'the:Rybrid TUCE.
Thet4 finding* were as folPows:

1
,

..

-,Student .personal dharactertics (such:ds maritafst4atus), - ('

. ,4.

%.,

,/were notcorrelated "to any..meani,ngful degree'with any
;I Of, the attitude scales-or with.Acdrés on the.Hybrid TUCE." -

kacje 3. ).. ` 1 z
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-- Scores on the Hybrid TUCE correlated "to a meapingful
,extent" only with the scores on one of the fivb
attitude scales --the scale dealing with socialism
and social welfare. This reflected a "moderate tenaency"
for-students with greater knowledge of economics to
disagree with opinion statements favoring socialism or
social welfare practices. (The coefficient of .48 was
significant at the .001 level.)

The.awthors concluded that student personal characteristics
seem to be unrelated to attitudes toward economic issues, and
that knowledge of economics appeared o be unrelated to attitudeg
except for the one issue cited above. They assered that "the
almost total lack of relationships amon the other variables argues
strongly against stereotyping stude'ts, n the basis of personal
characteristics, knowledge, or attitudes." (Page 4.)
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Riddle, Tyrry

or

"Student Opinions on Economic Issua: TIle Effects of an Intro-
ductory Economic Course."

The journal of Economic Education. Vol. 9, No. 2, Spring 1978:
pp. 1117114.

Aleo see his paper in 1 st . -it -for M asurin Student 0 iftion
on Economic Issues. Richmond, Va.: J. Sargeant Reynol s

I Community College, 1.975; 25pp. Presented at the Annual Meeting
. of tne Virginia Association of Economists, Roanoke, April 16, 1977..4

A.
Pointing out that "few researchers have attemptelto aSsessthe impact of economics courses on student opinipns," Riddle de-signed an instxument that might be used for,ascertaining stupentopiqons. Riddle attributed the dearth of research _to the lack ofa suitable measurement instrument

He began. by compiling n "initial pool" of-160 items on labor
upions, economic organiza ons and po;pler structures, socialism
and social welfare, economic freedom, employment and inflation. Hethen developed a four-point tikert-tyi)e scale in, which the student
was to check "Agree," "Tend to Agree," "Tend to Disagi?ee," or 0"Disagree." The test was submitted.to four professors "familiarN, with the field of economics" and four professors of English. Their
reactions resulted in reducing the number of items to 75. ThisprocMure was designed to establish face validity.

oto`

Next Riddl'e administered the test to about 100 students enrolledin a co unity college. No student had studied economics. Therespontes were factor analyzed into five groupings or scalds, each
of which was made up-of statements-designed to measure opinions
toward the five issues listed above. As a result, 35 items were
discarded.because they would-not Correlate into the scales, leav-ing a total of 40 items and five scales; .The 40 items were then
"scrambled," and some were positively worded while others were

.-negatively stated. The negative, items were pealed in reverse so
-that the scoring woudd take the same directiOn op all i-ters.

The test was administered to nearly 450 students in four com-
munity colleges in Virginia during .one quarter, using the control-
experimental, pre-test and post-test design. The eco omics coursecontained the treatment grouv,\w,tle the'control group w made up *J-ot. students in other courses who had not taken economics. -These
freshman and.sophomekTe students represented a variety of isciplines..

Eight student characteristics were,taicen. intoaccofiht: ( deqreeof dogmAtism (ab measured by items from the Rokeacb scale); 2)
student's'ager (3)-parens' educat-A,on- (this-was also considered ameasure of socio-ecohom0(satus)1 (4) _gender ofstudent; (5)collge attended; (6) grade in courSb;%(7) whethrnot student

=

e"
sa As

,



ydas a Gransfer stu&nt and (8),-marital status. Riddle explained
Ilis.analysis as follows:

A

The criterion and covariates utilized were the fiveY'
post-tost and five pre-test economics. attitude .scores
respectively. Eight multi_variate analyses of covariance
comparing two factors simultaneously were perfoofmed.. In
each,analysis one-of tl* factors, economics treatment
scores; was c:Nssediwieh a second factor. These second
factdrs represented the eight,student characteristic vari-:
ables. for example, the analysis'utilizing-dogmatism waS
contrasted with-the eeonomie-s-treatment -scores, -The

\.Survey was comprised bf five separate'settles. There-
fore, ea\th analysis actually crtssed economics and a
student ,chE(racteristics with respect to .scalel, then,
,scale 2, etlt. This process was repeated for .each of.the
eight student charactuistics resulting in.forty separate
analyses_ (Page 9 of original paper.)

Riddle concluded that "students' opinions toward d@bnomic issues
are affected as-a result of enrollment in a basic economics
C],ass." Specifically, students becilme more favorably -disposed
toward labor unions, expressed greaten oPpositiorf-to ecbnomic
organizatiQns and powek structures, became-less inclined to
agree with sociaj_ismEnd socimf welfare, 'expressqd greater ap-
proval of econorific freedom, and did not change their opinions on
inflatiot and ethployment.

,

There were fdifferences between transfer and non-transfer
sEudents, and the college atten4led made a signfficanl-difference.
s for marital status, single'students were-more inclioned to

f vor sqcialism and sojial welfare than married students,- There
wa a difference between dogmatic and non-dogmatic,students in
regard to the fifth scale, dealing_with employment and infiatio
as dogmatic students were more inclined to disikree with those
items Mighly dogmatic students supported "Leftist positions",
according to Riddle.), There was a :-lationship between grade for
the course and opinion changes. .4Yrally/ economics students
adopted more consgvative positions, although the changes were

A somewhat minimal.% . (Pat:Q 113.),
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Schoenberger, Richard E.

Evaluation of the Leicester.Project: An Experiment in the Teackl-
,

ioT EConomlc Priqciples

Worce.ste.r.,, Mass. : Clafk University, 1971.

1

This xperiment involifid th teaching of economic E/inciples'q
through't e study of contemporar

c
pr9blems. Students Tr four

principle of economics classas at Leicester Junior College were
,test,d d ring the spring semester, 1971. Three clasps received.
convg tiopal instruction, while the experimental/clals was taught
through the use of current articles, field trips, games, role
playing,.guest speakers and audiovisual aids as well as by lec-

, tures;. ,
, .,--

. 1
.

.4 33-item c nitiv tect wastadministered-bou.h ,before and
. a4er the cours , UnfortunaleiY, there was a lack of uniformity

in regard .to th test, for Iri some classes it was part,of the
final exam and in others it wa not. an event, thd' mean 'score

, of the exper'imental'gr p increased by a modest aniount. from
? -----)13.4 to 14.4 while t e mean score for all thrre contro groups -

actually decreased.
----r

Schoefiberger\cautiqr2s against drawing firm conclusions from
these results. The test was made up of both maw) and-micro con-
cepts, whereas the course-in which it was adniiniistered was a one-
semester,course that di,d not caver everything onithe test. All
tfle students had talc.41}a macroecc)nomic'prindiples course during the
preceding semester, and this might hav influenced their perfor-
,mance during'the experiment'al semester. .

The experimental group had'been exposed to conventional
instruqion during the previous-semester. They were asked to
comparethat experience wibl that og. the experimental course. Thr
result was unanimously in favor of Ihe experimental clasa.
RecognizAig a number.of "imperfections' in this study, Scheenberger
nevertheless cautiously concilled that the experimental.approach' f
w's at least as effective at the tiaditional.

Ite4,
4

..

00ers participating ,wprO Peter Sloane,"0"tevri Malfey, and- 4loel
Relcas -af;,Clark Univerisyy, and George Logan and Ted, Snyder of
.1,e,ipeSter Junior Coliege:

.
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N-The two-year sc691 tenaetto have their principles c ses'
.

)associate p ofesors.

89 -

Stqrrcitt, Jack
.

A Comparative Study_of jiinior and Senior Collegcl Economfics ProKrams
' ,in the Southeast.

4 1 1
Brunswick, Georgia: Bruwwick Junior allege, 1979. 57 pp. Paper
presented at the Annual meeting of the Southern Economic.Associa-
tion, Atlanta, November- 8,"1979. Also see Saul Barr, ej., Economic'
Education in -the Community/Junior College (Towson, Md.: Council on
Economic Education in Maryland, 1979, pp. 4-61.)

T4s study is unusual-, in_that it-covers a region rather than:
a single" state or a sample of-the nationwide population. Sterrett
sent a detailed questionnaire to two-year aq0 four-year colles
in the five southeastern states (Alabama, Frorida, Georgia, North
Cprolina; and South Carolina). Both private and public institutions
Are included He,received replies from 155 of the 264 schools con-
tacted. His report provides breakdowns by state as well as by-
type of schoal, but in this summary we s4hall concentrate only.on
the differences between types of institutions. :The findings.wre qs
follows:

4

-Public two-year colleges are morb like-3,y to have two types of
'econoliic principles courses (one for majors and one for non-
majors) -than most of the/other types of schoo1s.

The two7course principles se,que ce was about as common in the
community and jynior colleges as in other schools.

the majority of two-year college economics is -taught
a department or division of busines . The ruo-yeaf.schools
were milch less likely to have,e se arate edonomids department.
In aver 20 perc&it.of the two-ye t schools econbmics was the
responsibility o,f a social Science department or division, a
very rare occur etro-elin the four-year institutions.

) -

-The macro to micro equen was favored by all institutions
e*ept the private niverSi es, with,the two-year_Schools
shbwing the stronge t ilreference for it.

iS (

taught by awculty'meMbers with.-tfie rarik of instruct(A-, while
the teachers in four-year schools were usually assistant Or )s

\ .

-Only 19 or percent of the two-year inStructors he'td doc-
toratesa as compared with.a majority in the other colleges. '.

Most'olthe two-year teacherg.held masters degrees. 1 The
junior apd commun4y colleges ha& a smalle), pereeneage

.time teachers of eonomics.

-Althouzhc"maleb greatlyutnumbered-iemales-in this. sample (363
to 50), the perentage oFfemale ecohomics instructors was
greater in the two-ye public Whools.:
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-Anot,her unusual feature of tjAis study was Sterrett's.effort to
,

, determin.e the politicalprientationqif the econOmics instruc-
tors. He foun-d-.;that those teaching Ph two-year-colleges,were
much move 1,ikelyto be "consw-vative oriented." Sixty-nine p r-

-Ithose in private junior colleg 8 r,..ted themselves= Vonserva-
and lOG-pekcent,of

,.: .

cent of those in public two-ye

) \.tive oriented." A small major ty of the four-year colleges
teachers were conservatives, while a substantial'majority oC

-.the university teacffers called themselves liberals.*

J.

-Most schools assigned supplemental reading mater.01. (aboUti,e0
percent of the taj), with-private colleg s and universitAes,'
being Most likely to do so. Very few colle es required.tha use
of a fbadings^bOok, however. The universiti -s were most'aikelY
to reivire it (20 percent)1 and the four-year collees

- ;rl east likely to Issirf a readings book.
c

, _
.

.

'-'The :descriptive lecture'was the
,

mode of instKuctibn tised b
the vast majority of ail respondents, and oqective tests w
the most commonly used evaluation instrumdnts.- The two-Ayear

. colleges were moAlikely to have a list of writt617 objetttives
than arty other type of sch6o-, but they were somewhv.re-Ss
inclinell to pFov,ide students with,a readin-g- ristt, '4;

4

-Tkle two-ye4r colTeges agreed with_the.four-ye,ar schools that
tHelmost_i- portant objecti?e of 'an economics'course is td pre-

%'12tre th u ent to become'wbetter informed citizen_ - (The ., ,
, ,

1
univ,ersities cvored the goal of developing ,analytical chink-
ing skills nece sary for economic understanding.) The two-year ,
Instructors agreed with their four-year and university.colleag
in saying"that the'least importaA goal wa to prepare.he
student fo a professionarcareer.

,

-The vast ma ority of all colleges used course. evaluation
questionnai.es filled oue by.students twevaluate'

Sterret foUnd a variety 'of calendar systems in use,'iricludstng
semester, quarter, trimester, a1d'.4-l'A4 plans, wi,th_a..majority of
the twlicyear schools using thesquartev system. He suggested that a
unorm systeAbe adopted'to preventionfusion and make life easier
foY\ trahsfer.students. He also urte Iteachers to develop a greater.
variety of instructional techniques t9 .suplemerit or replace the
"chplkb94.rd lecture." He-expressed fear that th heavy dependence'
of two-year colleges on part-timnstructors might cause "conCqnt
and ciTality"..tto suffer. Finally, he:decried the fact that too fgw
respondents werd assigning-supplmental,,readings'using books of
readings,- or distri6uting teadifig lists.

f
, ,

r ...., ,0
.4 0

.

, . s.,
, i i,, ,

/ .17': Sterrettlhoted'that many respOndehts did-not' answer'this questiOn'
anclfelt..that it would have to 15b,"reworked" if used tn.future

( studies, ;, .
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Streifford.:, baviA M.

"Programmecl Learning in Elemenidarykconomics Courses An
txperiment \Ind Evaluatibn."

St:.touis, Voyst Ark CoMmunit,College, 4971. 9pp.
+ appenCicen. 4

,t
\

In the fall_of1969_8treifforditested the-efT4ctiveness-f.of--:-.
programmed learning, urging the two sections of a mtcicoecpnomic

-principles course'at FöresC.Park Community College int. Louis.
Tricl control group was tail",in the conventional mpikki..including
lect-Ures,, "..a sprinkling ofqisc9sion," and a standard textbook
(McConnell). The experimentX1 gsoup also used.McConnell's txt,
but in addition theSe student\ui_d Mingham'S prograMme'd text aps.1
did not atkend-class sessions. \S("reifford noted, howeverr'that
the experinrtl stUdents 'frequnted the .t.eacher's office
LegularIy." ctt groups rece,ived a' set of educational:oblectives

. .

indicating,the concepts that would-be-tested. _
.

Streifford constru ted three tests made up of Aems.,taken.
from the McCbnnoll test ile and administered thse t6sts during
the semester.-. His null hypothesis was that there' Would be-no
difference beitween tle twO gr.oups in'erms.of performance on ,

these tests. Then, one year later, h administereqs the final__) \
eXamihation avin to the -tWo

-

groups t" bee if the residbal impact,
, _

differed. \

There was no signiticant differance)betWeen t- he groups in
terms of performance on the three bests, but there waa a difrerenc
at the .05'ae_ViA,-on-lhe-test\given a .year later. Thu'si7the-,elcperi-
nitental "sectkon retqined theirknowledge of economics 'longer than
the control students. Streifford concd.uded that "the lag.ting_
effects oftprogrammed instruction-for introductory ecoliomics,
student3 are significantly gretter than of the conventiopal lec-
ture/digcussion design," He recommende:d that:, economics instruc-.
tdrs "exorcise-the traditionalksm Jth4t envelops.our educational,

-.institutions." He also,warned,41 wever,- thAt the optimum'learning
,experience has nOt been ascertaip

a

;
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Symmes, S. Stb'well

Economics, I, struction iti New Jersey':s J r Colleges:. A 'ARprafsal
T1....2.1SILTAcL1"L'lL -Proj ect

'

,
., - .N k, , k ew Yor: New N/Ork University, 1 i)70. 19pp.. Typevritten..

A

lrvreviewing the lit'erature dealVhg wtth .economics edUcation in
two-year Colleges, Symmes detected i "general diSsatisfaction Avith
course content and with instructionral techniques' (Page 2.) He ._ _

Cited -studies predicting that by the mid-1970s nearly 'half of the,N
introductory economics- course' work'-beyond, the high school level '
Nwould be provided by\thejacultfes" of two-year colleges. He went on
tO,summai-izo studies made by .Dawson; :Kock, and Thompson, and noted
ttge -similarities in the: r findingt. SyMmes pointed oUt that "there. 4

appeal' _d to be nogreat 'ffOrt to offer junior college btudents a
cours,e ilor-made for th ir special needs. '0' (Page 6.)

, v

Becaus some sthdies s
all junior- co lege stuaents

, that "enrollmen -.4A, low becau
,ticular needs of junior c011e
addreSsed the. question of how
nstrpction might -be altered using New Jersey as a case in point.

, ymmes_-..ciescribed,theNefforts Of Professor Sidney Kronish- of
'Montclair' State College tOinvolve junior coll.eges econathists in an,
attempt to change the ititt

. - a 10-item, questionnaire,..,tO ior college iwtructors, %asking for
theri views on what, ta tboo 11101( use, how much time to devote to each

.N topic, what kinds of siiplemty materials tO use, and the like:
Fiew instruFtors .provided detailed responses, hut,those who did repay

ges ted. that 'fewer thal;1 five percent of
ook economics courses, Symmes opineA.
e the urse is irrelevant -to the par-'

stud:!ii7 's.P (Page 7:).* then
he court;e content and the methods of

, .

uctory economics.course. Kronish sent-

..,,---slyik4' tekoebrrobate Thompson' s dtudy in California. . ,pok, ez.amplei:
, thete wae neral,aFeemen't on the course y?nent:bue course.objec- ..

,-
. tives tend0,t?'410,be 'rather teneral.," ,The 'Cb-Urses vite "very tradi-

tional and 'DargeAy textbook."' orien 'ted :" (-Page 'ao . ) . Few were usinz
audio-visual materals, -and, there,Pwas .1Alo evidence, of extensive use
of the c+munity tax,1 l_arning laboratory in the introduttoiy
economi9s-course in New Jersey's commupity c011eges." (Page 10

,

..------ , .

,

- . . A committee was 'established to draft fan exp'ekimehtal golirse, ,-,..,
but the .nitlal efforts showed "little i the Way of dramatic inno- .,

vationl'-,,,.." 4(Pag4 11. )'"roAtt,member attempted to. prepare a segment
.(3 the cour e, hilt the mliop s not satisfied with,the Testitltinv4

. ,. sypabus. ,(Jnfotunately,theplaps to develop and test a new
, N heconomics cburse for thg New ers'cq junibr tolleges did not:...

-..`Nmaterialize.
.- .

, ;

(e)\ ,
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Thompson, Fred A.; Walthall, Wylie A.; and Merson, 'Tlhloimas B.

Economics Educati 'n in California Junior Colleges: An
E Iorstor S-tuct

.Modesto: .ca.1ifçrnia Junior College Association, 1967,,and
Washington, p.c U.S. Office of Education, 1967. 112pp.

In 1966767 #fie author's collected data .from California junior
colleges in rpgard tp economies course offerings and enrollment..
The Test_clEgsonomic-Understandipg (TEU)-was atiministered to --,
samp-MTof sWents in Tour junior, colleges-that,were thought to
be broadly epresêntative Two student groups in each college
were tested One was a cross-section-of th(:c student population;
the other as made up of students completing a year-long study
of economi d in a course designed for those planning to enter a
four-'yearioollege.

f
The,Meltn score on the TEU was not significantly dpfe-rent,

from the! mean achieved by the.norming sample. ;(Note that the .

-TEU qas/designed loimarily for use in senior high schools and
,that t forming data were obtained from high dchool students.
The TE wa4 being used widely in colleges, how6ver,'because the
Test q Understandin Celle e Economics had not yet been
pu 1 s ed. Stu ents study ng econom cs Made,sWistically
sighi icanit gains, but fewer than fiveTercent 6f all'étudents
wexe taki44t,he ecOnomics course. In comparii0 315 junior col-

. lege/sudents with 167 fOur-year college sophomores in terms of
pert/ tMance on the TEU, the researchers found that'the former
&oh elted a post-test mean of 25.4 while the'latter., achieved a
mea 8f 26.1.

4
his"Study also listed and analyzehe courses being offered

-J.n!regard to their stated objectives'and the concepts actually.
bOng taught. It was found that 97.5 percent-of the 80 colleges
s rveyed offered a course In principles of economicS considered.

,be comparable to the principles courses in four-year colleges.
I laddition, 31 pecent offered a geaeral economics course'
'd Signed for terminal students. Among the other courses being -'
tOghttwas economic history (16 percent af the colleges) and s

Oonsumer economics (45 percent of the,collep'es).
./ !

,
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Thompson, Frcid A.,

Gaminv Vik,Com u er Simulation TechnIques for Junior oll.da
.
Economics.Jcat n.

Riverside, Calif rnia: Riversift City Uollege, X968. 68pp. Mimeo-
graphed. ,

I
.

, i

This study Nas designeo to determine ifxstudents in. a'macro-

i
'economics coufs being taught by a cpmputer kimulation tedhnique
would learn mor than, those receiving Fonventionaleihstruction.
Sdveral specific learning goals were.establidhed, such as: "Students

, wlll be able to identify arid explain trade-off relatiohships be-
tOeten stable prices and the level of employment" In the simulation
students acted as policy-orierxted economists, armed with information

0 on the'past Performance of the economy and with data on PIP, employ-f,'
ment, price level, etc.- They could intluence the simulpted ec6noMy
by changing governoqtent spending or net taxes to achieve maximum

.

Atconomic growth consistent with full employmeAt and price stability,.
,Unemployment below a cvrtain rate would bring inflation, for instance,

k and the students would hal:re -Co compensate fc:1 changes in investment
. -spending,by,changin4g actions in.the public sector. , , ,.,

N
\

The experiMental and coritrol groups were clsely matched in
terms of mean scores on the Sithool and College Ability Tests (SCAT)
and the'test of kconomic Undkkstanding- (TEU).' The mean scores on the
mid-term examinition were ano very Close for the two grodps. It
was.hypothesized that gaming Would, have a long-term impact. To test
this, 20 guestiong (Tul:tiple-ehoice) previously used,were repeated
in the 150-item final examinatlon taken by both groups. Although the
experimental group achieved, a' slightlY higher score oh the 216 items
(16.41 ap opposed to 15.80) the difference was not significant. Thqe
was no.significant difference gin'performahce,on the total final ,exam.A

,2Total points earned duripg,the course were used as thie dependent
variable. in a multiple'rellression,analysis. This showed that SCAT
scores, previous grade poin,t aver.age,'and previous knowledge of
economicsVas measured by.the*TEU were significant, while the use of r

the ome'was not. The results miihtrhave,been'influencedv however,
Oy the fact that the previous examination had been reviewed in class
and that-it was available in the library fo'r students wishing to

' Istudy in preparation for.the final exam.
1

.

e"Although.th-ere Was little difference in mean scoreE4 therOwas a,..".,,

matked. diference in the dispersion of final,grades. 41,, of the "Am'
grades and'll greater proportiop of*.the "Y" grades, wereséceived by .

those iv V4experimenta1 group, while.the control students.received
a great manx_"C" grades. Nevertheless, it was concluded that the
game was noYa Aignificant factor in seudent performance% and that the

i

cognitive -objec ves of the unit could be tchievedyitil equal effici-
ency by gamin' by conventiorial methods. ,

,
.
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The effoct of gaming on student'attitgdes wasanotler matter.An attitude guestionnaire was adminisered .to both gro4ps beforeand after the unit. On the preqest the two groups we: nearlyidenticalln being capposed'to the attitudes toward economic pvin-ciples that were held by the instructor. Both groups shiftedtheir attitudes on the.post-test, but the experime 'tal group showed.the greater,tenden'cy to ellitnge. Gaming also produ 'd a morlefavorable attitude toward. the course: The research r felt that...he experimental students were better able -to discuss and,evaluateeconomic issues that they.were more ekger to participate, -anclthat the axperience leherated.intereSt in .economics.

,.

.(For a summary of several studies of the use of computers in'teach-ing economics, s6e John C. Soper's "Computer-Assisted Instructionin Ecohomf6s: A Survey° in The Journal of Economic Edpcation, Fall1974, pp. 5-28: Also,see William I.fiavEsson and Frank J. Bonello,Computer-Assisted InstructIOn in Economic Education published bythe University of 't4otre Dame Press, Notre Dame,TaTiana,,a976, andJohn Siegfried's review of that book in the Fall 1979 issue of TheJournal of. Economic Education, pp. 52-'755.)
.

,
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fhomp4On, Fred'A.

"The Interactibn of Cognition and Affect: The, issue of Free
Trade,"

.

The Journal of Economic Education. Vol, 4, No. 2, Spring 1973,
pp., In -11-5.

,The hypothesis in this study was that a cognitive change will
cause an affective change. Thompson tested the hypothesis by con-
centrating on one,economic issue =- free trade._ He used.a ten-
Point 'multiple choice test to measure cognitive change, and an
attitude survey made up of 66 stetements td assess changes'in
opinion. Most of the statements were taken from the scale
"Attitude Toward the Tariff'!4ich appeared In L.L. Thurstone, ed:
The Measurement of Social Atti udes (Chicago: University of Chi-
xago ress,' as repr nte n arvin E.; Shaw and Jack M,
Wright) Scales -for the MeasUre nt of Attitudes (Nt%.,,09yk: McGraw-
Hill, 1967), pp. 227,23r. The statementsiwere categorized as
"strong" and "weak" and Weighted accordingly. Thus a student
checking "strongly agrw" with.a weak statement favoring free
trade would get a score of 5 on that .iteM, while strond'agreement
wOth_a strong statement would bring a score f 6. The following
are examples'of strong,and weak statements:

Strong: "Free trade is the.Solutivn to our economic
Aproblems--"

Weak: "The benefits of free trade are somewhat'
greater than the evils."'

Otherwise, Thompson's five-point scale was ciff. the usual Likert
-

type.,. The experimental group was a'irsicroeconomics clais at-River--
side 'city College in California. Thestudents! were pre- and post-
tested with both the cognitive test and the attltUde survey:
Students in an introductory lisycholoW class made up a control

f

group. They were pre- arid post-tested with the same instruments.
With another Smal.1 group of economics,s6dents Thompson administered
the survey only on a post-test basis. pe circi .his to control ,for
any Obssibie "sensitizing" that the pre-test n1lght cause., (The
pre-teSt might make the students more aware o' the issue and react

Ffnally, he-also tested ac!s of,graduate students
"at the University of'California.

There was no differenEe between the 4eians 'of the gont61 and
experimental groUps on the pi*test. 0 the post-test,,however,
the económiCs stwients achieved a, signi icant gaili while the post-
tblt score of the psychOl9gy crest wa ,almost.unchanged. (A
hUgher ScOre meapt greater approval, o 'free,trade.)

The control
group 'did not ,expressprortarqf Sen iMentSi their mean score was
Close to the neutral pOsiitiOnon 136 h occasions. Thompson

4
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'concluded from this that there were no outside fagtors influencing
-student attitudes toward trade during this period. 'The mean
scores for the exprimental group increased on both tests, and
there was a "fairly strong positive corkelation between the two
scpres." (Page 114.) Thus, the hypothesis was supported -- an
increase in knowledge seemed to chan4e ekttitudes.

Next,Thompson compared the experimental group with the students
who took the post-test 40t not the pre-test. 'He found a signifi-
cant difference betweerAheir post-test scores (alpha leve)_ of
.05); The post-rtest score of this specipl grOup was rower than
the post-scorepf the experim4ntal grou (althotIgh still higher
tham that of the control group). This led Thompson to suggest the
possibility.that the pre-test did sensitize the experime'ntal
students to the issue. (This was Small grOup, however, and was
made up of only 12 students who had not been preseat;fc4 the pre-
test. Thus, other faCtors might have accounted,for the difference,
and no firm conclusion can be -made on the question of sensitizing.")

Finally, the hiOest score of all was .that of the graduate
students, although it was not significantly different fro!&jhe
mftanvost-test score of-thb experimental group.

Thompson also attempted to find out if the control group
students really gave thought to.their answers. He sdIeCted three
pairs of statements from the survey to check for Consistency of
responses. racA pair made the same point, but' in a7-somewhat
different manner. The fact that many inconsistent replies were
noted suggested that the students had-not given muCh thought to
the

I

statements or knew so little about the subject that intelIi7
gen responses were impossible.

.

1
In spite of the "imperfections...involved in the methodology

data, and data interpreation..." Thompson conclUded that --

...our efforts do have an effect on the way students view the
II

world." (Page-.115.)

a- -

11
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Thompson, Fred A.

"Problems .and ProsPects of Economics Education in,Community .

Junior Colleges."

The .fournal of Economic Educ4tiOn. vol. 2, no. 1. Fall 1970.
PP. 3J --38

"A heterogeneous cl e tele and diverse educational objec-
tiVes,.." cOnsbitute the basic instructional problem facing
juniorcollege instructors, atto-rding td-Thompson. ThiS -problem
led to the consideration eif different appeoadles to teaching '.,'

economics. One approach tried by Thompson was the use of short
unt ared for community college students. After about one
ho elf-instruction in a uniti on market demand,*he found
tha .percent of the students achieved 80 percent or better
onli!multi-ple-chorce let containing questions derived from
behavioral objectives. (See the.summarles of,other papers by
Thompson for his experiments. with TIPS and with.gaming.).

Thompsonmade a study Involving 230 students ;enrolled in a
one-semester "general and adult education economics course".4A
Riverside City College in CaNfornia. They were foundtO have
a wide range of academic ablstities. SCAT verbal scores ranged
from 251 to 335, while quanti!ative scores ranged from 256 to
337. The mean verbal placed tHem, at the 43rd percerytile, and
the mean quantitative at the 35th percentile. The ean GPA for
these studeAts (excluding those who were just entering college)
was 1,96. In the same classroom there were students with
eighth-grade aptitudes and seudents*"who could quallfy for
admission to some of the best feur-year univerSities.".,(page 34.)

To ascertain what student charl-cteristics Wtre most important
in explaining learning outcomes, Thompson used three dependent
and eight independrt var ables in a multiple regyession'analy-
sis.. The former-were .sc res on the Test of Economic Understantding
(TEO, coUrse grade and rde times TEU. The Independent vari-
ables were SCAT.scores, GPA, gender, probationary status fon
probation,or not on probation), terminal or transfer students,
racel (white or non-white), age, and marital statUs. Only the
grade7poeht average'and the SCAT scoi'e proved to be significant .

(Thompson did not th)nk that there was a Multicollinearity
.probleM here,' The'correlation coefficient between.GPA and SCAT
wai 0:28).

:It was concluded that the community college attracts many
students.with'aptitudes that are lower tpan those of' studentp
.attending fOUr-year colleges'and that "attention should be cti
rected at the needs, problems, and procedures which will effect
major 'improvements in the economics, curricula ih community junior
colleges." (Page 36.)

.
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Thompson, Fred A.

'TIPS' in'a Community College Setting_.

Riverside, California: Riverside City College, 1978. 18pp. -4:

appendices, Paper presented.at a cOnference on "Innovations in
Teaching the Introductory Course'," 1St. Louis, Missouri, becember
2:1978. Also.see J.R. Clark and Robert J. Sturm, Economics:
Innovations in Teaching the Introductory Course (New York: Joint
Council on Economic Ectiucation, 1q79), pp. 51-78.

Altho,ugh tHis study is'similar'to that made by David Garraty
and summarized earlier In this booklet, it, differA in some of
the details of the research design. Thompson was,also,testing
the effectiveness of TIPS in a community college, but he included
more variables in his rpgression analysis and used a complete
form of the ,Test of Understanding in College ECOhomics (TUCE)
rather than.an aLbreviated version. III addition, student per-
formance on the TI"PS surireys did haVe some effec on their course
grades; a4a ThoMpson was covering macroeconomics while Garraty
was Covering" micro-.

Thompson administered four-hour-long examinations during the
-seMestert The itemb on-theselmuItiple-choice tests.differed from
those included.in the TIP-SsurveyS. The TUCE was then used "to
indepenpently assess courte effectiveness." (Pa.ge 6.) Two de-
pendent variables were used --average score on the Tour tests
-And score olikthe TUCE. (Garraty used siMple gain score means,
gap-closing scoret,,and mean (st-test scores.) Thomptont,s
independ6nt variables include 'SCAT score, GPA, gender, ethnic
group (caucasian'or minoriey, a diChotomohs variable), sthdent's
age, marital status, whether or not the student planned to trans-
fer to a four-year college:major field (a dichotomous yariible,
with 1 = Hilsjiness major, and 0 = all others), aild exposure to,TIPS.

With the mel'an sdOre on the four achievemnt tests as the de-
pendent variable, TIPS, SCAt, and GPA proved to Ve.significant
at the .05 level. The coefficienC-of multiple determination was
fl.61. TIPS raised performance on the examipatiOns by an average
of 6.7 points, an improvement of 10 percent\on average exam
*scor s for students using TIPS. With TUCE score'as the dependent
variabI, however, TIPS did not prove to'be statistically,signi-
ficant. SCAT, CPA, and gender (being female had a negative
effect) weke significant at the .05 level., The R2 was now 0.52.
'ffolding oeher factors constant, TIPS raised TUCEse-di;\4y one
point, but'this was 9niy a two-perent improvement in average
TUCE.scores and'was not qignificant.

, Thompson toncluded that TIPS benefited both high ability and
'low abiApity students, but that low ability students received
more benefits.- The mean scores on the'regular exams were higher
in the TIPS classes than in Ole control class for..both high,
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ability and low ability students, bilt the differences were
greater for the -low ability stuaents. Finally, students x'eactedfavorably to TIPS on a "Student Appraisal,of-lnstruction Form."

(See the next two pages for an dxample Of a TIPS print-out
for a particular student who had completed a°given survey, and
for a print-out giviing a summary report for all students taking
one test.) '

4
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4 , TIPS
STUDENT PRdGRESS REPORT

PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS (07)
PROFESSOR FRED A. THOMPSON

ID # 129185

SECTION # 51, 900 AM MWF
SECTIONLEADER: MR.-THOMPSON- '

A

SURVEY # 10 (04/29/77)
FED MONETARY CONTROLS

YOU CORRECTLY: ANSWERED 7-OUT OF THE 15 QUESTIONS ON THIS SURVEY.
THE FOLLOWING TABLE SUMMARIZES YOUR ANSWERS AS WELL AS THE CORRECT
'ANSWERS FOR THIS SURVEY._ YOU ARE URGED TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU
UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF ANY INCORRECT RESPONSES WHICH YOU MADE.

TABLE o'r RESPONSES

a

QUES.
NUMB.

1.

2.

3:

4.

5.

-,..

YOUR
ANSW.

I

2.

I
4

2

3

CORR.
ANSW.

1

3

1

3.

3

--)

\.
)

QUES.
NUMB.

6.

7'
B.

9.

10.

- YOUR
ANSW.

1

4

1

3

4

CORR.

ANSW.

1

3

I
3

4

J

OUES.

NUMB.

11.
. 12.

13:
14.

15.

YOUR
ANSW.

1
3

4

3

1

CORR.'

-ANSW.-*,

Its'

2

3

3

1

ALL PRESCRIBED WRITTEN W RK,IS TO BE COMPLETED AND TURNED IN
FOR GRADING AT THE CLAS MEETING OF WEDNESDA, MAY 4.

QUANTITATIVE CONTROLS OF THE FED

--PREPARE AND TURN IN WRITTEN ANSWERS TO BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
NO: 2 AND NO. 6 FOUND ON'PAGE 131 OF YOUR STUDY-GUIDE. (THESE
OBJECTIVES DEAL WITH RESERVE REQUIREMENTS AND OPENMARKET OPERATIONS.)-

4.

QUALITATIVE CONTROLS OF THE. FED .

--tou MISSED ONE QUESTION IN4THE
1

CONCEPT AREA OF,OUALITATIVE
JIONETARY CONTROLS.i REVIEW QUESTIONS SEVEN THROUGFUNINE ON YOUR SURVEY

AAND TRY Tig UNDERSTAND THE CORRECT RESPONSES.

MONETARY POLICY
%.

--ANSWER TRUEFALSE 'QUESTIONS NOS.,9,10,11 AND 12 ON PAM 129 AND
130 OF 'YOUR STUDY GUIDE. AFTER EACH QUESTION, EXPUIN BRIEFLY IN
WRITING WHY THE STATEMENT IS_ TRUE OR FAISE.-

*

NOTICE: ALL STUDENTS WILL RETURN THEIR SURVEY'10 PRINTOUTS TOGETHER
WITHAM PRESCAIDED WRITTEN WORK ON-WrpNrSDAY, MAY 4 AT THE
TIME Or YOPR CLASS MEETING. NO LATE WORK WILL BE GRADED-OR
.ACCEPTP.FOR CREDIT.

t .

10 5

,0
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TIPS
PROFESSOR'S 'SUMMARY REPORT

PRINCIPLES OF MACROEC040MICS (07)
PROFESSOR FRED A. THOMPSON

,

CLASS1 .

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
/ 96

NUMBER TAKING TEST,# .1
93'-- BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

TWER .RECEIVING STUDENT REPORT-#-01 96BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS
.

TABLE OF AVERVE SCORES AVERAE PCT. CORREdT
,

CLASS\*FILE LABEL
(Nr 93)

SURVEY 1: /BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

f

G151

)

I

ALL 20 QUESTIONS ON,THE TEST' 76.8.G152 KNOWLEDGE OF TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
QSTS 1,2,3,4

. 87.6G153. ECONOMIC METHODOLOGY
QSTS 5,6,7,8

6.7G154: GRAPAICAL ANALYSIS
QSTS 9,10,11,12 :

81.7G1551 -__ PITFALLS AND FALLAIES,
QSTS 13,14,15,16

'

79.6G156 ECONOMICS AND ECONdMIC POLICY
i

QSTS 17,18,19,20 1

.

71.2,1

;

4,

Vf

ITEM ANALYSIS TABLE

PERCENT ,. PERCENT IN CLASS SELECTING.NO. ANS CORRECT' ALTERNATIVE RESPONSES
4

CLASS
(Nm 93)

1 3 98
2 3 ,-

98
3 3 Ili 90
4 2 ) 65
5 ' 1 68
6 1 r 33
7. 1 56.
e 1 98
9 2 68
10 1 80
11 2 95
12 2 85
13 2 84
14 1 . 88
15 4 88
A.6 4 N. 58

,.

17 2 86
18 3 60
19 2 55
20 2 84

1
. ,

2 3. 4 5

-7--

NO
'RESP.

0 1 98 0 .0 1
1 1 98 0 0 0 ,

0 0 90 2 0 0
3 .65 14 17. 0 1

68 15 15 1 1 0
33 .3 4 .59 6 0
56 28 15 1 0 0
98' 0 2 0 0 0
22 68 1 9 0 1
80" 14 1 5 0 0
2 95 1 2 0 0

105 85 8. 2 0 0
9 84 3 3 0 1

88 2 2 8 0' 0
2 4 5 88 0 0

82. 1 9 58 0 0
4. ,86 4 5 0 0

12 9 60 19 '0 *0
16 55 26 3 0

,
0

4 84 10 2 0 0

Or,

. I

411
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Weidenaar, Dennis J. and Dodson, Joe A.

"The-Effectiveness of Economics Instruction in'Two-Year Colleges."

The Journal of Ecollbmic Education. Vol. 4, No. 1. all 1972,
P-

The authors attempted to meiheure,the effectiveness of economics
_instruction in a non7random sample of two-year colleges and_to
identify factors that influence student performance in a one-semester
macroeconomics Course. Ten schools located in eight states wgre in-
volved. The Test of Understanding_ in College EconOmic8 (TUCE) was
administered to 477 junior college students.. Porm I-B (macroeconomics)
was used, and the results were compared with those obtained from 473
four-year college students during the national norming of\--the TUCE.

The junior college students achieved a pre-test mean of 11.26,
as compared with a mean of 13.71 for the four-year students. The post-
test wean for the former group was 14.75, while-for the norm group it
was 19..25. The four-year studente had gained 5.53 raw score points,
while the junior collee students achieved a mean gain of only 3.49.
The percentage gain, using the pre-test as a base, was 31.0 for the-
junior college students and 40.3 for the four-year students.

A gap-closing score was also computed. This helps to overcome
the ceiling effect of the .33-item TUCE. The higher one scores on the
pre-test, the less room one has for Improvement, The gap is the dift--
terence between the pre-test score and 33. The gain score is divid4d

lby the gap to obtain the gap-closing score. This shows the extent to
which the student closed the gap between his or her pre-test score
And a perfectecore. This also revealed a poorer performance on the
part of the junior College students. Their mean gap-closing score
wIN 16.1, as compared with 28.6 for the'four-year students:

Of course, there was considerable variqtion among the classes of
the 11 instructors involved. Pre-test means ranged from a low of
10.27 to a high of 12.64. Post-test means ranged from 11.33 to 18.35.
No junior college class achieved a pre-test or post-test mean,as
high WEI that of the four-year students.

The researc)fers included 16 independent variables in a regression
analysis using pjast-test score as the performance criterion, Student
age and ACT score proved to be significant at the .01 level. Having
taken a previous'college economics course was significant atthe .05
level. Being a businessImajor was significant at the .05 level, but
the sign was negative (-1.06). Thatlpis, business majors achieved
lower scores on the TUCE than other tudents. Among the variables
that were not statistically'significant were student's purpose (going /

. to a four-year college or directly into a vocation), gender, class
4reshman or sophomore), elective or reqUired course, having had
high school economics, pre-course grade expectations, interest ip
economics, high school -Size, niajoring in s ncd, engineering, or
mattl, and having had algebra or calculus.
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Weidenaar and Dodson t on attempted to adjust fbr sand of ,the 4differences between the,junior college students and four-year oollege-students. .The regr,essi n coefficient for composite.ACT score of thetwo-year students WA's .4 meaning that every addiLional point n the,ACT wap positively.associat. th .41 points on'the TUCE. Theywanted to find o# if the difference on post-TVCE would diSappear if
the ACT scores oe 3unior college students were equivafent to those of
four-year student.6.',.-They, tompared the two-year students with a groupof 306 Pursue University students'whose average ACT score was fivepoints higher. Ithe A,CT-43coros.of the junior college students wereadjusted upward by&fiv$"pdipts to l'achiev,e a common basis for com-parability, (paqe .11,.-)f" This added ovqr 7 points to.the two-yearcollege sccir on the TUCE.(5-1 .41),.raising the post-test mean, to16.5 However, this qtAs still Much lower than the poOt-test mean of20.0 aohieved by the'fUrdue students. Since the.textbooks aud'othermaterials used by all angtrUctors in the study were18imi1ar,.the
authors hypothesiZed that:differences among teachers might explainLhp poorer -showing.r.Tthe junior college students.

The authors examined-the economices backgroOndsof the junior
college instrucEgttilkand administered the TUCE te them.rThey found apos.,itive. And statsTicaaly. significant relationship between, instructor--preparation andTUCEherformance, and statrnt post-TUCE tcores. That-is, having am instrudfor,with.an.M.A. in economicS added One pointto the-post-TUCE score, Each-year of teavhing experience added .20of a.poi..int_ ti) the.students' post4-TUCE score; and each question theinstructor answered-COrrectfy on the TUCE added .1.1 of a point to thestudents' deost-TUCE gcore.

- ,v
.iPinall_ e junior tollege studentlWere asked to.indicate,theirattikudes '1,4ar ec6ndmics.as a subject. Their interest in economiesincres.0 somewh t-after takillg the cour8, but they were less likelyto consider .it "very importarit" 6- "importanf." Both before and after-'taking the coUrse the .thaiority ag.reed that eoenomics should be aguired subjedt.

, .

.'-

,
(This study-corrobelratea Dcawspn'Aiffindings regardirig the Eact .2-that Mir-Year Students did better.tian-ftwo-year students ir) economics.A different risult was obtained, hOw6Ver, on tne effect of teadher.

.preparatiand experienge. -;-: Dawson did .not fihd this to be statism-
tically sgt-nificant, while Weidenaarand Dodson did. It shauld be.noted that Weid6aar itAd DOdson-ebv,i<msly had'better;control over
theipart4cipating .iAstructors and that they, included instrtictor per-formaRce an'the.TUCE, whereAS Dawson considered only, their credits inAconomios courpei'and their Years bf college teaching experience. Also,Owson used fgain scbres while Weidenaar and Dodson used post-test ,'scores in-their model. An&ther differdnce is that Dawson,10ed.the:old

.TEU (a Eest actually c1e1gned tor 12th graders) while thes'e researchers
used the _nelfrer'and more difficult TUCE.)

,.,

,
,,., _
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Wentworth, ,Donald R., and Lewis, Darrell R.

"An Evaluation of the Use of1t7he Marketplace Game in Junior College
Economics."

The Jbuinal of Economic.Education. Vol. Spring,1975.Pp. 113-119.

'Also see the,Journal of Experimental Educat.ione Witter 1973; pp.'
87-96 and WentWorthis.doctoral thesls, "THE _Effectiveness a
LearAing Game for Teaching Introductory Economics in Selected Two-
Year Colleges," University of Minnesota, 1.972.

In the Marketplace game, participants buy and siell to acquire
"units of satisfaction.". It the process, they learn supply, demand,2
factors of production', circular flow of capital and goods, the func-
tions of Money,- the profit motive, division of_labor, and the.
market. In this study, 149. students taking introductory economics,
in two MInnesota junior colleges were.tested: Two instructors
with "similar,characteristics" were chosen to teach the four
classes, and'each instructor was randomly assigned a control class
and.an experimental crass.

In the two experimental classes the students used.the game in
place of eight class periods normally taught by the Lecture method.
Otherwise, the control and experimental groups were exposed to the
Same .teaching techniques and course content. Pretests indicated

.that there were no significant differences between the two group's
in terms of ability, interest, goals, age,.'4ind previous-xperience.
Tte hybrid version of the Test of Understanding in College Economics-
(Hybrid TUCE) was used .to measure.the game's impact. Ail students
were taking the "terminal" economics course, which'stressed current
issues and used few mathematical models or graphs.

Eight independent variables were Used in amultiple, linear re- .

vession mdel to analyze the effects of the game on economic know-
ledge. These were pre-test (Hybrid PUCE) scores,'ACT scores, age,
college attended, high school economics background, gender, pre-
course 'interest in economics, and experimental or control class.
The five that proved to be significant were.pre-test score, ACT,
age, college attended,,.and use of .the game. The latter variable had
a negative sign, however. That is, after controlling ,for prior
knowledge of economics, ability, maturation, interesp in economics,
gender, and'possible differential influences of the instructor or
school, it was found that students using the game gained 1.43
,p0ints less than those receiving yonVentional instruction. Since
Aost research shows that games are as good as (or better than)
conventional methods, this result was surprising.

The authors noted that the differende in gain scores between
experimenfal and control classes was "considerable." The average
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student achieved a gain score of over three points-. ThuS, the,loSs of 1.43 gain score points attributable tia the *gaMe was sub-stantial. One wou10 have to demonstrate'other benefits, thclirefore,to justify the cost of using the tjamej The impact of the game onstudent attitudes toward the course4n4 khe instructors was .measureld through the use of a semanticAifferential scale. The ex-perimental group gave the ..ame posltive evaluations and showed amore positive attitude towa d the concept "Brof4ts." There'wereno differences betw&en group in regarCkto their attitudes towardthe tnstructor, the textbook, the lecturca,_and.such ecynomicconcepts as market, producer, consumer, and banker. (Both 'groupsdeveloped more favorable attitudes toward these concepts.)

Peatring that th'e reaction scales used for the various conceptswere measuring similar things, the researchers conducted a factor
. analysis. FOur factors were found tq.,_explain 66 percent of thevariance. The first factor was called "Economics (or Capitali.sm)Syndrome". In this factor there ;7ere positive loadings exceedingthe criterion level for the concepts Bankers, Market Economy,Producers, consumers, Proitsand Economics. The second factorwas called "Instructional-iproceSs," and the elements receiving highfoadings were Instructor, EConomics, Discussion, and Lectures. The

1 game did not receive a high leading indeed, there*was a negativeand insigiaTicant relationship. . The third factor was "tudent
Learning Behaviors," with factor loadings above the cutoff.point(.400) for Textbook, Economics, and Independent Study. The gamewas 'conspicuous by its absence. Students in this sikudy did notassociate the learning game with student 1,earnpi94 acrivities ingeneral." (Page 117.) The fourth factor was -"Command Economy,"whidh the students did not see as being related to other variablesJ;vsed in-the study% It was actually negatively related to thevariable Economics.

(' Finally, tile "Instructional Process" factor'was used as thedependent variable in a multiple,linear regression model to seehow the game influenced attitudes toward the instructional process.The post-te,st score (Hybrid TUCE) replaced the pre-test score'as.an independent variable and koved to be significant at the .05level. Age was the other vaxiable significantly associate& withthe student's attj_tude toward,tlie instructional.process.- Thus,the game did not affect student attitudes toward the instructional'process. (Most studies show tlat games have a positive implirct onstudent attitudes.) The authors'concluded that the "benefits
associat4d with the game's use were'few if any." (Page 118.)
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The EMPIRE STATE COliLEGE CENTER FOR BUSINESS & ECONOMICEDUCATION was established in December of 1915 and became affili-ated with the New (brk State.Council on Economic Education and-the Joint Council on Economic Education in January of 1976- Aspart of,the network of over 200 centers and councils on economiceducation in the United States, the Center is' a non-profit, non-partisan, and non-political educational organization working toimprove economic under§tanding at all educatiodhl levels.The work of the EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE CENTER FOR BUSINESS &ECONOMIC EDUCATION includes research) the publication'ofbibliographies, researcp reports, materials for teachers, andother materials; conducting workshops for teachers; holding
professional meetings and conferences; providing consultantsand.speakers for other organizations and schools; and answeringrequests for advice and information on economic education. TheCENTER specializes in business and economic education for adults,-771d in the development of methods and materials for personalized,1dividdalized and self-paced instruction. The CENTER alsoprovides editorial management of°The Journal of Economic Education,published by the Joint. Council on Economic Education.
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Mr. Richard-Glassberg, Visiting Assistant Professorof Zusiness'

Mr. Robert Greenburg,. Instructor in Bu*inesql& Econbmics.
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Ms.Doris.Kalisman, Adjunct Instructor in Oareer Education
, .,
Mr. Lester Levine,Professor of Business & Public AAmini'§tration

.

?

,D .Donald K.Park-Associate Professor of Business. (on leave)

Dr.Elizabeth Steltenpbhl, Professor of Education (on leave)

D . Jeffrey Sussman,"Associate Professor of Economics

Dr. Rhoada Wald, Professor of EduCation
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